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To the Reader:
This study does three things: It assesses the size and accessibility of Montana's public
institutional food service markets; it assesses the capacity of Montana's farmers, ranchers and
small businesses to serve these markets, and it recommends changes needed for more Montanaproduced food to be served by the state's institutions.
The results of this study, which are contained in this report, are offered to Montana's
communities, food producers, economic development organizations, local and state
governments, public institutions, and others who want to understand and develop the potential
for new food- and agriculture-related economic opportunities and for increasing the availability
of wholesome, Montana-produced food.
The need for this study was identified by a coalition of public and private organizations, called
Grow Montana, who were interested in making it easier for Montana's public institutions to
procure Montana-grown or processed food. Grow Montana saw the potential for the state's food
producers and processors to enter the state's food service markets as a way to add value to
Montana's farm products and provide healthy, local food to Montana consumers. The coalition
came to realize, however, that the state's public institutional food service markets were not well
enough understood to determine what the best leverage points for change are.
This realization led the Grow Montana coalition, under the auspices of the Butte-based National
Center for Appropriate Technology, to seek funding from the Montana Department of
Agriculture's Growth through Agriculture Program for this indepth study of the state’s
institutional markets and what it would take for Montana agriculture and food businesses to serve
more of these markets. The study was conducted by the consulting firm of Kiwi Trade and
Business over a period of several months. This report is the result of that study.
The coalition of public and private, commercial and nonprofit organizations that comprise Grow
Montana is working to create the means for more of Montana's food and farm products to be
used closer to home, to retain more of the value that's added to our agricultural products in
Montana communities, and to improve all our citizens' access to healthy, nutritious food. It is in
this spirit that we offer this report to the citizens and leaders of Montana.

Nancy Matheson
Grow Montana Project Director
National Center for Appropriate Technology
Butte, Montana
July 31, 2006
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This study was made possible through a grant from the Montana Department of Agriculture's
Growth through Agriculture program, with matching funds from the Montana-based National
Center for Appropriate Technology.
The purpose and scope of this study were developed by the Grow Montana coalition steering
committee. The research and analysis were conducted by Drs. Fraser McLeay and Nicola Barron
of Kiwi Trade and Business, who also completed the writing of this report with editing assistance
from Nancy Matheson, Crissie McMullan, and Dr. Neva Hassanein.
Published by the National Center for Appropriate Technology, Butte, MT. 2006.
NCAT, PO Box 3838, Butte, MT 59702; www.ncat.org; (800) 275-6228. The National Center
for Appropriate Technology is a Montana-based, national nonprofit whose mission is helping
people by championing small-scale, local, and sustainable solutions to reduce poverty, promote
healthy communities, and protect natural resources.
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Introduction

A revitalization of rural economies is underway in many
states and countries led by increasing demand for locally
and regionally produced food products. Farm to Cafeteria
programs have played a role in this revival, assisting public
institutions to purchase fresh, healthy, locally grown and
processed food. A resulting multiplier eﬀect has been felt
throughout rural communities.

and food processors seeking to enter Montana’s public
institutional market. This is because they have more
consumer demand for Montana-grown products, a
variety of venues (such as catering and cash operations)
that allow for more ﬂexible pricing, and experience
with incorporating Montana-grown food in their
ordering and menus.
• K-12 schools are the largest component of food expenditures by Montana's public institutions and represent
the greatest long-term potential for growth in the
use of Montana-produced food. Signiﬁcant barriers
would need to be overcome
before the full potential of this
sector can be realized.

The Grow Montana project's objectives for the study
summarized below are to ﬁll the need in Montana for information on the quantities and
types of local food purchased
by public institutions and on
the opportunities institutions Montana’s universities
• Montana's prisons and
may present as a market for and colleges offer the
state-run hospitals are the
food produced in Montana. In
most price-sensitive of all
adddition, the study assessed greatest short-term
the institutions, and thereMontana agriculture's current opportunities for lofore may be a more diﬃcult
and potential capacity for food
market for local producers.
production, processing and cal growers and food
There are, however, sucdistribution needed to serve processors seeking to
cessful examples of local
Montana’s public institutional
farm-to-prison and farmfood service markets. Finally, enter Montana’s public
to-hospital programs in
the study report provides rec- institutional market.
other states.
ommendations on the next
steps that could be taken to
√ Institutional food buyers
enhance local food supply chains
b e l i e ve t h a t t h e m e a t ,
in Montana.
produce, dairy, and bakery categories have the greatest
potential for Montana growers and processors.
• Meat: Discussions with public institutions revealed
a desire to purchase more Montana-grown beef, pork
√ Many of the state's public food service managers have
and poultry products. There is a genuine desire to
a genuine and growing interest in purchasing more food
increase the volume and types of products they could
produced in Montana.
buy, for example, beef strips for fajitas and cooked,
√ Public institutions are a relatively small and cost-conbreaded chicken and beef strips.
scious market, but are an excellent stepping-stone for
• Produce: Many of the state's public institutions purchase
Montana food suppliers seeking to enter larger wholesale
relatively signiﬁcant quantities of fruit and vegetables.
and retail markets.
Almost all institutions interviewed expressed a desire
• In general, the state's universities and colleges oﬀer
to purchase more locally grown produce that has been
the greatest short-term opportunities for local growers
processed into a convenient, ready-to-use form, such as

Findings: public institutional markets

cleaned and cut. Fresh fruits and vegetables are exempt
from the state procurement law's low-bid requirement,
which gives institutions more purchasing ﬂexibility.
• Bakery: Many of the bakery products oﬀered by
Montana companies are not produced from Montana
ﬂour and grains though they could be, making this
an area of opportunity for Montana's grain growers.
Bread products used by institutions include items like
hamburger buns and bagels.

Institutional food buyers believe that the meat,
produce, dairy, and bakery
categories have the greatest potential for montana
growers and processors.
• Dairy: While sales of Montana-produced ﬂuid milk
are at capacity, Montana specialty cheese, yogurt, ice
cream and other processed dairy products hold some
promise in instituional and other wholesale and retail
markets. Retail outlets at university campuses and
campus catering are especially well suited to these and
other types of specialty products.

Findings: agriculture's capacity
√ Many Montana growers and food processors are successfully marketing to the state's public institutions. Their
examples oﬀer lessons for further developing Montana's
food supply chain.
√ Montana's food supply chain lacks capacity. Although
Montana is very good at producing raw agricultural
commodities, generally these commodities are not processed to a form that is needed by institutional or other
food buyers. For example, institutional buyers need
products like ﬂour, bread or other baked goods rather
than wheat; and cooked, processed meat or hamburger
patties rather than whole carcasses.
√ Infrastructure development and capacity-building are
necessary to add value to Montana's raw agricultural
products and provide customers with the types and volume of food products they wish to buy. The state's food
processing infrastructure is considerably less developed
than that in neighboring states and many of the types
of food purchased by institutions is not currently grown
or processed in Montana. This severely limits the true

short-term opportunity that exists in supplying most of
the food requirements of public institutions.

Discussion

Montana’s public institutions spent approximately $33
million on food in ﬁscal year 2004/2005. Montana’s Department of Administration, which includes the university
system, state-managed prisons and public hospitals, spent
approximately $12.7 million while K-12 schools spent $19
million on food purchases.
A 10 percent increase by value of Montana-produced
food purchased by Montana's institutions would bring
almost $5 million directly into the state's economy. Other
researchers estimate that multiplier eﬀects of between 1.8
and 15 would add an additional $9 million to $75 million to our local communties. These opportunities are
particularly signiﬁcant for rural areas in Montana which
face severe economic development needs.
Institutional food procurement varies signiﬁcantly from
institution to institution (for example K-12 schools versus
prisons) as well as within individual institutional sectors
(for example, Billings School District contracts with Sodexho, a food serrvice management company, while Bozeman
School District contracts with Food Services of America,
a prime vendor/distributor, and operates a commercial
kitchen that supplies other institutions. The commitment
that individual purchasing managers, students/residents,
suppliers and others have to Montana-produced food varies. However, most food purchasing managers realize that
fresher, better tasting, environmentally friendly, Montanaproduced food can improve nutrition and strengthen the
region’s economy by keeping dollars circulating in the
local community.
Both the University of Montana (UM) and Montana
State University (MSU) have established programs aimed
at sourcing food produced in the state and the region. In
2005, UM-Missoula purchased approximately 13% of its
food from regional sources. MSU-Bozeman’s more informal local supply initiative purchased approximately 10%
of its food from Montana producers.
Most K-12 schools receive their food supplies from a
number of sources and programs. The complexity of the
K-12 food purchasing structure means that selling food to
schools is often confusing for local producers. Programs
like the USDA’s Food Distribution Commodity program
provide schools with access to low-priced food, but at the
same time they compete directly with Montana producers
that are potentially seeking to market similar products to
these institutions. The Montana Oﬃce of Public Instruction is interested in supporting Montana-based food
initiatives and supports recent amendments to the

National School Lunch Program that encourage the
purchase of locally produced foods.
Montana’s prisons and state-run hospitals are the most
price-sensitive of all of the institutions, and therefore may
represent the most diﬃcult market for local producers.
However, if Montana-produced food can be competitively
priced there is no reason why it cannot be sold to public
prisons, especially Montana State Prison.

Selling to public institutions provides an extremely
useful stepping stone for
food producers seeking to
enter the much larger food
service and retail sectors.
The potential for increasing the diversity, volume and
value of Montana-produced food products sold to public
institutions would be enhanced by changes on both the
public institution and supplier sides. Many farmers may
lack resources to invest in value-added enterprises and are
not risk-takers or entrepreneurs. Many public institutions
are constrained by cost, infrastructure, time and resource
limitations. Food procurement managers were generally
unaware of local farmers, growers, or processors that can
deliver the high volume of quality products in the form
they require, in a timely manner, at a competitive price.
Existing relationships need to be built upon, and the buyin of all the key players in the movement of food from the
farm to the fork is essential.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Although public institutions purchase a very small percentage (less than 2%) of the food consumed in Montana,
successful programs at the University of Montana and
Montana State University illustrate that local suppliers
can provide food to public institutions. The local and
regional impact of producing food (rather than, or in
addition to, raw commodities) cannot be underestimated.
It is important that new eﬀorts are made to further develop Montana-based food supply chains by implementing Farm to Cafeteria programs and further developing
relationships between public institutions and Montana’s
suppliers. To help facilitate the process, the following
activities are recommended:
• Target institutions that are genuinely interested.
• Target product sectors that oﬀer the most potential.

• Target producers/processors that have a genuine
capacity to supply high quality food at competitive
rates and deliver a high level of service.
• Initiate eﬀorts to build Montana’s food processing
infrastructure and value adding activities.
• Encourage producers to group together to market/
distribute.
• Engage all supply chain participants, from farmers to
distributors to buyers.
• Learn from other examples of best practice, but
recognize the Montana diﬀerences.
• Develop new “test programs” and show they work.
• Develop outreach & education programs.
In summary, selling to public institutions provides an
extremely useful stepping-stone for food producers seeking
to enter the much larger food service and retail sectors;
however it is not a viable option for every Montana food
producer. Producers of niche value-added food products
may ﬁnd more opportunities in other less price-conscious
markets where they may be able command a premium
price. Others may be able to utilize institutional markets
to help drive volumes to levels where economies of scale
can be achieved to allow access to additional wholesale or
retail markets. They may also be able to use institutional
markets as a secondary market for hard-to-market products
like low-value beef cuts, which can be turned into hamburger. Supplier and institutional buyer commitment as
well as a marketing approach with a focus on institutional
buyers' needs will be necessary to continue to enhance
public institutions' purchases of food grown or processed
in Montana.

For more information

About work connecting Montana's food producers with
institutions, visit www.growmontana.ncat.org, or contact
Crissie McMullan at (406) 531-5162. The full report—
in print or on CD—can be ordered or downloaded
directly from www.growmontana.ncat.org, or by calling
Debbie Rask at NCAT (406) 494-4572.
The institutional food service market study summarized above
was completed by Drs. Fraser McLeay and Nicola Barron
of KiwiTrade and Business, Inc. on behalf of the National
Center for Appropriate Technology's "Grow Montana" project.
Funding was provided by the Growth through Agriculture
program of the Montana Department of Agriculture.
Grow Montana is a coalition working to create the means
for more of Montana's food and farm products to be used
closer to home, to retain more of the value that's added to
our agricultural products in Montana communities, and to
improve all our citizens' access to healthy, nutritious food. It
is in this spirit that we oﬀer this report to the citizens and
leaders of Montana.

For more information on work connecting Montana’s food producers with institutions, visit www.growmontana.ncat.org, or
contact Crissie McMullan at (406) 531-5162. The full report—in print or on CD—can be ordered or downloaded directly
from www.growmontana.ncat.org, or by calling Debbie Rask at NCAT (406) 494-4572.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Throughout the United States, family owned farms and local processors are beginning to
sell their products to public institutions including K-12 schools, colleges, and hospitals.
In many states, farmers, processors and entrepreneurs are taking advantage of these
opportunities and selling larger quantities to fewer institutional customers. Farm to
cafeteria1 and other programs are stimulating institutions interest in procuring
sustainable, high quality, fresh and processed Montana-produced foods. These trends
may provide new opportunities for rebuilding Montana's food-processing infrastructure
and increasing farmers, ranchers and processors' share of the food dollar.
In Montana, public institutions remain a largely untapped market for agricultural
producers and food processors. Although Montana's public institutions appear to offer
potential because of the quantities purchased, the institutional buying structure is
complex and can be difficult for suppliers. Purchasing food is often only one task that
many institutional buyers conduct, making it difficult for them to commit to a new2
purchasing process involving many farmers/processors. The real issues of budgetary
constraints for procurement departments enhance the difficulties.
Purchasing more food that has been grown and processed in Montana will allow more of
the foods value to be maintained in the state and keep dollars circulating in the local
community. Montana’s consumers will have a better choice and will know how the food
is produced, its’ freshness and quality. However, the total size of the potential
institutional market opportunities for Montana growers and processors is not known.
Barriers to market entry relating to market scale, lack of access to processing and
distribution, product volume and form, insurance, and more, are also not fully
understood.
The paragraphs that follow provide a summary of this study’s objectives, as well as the
methodology utilized to gather data and information, details of project beneficiaries, and
an overview of the way the report is structured.
1.2 Objectives & Methodology
The research plan was designed to develop a robust framework to generate data and
deliver specified outputs. It was based on both quantitative data relating to the supply
and demand of regional food and qualitative information on how food moves through the
supply chain, as well as how and when purchasing decisions are made. Semi-structured
face to face or telephone interviews were conducted with over 60 institutions and
businesses as part of the research process.
1
Farm to Cafeteria is defined as programs “to serve locally produced foods from area farmers in institutional cafeterias and educate
children, students, adults and communities about local food and farming.” (Washington State Department of Agriculture, 2004)
2
and possibly a more complicated and time intensive process.
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The objectives of this study are to analyze the current market status of Montana’s public
institutional food services; build projections for growth in the value, volume and diversity
of Montana food products that could enter that market; and develop recommendations for
changes needed to realize that growth potential. More specifically, this report provides:
1. An assessment of the current and potential value and volume of Montana’s public
institutional food service market for Montana-produced food3.
The Montana Department of Administration suggests that public institutions (public
colleges, universities (2 and 4 year), K-12 schools, hospitals/nursing homes and prisons)
spent approximately $11 million on food in 2005 (see Table 1.1)4. This number does not
include food expenditures by schools5. Discussions with individual institutions indicate
that these figures underestimate the true value of their food purchases6. However, as the
information provided by the Department of Administration is the best that is available, it
was used as a starting point for further research.
Table 1.1: Food Expenditures by Agency (FY 2004/2005)
Public Department/Institution
Interviewed
Office of Public Instruction
Montana State University
Main Campus (Bozeman)
College of Technology (Great Falls)
MSU Billings
MSU Northern
University of Montana
Main Campus (Missoula)
Helena College of Technology
Montana Tech of the U of M
Western Montana College
School for the Deaf and Blind
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
Department of Corrections
Public Health and Human Services
Department of Commerce
Department of Natural Resources &
Conservation

TOTAL

Total Food
Expenditure
($)
62,670.50
2,915,802.53
33,501.53
123,150.99
356,898.01
2,398,969.88
30,733.40
315,014.36
611,428.07
53,424.41
256,322.27
2,764,677.56
836,582.00
54,292.33
78,224.88

Public Department/Institution
(not interviewed)
Judiciary
Governor’s Office
Department of Justice
Commissioner of Higher Ed.
Agricultural Experiment Station
Extension Service
Montana Arts Council
Library Commission
Department of Env. Quality
Department of Administration
Public Employees Retirement Bd
Montana Consensus Council
Department of Military Affairs
Department of Transportation

Total Food
Expenditure
($)
240.68
17,600.31
1,047.59
72.00
3,006.33
633.83
13,249.64
878.04
90.69
37,342.22
411.91
597.11
6,171.63
6,157.63

10,979,192.33
Source: Montana Department of Administration (2005)

3

“Produced," means grown, harvested or processed throughout this report.
The report authors would like to thank Sheryl Olson at the Montana Department of Administration for the numerous hours of support
and assistance that she provided in gathering and interpreting MDA data.
5
OPI purchases relate to direct expenditures by the Helena office for staff meals and conferences. Although education is a state
program it is funded through federal funds, therefore total school food expenditures are excluded.
6
Interviews with purchasing managers to determine why the Department of Administration figures underestimate the true value of
food expenditures suggest that some figures only cover prime vendor contracts for purchases over $5,000. They did not always
include food for resale.
4
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All institutions with food purchases of more than $50,000 per annum were interviewed as
part of this study (indicated in color on the left hand side of Table 1.1). Face to face or
telephone interviews were conducted with 32 institutional buyers to determine the
opportunities and constraints associated with purchasing Montana grown and processed
food7. Details of these discussions and a recalculation of total public institution food
expenditures in Montana are presented in Chapter Three.
2. An assessment of the current and potential food production, processing and
distribution capacity for serving Montana’s public institutional food service market.
Producers and processors of Montana-grown food who could potentially supply the
institutional food service market were surveyed via personal and telephone interviews.
More than 20 businesses were interviewed and supply related opportunities and barriers
identified. Extensive secondary research was analyzed including USDA, U.S. Census
Bureau and other publications in order to draw conclusions relating to Montana’s food
processing capacity and ability to supply large purchasers such as public institutions.
3. Recommendations and a summary of the next steps that could be taken to
enhance local food supply chains in Montana.
This report is intended to be a complement to a study of the impact of the University of
Montana’s Farm to College program on the state. That in-depth study is focused on the
social, economic, and transportation-related environmental benefits and challenges
associated with Farm to College. The analysis of UM’s Farm to College program will
reveal what is working well in the program for particular types of vendors participating in
it, as well as areas in need of improvement. By contrast, this study takes a broader view
of institutional markets.
For the purpose of this report, “local food,” is defined as agricultural products grown,
processed or manufactured anywhere in Montana8. The focus is on “middle”9 sized
farmers and processors such as Wheat Montana, Montola Growers, and Timeless Seeds
who have the capacity and infrastructure necessary to access public institution markets in
the immediate future. “Regional food” is defined as agricultural products grown,
processed or manufactured in the nearby states of Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Wyoming,
North Dakota and South Dakota10.
1.3 Project beneficiaries
This report provides a detailed analysis of the opportunities and barriers related to
marketing Montana produced food to public institutions located in the state. It is hoped
that the outcomes will:
7

Interviews were split between Universities (4), K-12 Schools (14), prisons (5), hospitals (5) and other institutions (5).
Adapted from the University of Montana Farm to College Program.8 In other words, Montana is local in reference to foods and
markets for food.
9
“Agriculture-of-the-middle” refers to a disappearing sector of mid-scale farms/ranches and related agrifood enterprises that lack
the necessary volume to successfully market bulk commodities and have too much volume to sell food directly to consumers.
8

10

Adapted from the University of Montana Farm to College Program.
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¾ enable Montana’s farmers, ranchers, and other food entrepreneurs to make sound
decisions about future commercial development;
¾ provide economic development specialists and policy makers with new
information about the development potential of agriculture and food-related
enterprises;
¾ identify strategic opportunities for new infrastructure that can meet documented
market demand;
¾ allow administrators of public institutions who want to support Montana’s
agricultural economy to target their procurement towards the producers,
processors, and distributors who are best able to meet the food service market’s
needs; and
¾ provide findings that are applicable across the state.
1.4 Overview of Report Structure
This report provides an overview of institutional food buying practices and analyses the
feasibility of increasing the value and volume of food grown and processed in Montana
and purchased by public institutions in the state. It is structured as follows:


Chapter 2: “From Farm to Fork: The Food Supply Chain” provides an overview
of the food supply chain and the distribution channels food moves through on its
way to public institutional markets. The role of key players is described and the
unique problems that geographic and demographic factors in Montana pose as
food moves through the supply chain are identified.



Chapter 3: “Public Sector Food Procurement” summarizes the results of research
that measures the volume and value of food purchased by Montana’s K-12
schools, universities, prisons and other public institutions.



Chapter 4: “Montana’s Agricultural and Food Industry” presents an overview of
Montana’s agricultural industry and examines the extent to which Montana
farmers, ranchers, growers and processors have the capacity to service or sell to
public intuitions in the state.



Chapter 5: “Institutional Food Procurement: Barriers and Opportunities for
Montana Growers/Processors” provides a summary of the potential opportunities
and barriers associated with increasing the volume and value of food produced in
Montana that is sold to the state’s public institutional food service market.
Examples of best practices from other states and countries are provided and
recommendations for the future developed.

©Kiwi TB Inc. (2006)
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CHAPTER TWO
From Farm to Fork: The Food Supply Chain
2.1. Introduction
The U.S food system (hereafter referred to as the food supply chain) is a complex
network of farmers, processors and service providers that link agricultural and food
products to consumers. As food moves from the farm to the fork, processors and
packagers often transform raw agricultural commodities such as wheat into flour or bread
that consumers can bake with or eat. Transportation companies, warehouses, distributors,
retailers, and restaurants all play a role as food products move to consumers. Figure 2.1
illustrates the food supply chain and the marketing channels that are typically used to
distribute food products. The colored arrows represent the different ways in which food
can move from a farmer, rancher or processor to a final consumer. The yellow “cloud”
shows that brokers can operate at many different stages in a distribution channel. Public
institutions (defined in Chapter Three) are a relatively small and specialized part of the
food service sector.
Figure 2.1: The Food Supply Chain
Consumers

Food Service
- Restaurants
- Institutions

Food Service
- Distributors
- Wholesalers

Retail Outlets

Other Wholesalers
-Specialized
Produce
- General Line

Farmers’ Markets/
Roadside Stands

Regional
Distribution
Centers

Terminal Markets
Farmer/Rancher/
Processor

Key
Brokers

From Wholesalers/Distributors

Shipped from Grower

From Institution Wholesalers

Shipped from Terminal Mkts

From Integrated Wholesalers

To Consumers
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In large sparsely populated states such as Montana, distribution is one of the most critical
issues facing institutional buyers, as well as the farmers, processors and middlemen that
supply them. Distances to market are often considerable1 and order sizes relatively small
in comparison to larger institutions in other states. Many of those interviewed during this
study indicated that distributors play the most important role and have more market
power than any other entity in the food marketing system. Therefore, in this chapter,
food supply chains and the distribution channels food moves through on its way to public
institutional markets are examined. Key players (Section 2.3) and the role they play as
food moves from the farm to the fork are described. The unique problems that geographic
and demographic factors in Montana pose as food moves through the supply chain are
identified (Section 2.4) and conclusions presented (Section 2.5).
2.2 Definition of Food Service
“Food service” is defined as the sector of the food industry that provides meals for
consumption out of the home (or the “catering” sector). Food service supply chains differ
tremendously from the retail sector. They are often highly fragmented, but size and scale
are increasingly important2.
Figure 2.2: Proportion of Food Purchased Away
From Home by Montanans (Food Service)
2500

Value ($ m illion)

2000
1500

Food At Home
Food Away from Home

1000
500
0
2003 Estimated

2008 Projected

Source: USDA (2004)

Each year, the USDA estimates
that more than 250 million
Americans spend a projected
$614.60 billion on food, of
which $524.50 billion is spent
away from home3. In 2003,
Montanans spent $1.3 billion
on food purchased away from
home (total food expenditures
were
approximately
$3
billion)3. The share of food
purchased away from home is
expected to increase from 43%
to 45% by 20084. This market
represents a huge opportunity
for Montana based suppliers.

1

For example a round-trip delivery for a Hamilton, MT vegetable producer selling in Plentywood, MT would be 1,500 miles.
“Understanding Foodservice Opportunities for Farmers and Small Food Providers.” IGD Sourcing (2005)
3
As with any statistics, this information needs to be treated with a degree of caution. Information is gathered at a national level and
apportioned by population to individual states. This assumes Montanans illustrate consumption patterns that are typical of the rest of
the nation. Similarly any basis for comparing the influence that consumption in and away from home have on farmer/grower demand
must be treated with caution.
4
AMS/USDA – Demographics and Consumption (2005)
2
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The food service market can be divided into two broad categories5:

PROFIT SECTOR

COST SECTOR

- Restaurants
- Bars
- Leisure

Public Institutions
- Education
- Health Care
- Welfare/Corrections

Meals within the profit sector are supplied in response to customer demand while those
within the cost sector are generally provided out of necessity. Public institutions fall
within the cost sector and as such, procurement managers are usually highly sensitive to
price when purchasing food. The exception is where increased costs can be passed on to
consumers through catering events, such as those held at universities.
Within Montana, all public institutions must follow state purchasing requirements. State
procurement policies have a major influence on the food supply chain and the choices a
purchasing manager can make when buying from Montana growers/processors. An
overview of Montana’s state procurement policy is provided in Exhibit 2.1.
Exhibit 2.1 State Procurement Policy6
In Montana, public institutions (Agencies) are subject to state procurement legislation that determines the steps which
entities must take when they purchase their food requirements.
If the estimated value of a purchase is $5,000 or less, the individual agency may purchase the item directly from a vendor
(unless the purchase involves printing or specific controlled commodities). For purchases with a "total contract value" of
between $5,001 and $25,000 an institution may use a limited solicitation procedure when making purchases. This requires a
documented solicitation from a minimum of three viable sources, if available, either orally or in writing. An Agency with a
“Level One delegated procurement authority will forward any purchase with a "total contract value" above $25,000 to the
State Procurement Bureau for processing”. An Agency with Level Two delegated procurement authority may use either an
invitation for bids or request for proposals process to purchase supplies and/or services with a "total contract value"
between $25,001 and $250,000. A Level Two Agency will forward any purchase with a "total contract value" over
$250,000 (as indicated in Section 20) to the State Procurement Bureau for processing. Institutions and/or the State
Procurement Bureau are required to select the bid with the lowest cost. Delegation and competitive procedures are not
necessary for fresh fruits and vegetables7.
"Total contract value" means the entire potential monetary worth of the project from beginning to completion, including the
initial contract period and any options to renew.

5

Adapted from: “Understanding Food Service Opportunities for Farmers and Small Food Producers” IGD, 2004.
Adapted from “2005 – 2007 State of Montana: Department of Administration, Level Two Procurement Delegation Agreement,”
University of Montana. See also: State of Montana Vendor Handbook. General Services Division, Department of Administration
(May 2003).
7
Administrative Rules of Montana 2.5.301 (2)
6
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State procurement bids can be made by line item or as a total bid, across various time
frames. Figure 2.3 is an extract from the latest bid by the University of Montana for a
Prime Source Food Contractor. "Montana made/grown/produced" cannot be used as a bid
specification. However, through “approved brands8” and tight product specifications9,
public institutions can attempt to source specific products that may not be from the
cheapest source available. In other instances, local products may have no substitute
available and consequently can be included in the prime vendor contract (e.g. Butte
pasties are unique to the region and Sysco sources these for the Western Montana
College).
Figure 2.3: Extract from the Prime Food Source Contractor RFP for the University
of Montana Campuses
RFP 2172 - Appendix C/Market Basket Worksheet
Item #
146
147
148

Item Description/Specification
BEEF, ROAST TOP ROUND. Usda Inspected Beef. c/o med
20%; Cap Muscle Is Removed And The Fat Cover Is 1/4"
Maximum.
BEEF, ROAST. Usda; 285; Sliced; .67 oz. Approved Brand:
Hormel.
BEEF, ROASTt. Flat, sliced, 10%. Approved Brand: Cascade
gold.

Current
Case
Pack/Size
1/12-16#

Annual
Usage
Bid University
Cases Units
Usage
101

Lbs

1,414

6/2 LB

56

Lbs

672

6/2 LB

147

Lbs

1,764

149

BEEF, RIBEYE LIPON. Usda Select Subprimal Cuts; boneless.

3/11-14#

45

Lbs

1,687

150

BEEF, GROUND. Patty: 80/20 homestyle; 5.3 oz.; papered.

60/5.3 OZ

168

Lbs

3,339

151

BEEF, GROUND. Patty: 80/20 homestyle; 4 oz.; papered.

80/4 OZ

333

Lbs

6,660

152

BEEF, GROUND. Bulk; 81/19; fresh.

6/10 LB

47

Lbs

2,820

153

BEEF, GROUND. Natural Angus; 80/20; fresh. Approved Brand:
8/5#AVG
Montana Legends.

225

Lbs

9,000

The next section examines the role of key players in the food supply chain that serves
public institutions.
2.3 Public Institutions and Distribution Channels
The distribution channels that food moves through as it is distributed from the “farm to
the fork” of an institutional food consumer are complex and often confusing for farmers
or processor/packagers seeking to enter new markets. Key avenues for distribution
include:
¾ Wholesalers/Retailers;
¾ Prime Vendors/Distributors;
8
Approved brands at the University of Montana go through a process known as cutting where a product is tested side by side against
one or more like products and evaluated on a variety of criteria. As long as the brand meets the product specifications that have been
identified it can be approved.
9
Tight specifications can be used to obtain a specific quality and to avoid certain additives in a product. This process has the effect of
narrowing down the field of potential bidders because they may not offer a product that meets certain specifications.
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¾ Food Service Management Companies;
¾ Group Purchasing Organizations, and
¾ Direct from Growers/Processors.
Relationships between each marketing channel member and institutional buyers are
illustrated in Figure 2.4. For example, institutional buyers often have contracts with
group purchasing organizations and food management companies who supply them with
all or most of their food. The group purchasing organizations and food management
companies simultaneously contract with distributors such as Sysco and Food Services of
America (FSA) in order to receive food. Any farmer or processor whose products reach
an institutional food buyer using food service management or group purchasing
organization channels will also need to deal with the distributors that supply them.
In the paragraphs that follow, major players in the food supply chain are identified and
defined, and key relationships described using Montana examples. The discussion is
based on the results of interviews with institutional buyers and other marketing channel
members.
Figure 2.4: Key Players in the Institutional Food Supply Chain
Direct from
grower/processor

Wholesaler/Retailer

Food Service
Management
Companies

Institutional
Buyer

General Purchasing
Organization

Prime Vendor/Distributor
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2.3.1 Wholesalers/Retailers
Wholesalers, such as Costco, and retailers such as Safeway, IGA and Albertsons, play a
limited role in distributing food to public institutions. However, many public entities buy
small volumes of products from them. In many rural areas of the state, prime vendors or
distributors have in-frequent deliveries and public institutions utilize local retailers to fill
shortages or supply specific food, such as produce. Some schools have developed
reciprocal relationships to buy food from local retailers such as the neighborhood IGA in
exchange for sponsoring school sports (subject to state procurement regulations).
Institutions such as the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks and the Montana
Department of Commence require food on an as needed basis for board meetings or
specific projects, and make many small purchases across the year from local retailers.
Wholesalers and retailers have very specific needs and requirements associated with
accepting products from a new vendor. Price, quality, year round supply, distribution and
ordering issues are often supplemented by insurance requirements, slotting fees10,
promotional (advertising) materials and other requirements11. Many retail chains
stipulate that products must be distributed through the regional distribution center such as
those at Salt Lake City for Albertsons. Local retailers may be less stringent than the
national chains. A summary of the results of a survey of approximately 50 regional
retailers who were asked questions relating to their concerns with purchasing from
Montana producers is presented in Table 2.1. Distribution to public institutions through
wholesalers and retailers can require small grower/processors to invest substantially in
order to address the concerns described in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Wholesalers and Retailers: Major Concerns with Montana Suppliers12





Delivery
¾ Timeliness
¾ Frequency
Product Quality
¾ Cleanliness
¾ Current dates
¾ Correct moisture content
Packaging
¾ Attractiveness
¾ UPC
¾ Do not always market that
they are locally grown (they






Price Competitiveness
¾ Equal or lower than other
suppliers
Consistency
Additional work for buyers
Insurance

should)

10

A fee that retailers frequently charge suppliers for product or shelf placement.
These findings are based on results of interviews with wholesalers and retailers for this study and research carried out by this studies
authors for The Western Montana Growers Cooperative (2005)
12
Barron N. and McLeay, F. “The Development of a Carrot Processing Facility in North Central Montana”, Montana Growth
Through Agriculture Program Report (2004).
11
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2.3.2 Prime Vendors/Distributors
Many public institutions in Montana have long-term contracts with “prime vendors” or
distrbutors that require as much as 90 to 100% of a facility’s total food to be purchased
through them. Perishable items such as produce are usually excluded. Prime
vendors/distributors can be divided into national companies, such as:
¾ Sysco, and
¾ FSA
and regional based distributors, such as:
¾ George’s Foods;
¾ B & R Foods, and
¾ Butte Produce.
Due to of the size of Montana and the high distribution costs, only Sysco and FSA have
the economies of scale necessary to handle statewide distribution to public institutions.
These distributors aim to provide everything needed from the “farm to the fork”
including cleaning supplies. Sysco and FSA also offer their own brand products that are
often the cheapest13 and consequently a direct competitor to Montana produced items. A
summary of both organizations is provided in the paragraphs that follow.
i. Sysco
Since 1970, Sysco’s sales have grown from $115 million to $29.3 Billion. Sysco operates
from 161 locations throughout the U.S. and Canada, serving more than 40,000
customers14.
Sysco currently carries products for Montana companies such as Wheat Montana and
Montola. Subject to an institution guaranteeing to purchase a minimum amount of a
product (interviews indicated 5 cases per week is typical) they will carry individually
specified items. Sysco currently has the contract to supply Sodexho, all OPI cooperative
bid products and Xanterra (Yellowstone National Park). In Montana, Sysco has
supported the University of Montana’s Farm to College Program, while in other states
Sysco has been actively involved with efforts to increase the quantity of locally produced
food supplied to institutions.
Sysco’s website states it is supporting:
"a new vision for agricultural practices designed to protect the land and
environment. It is Sysco's goal to ensure that differentiated products are
successfully produced for our future generations. To that end, our ultimate
goal is to foster the success of highly differentiated products that are
13
14

Interviews revealed that a significant proportion of an order will typically be met through own label products.
http://www.sysco.com/
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profitable to all participants and incorporate farmer ownership and
control."
This vision may provide new opportunities for Montana based food producers.
ii. Food Services of America (FSA)
FSA specializes in servicing customers based in the northwest quadrant of the United
States. With 8 branch locations, FSA distributes across an
area of 275,000 square miles. Although FSA carries a
limited number of food product lines produced in Montana,
the company does not have a direct policy to supply local
food. Interviews with senior FSA staff suggested that the
regional focus of the company can lead to conflict if they try
to sell Montana products in other states and vise versa.
However, FSA is willing to carry specific Montana
grown/processed food products for high volume orders such
as MSU and encourages Montanan producers to exhibit at
the FSA Food and Product Show in Washington State with a
view to obtaining FSA representation.
FSA currently supplies MSU, Montana Woman’s Prison and schools that are signed to
the BOCES program (described in more detail in Chapter Three). Exhibit 2.2 provides a
brief summary of some of the concerns expressed by national distributors relating to
working with Montana based suppliers.
Exhibit 2.2: Interviews with National Distributors
In interviews, national distributors revealed that they have had some bad experiences dealing with Montana
based processors. They had invested time and money in representing several larger processors with
successful products for which there was a growing demand. One processor could not fill orders, sacrificed
quality and therefore ended up losing all accounts. The other stopped production without warning. These
experiences make distributors cautious of investing resources in other Montanan ventures when they have
easy access to substitute out of state suppliers. Local producers/processors have to be able to conduct
business in a very professional manner and be price competitive in order to be represented by national
distributors.

iii. State Based Distributors
State based distributors tend to fill the gaps left by the major distributors. This often
involves the delivery of perishable products or specialty products that are not supplied by
the larger national distributors. Unfortunately for many public institutions, these
companies do not deliver to the entire state. As a Montana owned businesses Georges
has been selected as a distributor of choice for the Department of Defense Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Program. More details are provided in Exhibit 2.3.
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Exhibit 2.3: Interview with George’s Foods
George’s Foods, based in Helena distributes locally grown mushrooms and potatoes through the
Department of Defense Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program. However, they believe most Montana
companies are not price competitive or able to produce the quantities that are required on a regular basis to
be competitive with out of state companies.

iv. Summary of Prime Vendors/Distributors
Montana’s growers and processors often work with distributors/prime vendors’ state wide
to access institutional markets, as it is not financially feasible to distribute throughout the
state themselves. Centralized billing, delivery and payment make the purchasing process
easy for the institutional buyers; however the grower/processors can be cut out of the
“communication loop” with food service directors or food procurement managers.
The results from interviews with large national distributors in Montana revealed a
willingness to work with more Montana based food producers. However they need to be
able to supply or offer:
consistent quality and large volumes15;
competitive wholesale (not retail) prices;
professional marketing material;
on-going marketing/product development;
quality packaging with associated labeling standards;
a certificate of insurance;
niche, differentiated products (Montana produce is normally not supplied
in sufficient quantities; is not normally price-competitive; and is not
normally in the convenient form that national distributors require)16;
¾ a product that is demanded (“just because Sysco or FSA carries a product
does not mean it will sell”); and
¾ strong company history.
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

2.3.3 Food Service Management Companies
Food Service Management companies (FSM’s) supply an institution’s full catering needs,
from owning equipment and managing catering staff, to purchasing food. The level of
service can differ from:
¾ taking a lease hold on the kitchen facilities at a public institution and
providing meals, to;
¾ managing a centralized school kitchen that prepares meals for other
schools in the district, to;
¾ hospital catering that may provide targeted patient meals; or;

15

“We need to work with established commercial entities, not a part time or hobby farmers” Source: Anon (2005)
Montana produce that is sold to institutional buyers is normally distributed directly. Occasionally sales are made through regional
based distributors.
16
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¾ the creation of food halls which house large food franchises such as
Burger King or McDonalds.
In some instances, the total catering package is completely outsourced in return for the
management company paying the facility an agreed financial return based on revenues
from federal school lunch programs and other sources. In many cost conscious public
institutions this arrangement appears particularly attractive, as it allows the institution to
concentrate on providing high quality services in other areas (for example, education or
medical care).
According to Foodservice Director (March, 2005), the top 50 FSM companies gained
market share in all categories/market types except higher education, during 2004. The
highest growth in the number of accounts occurred in corporate dining however, the
greatest new market penetration (up 11%) was in schools. Table 2.2 illustrates FSM
market share by category.
Table 2.2: FSM’s Market Share
Market Type
Corporate Dining
Higher Education
Recreation
Healthcare
Schools
Corrections

Market Share
75%
55%
35%
20%
15%
15%
Source: Foodservice Director (2005)

The two main FSM’s operating in Montana are Sodexho and Aramark. Their food
purchasing decisions are typically made at out of State company headquarters and
distribution is usually carried out by a national distributor such as Sysco. While not seen
as traditionally supporting local food initiatives, over the last few years both of these
companies have invested significant resources in research and the publication of reports
investigating how local food can play a greater role in foodservice17. Due to their size and
power, support from FSM’s would significantly augment any efforts aimed at developing
Montana focused food supply chains. The two largest FSMs in Montana are described in
the following paragraphs.
i. Sodexho
Sodexho is one of the leading food and facilities management services company in North
America, with more than 120,000 employees in the U.S.A., Canada, and Mexico. The
company has world-wide sales of over $14 billion with global headquarters in Montignyle-Bretonneux, France) and U.S. headquarters in Gaithersburg, MD. They offer a full
range of outsourcing solutions to the corporate, healthcare, education, government, and
17

“Understanding Foodservice Opportunities for Farmers and Small Food Producers” Local Sourcing, IGD (2005)
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defense markets, including food services, housekeeping, grounds keeping, plant
operations and maintenance, and integrated facilities management.
Sodexho currently manages all public institutions in Helena (plus Carroll College) and
Billings. In theory, for Montana based growers to supply to Sodexho, food products will
have to be approved by the Maryland headquarters. However, many perishable items
(bread, milk etc.) are purchased at a local level. For example, Helena school district
purchases milk through Meadowgold and Interstate bread. Sodexho has been criticized
for the large insurance burden that the company places on mid sized suppliers; however,
if public institution demand for a product is strong solutions can often be found (see
Exhibit 2.4)
Exhibit 2.4: Seder Ridge Turkeys
Seder Ridge Turkeys, based near Billings Montana have had difficulties surviving with the high cost of
insurance that is necessary to act as a supplier to Sodexho. According to Pat Seder, Sodexho requires $5
million insurance which equates to an annual premium of $6,000. Trying to pass this cost onto customers
through higher prices has made the product uncompetitive and consequently markets have been lost.
When Sodexho terminated Seder Ridge Turkey’s contract, business owner Pat Seder wrote a letter to the
hospital board. With the help of the Community Food Campaign, she generated nearly 400 postcards in
support of reinstatement. The board was able to direct kitchen staff and hospital management to achieve
reinstatement18.

In April 2005, Sodexho was awarded the 2005 Keeper of the Vision Award for a
Sustainable Future by Food Alliance Midwest, an affiliate of the nation’s premier
certification organization for sustainable products (see Exhibit 2.5). “Farm to Market”
events at Phoenix-Talent School District have been sponsored by Sodexho to aid children
in healthful food choices19.
Exhibit 2.5: Sodexho and the Keeper of Vision Award
Sodexho was awarded the 2005 Keeper of the Vision Award for a Sustainable Future from Food Alliance,
the nation's leading certification organization for sustainable products.
Sustainable products, food produced in environmentally friendly and socially responsible ways, must meet
Food Alliance's strict requirements, including reduction of pesticide use, conservation of natural resources,
not using hormones and protection of safe working conditions, according to the Food Alliance Web site.
Sodexho's use of fruits, vegetables, sustainable products and locally grown products helped the national
company earn the award. Sodexho includes sustainable products in about 12 campuses nationwide, with
plans to include more universities in the future.
Source: The Gamecock (200620)

18

“Farm to Hospital: Promoting Health and Supporting Local Agriculture.” UEPI Papers, November 2004 Research Brief.
Bill Choy. Produce Goes From Farm to School. Ashland Daily Tidings (1st May 2004)
20
Sydney Smith. Sodexho Wins Award for Eco-Friendly Food. The Gamecock (13th January 2006)
19
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ii. Aramark
Aramark is a direct competitor of Sodexho providing almost identical services to public
institutions. Their website describes them as:
“a world leader in providing award-winning food and facilities
management services to health care institutions, universities and school
districts, stadiums and arenas, and corporations, as well as providing
uniform and career apparel. ARAMARK was ranked number one in its
industry in the 2005 FORTUNE 500 survey and was also named one of
"America's Most Admired Companies" by FORTUNE magazine in 2005,
consistently ranking since 1998 as one of the top three most admired
companies in its industry as evaluated by peers. Headquartered in
Philadelphia, ARAMARK has approximately 242,500 employees serving
clients in 20 countries”.
Within Montana, Aramark is contracted to manage the Cascade County Regional Jail and
the Yellowstone Detention Center.
iii. Other Management Contracts
Some rural Montana schools develop management contracts with local restaurants. This
means the school does not have the expense of maintaining a full on-site kitchen for a
small number of students. Such arrangements have occurred in Libby, Miles City
(Kircher) and Malta (Zortman). Finally, restaurants and catering facilities at Yellowstone
National Park are managed Xanterra Parks and Resorts, the country’s largest park and
resort management company (more details are provided in Exhibit 2.6).
Exhibit 2.6: Food Purchasing at Yellowstone National Park.
Xanterra is actively seeking locally produced sustainable and naturally food products to sell at the
restaurants they manage in Yellowstone National Park. At the Lake Hotel they are introducing new 4
course chiefs’ season tasting menu, featuring local products that provide new opportunities for Montana
food producers. The company currently utilizes Montana Legends meat, Miller Farms pork. Amaltheia
goat cheese, Timeless Seeds lentils and Idaho trout. Some products such as Miller Farms pork from
Livingstone, are delivered directly to Mammoth Hot Springs and as a result are only used at this location.
Others, which are distributed through Sysco, can sell to restaurants throughout the park.
Xanterra is
required to purchase 80% of their products from Sysco (which leaves 20% for local discretion) and requires
meat providers to be USDA inspected21.

2.3.4 Group Purchasing Organizations
Group Purchasing Organizations (GPOs) have become a popular mechanism for
institutions to join together and increase their purchasing power through bulk orders. A
GPO typically prepares purchase orders detailing required product specifications which

21

Interview with James Chapman, Xanterra.
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are then put out to bid. Sysco or FSA22 will generally win the bid as other companies do
not have the capabilities to distribute statewide. Bids vary according to institution type
with respect to products required and the number of deliveries per year.
GPOs that exist in Montana include:
Office of Public Instruction (OPI) Cooperative Purchase Program
The K-12 purchasing program is managed by the OPI, and allows food to be
delivered at a set price statewide regardless of relative location. Food supplies
are currently delivered by Sysco four times a year. Schools participating in the
OPI program have no contractual obligations to purchase a guaranteed
percentage of their food from this program. More details of this program are
provided in Chapter Three.
BOCES Program
The private sector alternative to OPI’s Cooperative Purchase Program. Currently
BOCES food supplies are delivered to K-12 institutions by FSA.
Medassets
A specialized medical based supply organization that distributes food as well as
medical supplies to hospitals as well as nursing and retirement homes.
Other organizations have unofficial GPOs. For example, the University of Montana’s
purchasing and management consortium is a coordinated initiative by the UM to buy
supplies for other campuses and reap the benefits of bulk purchasing. Montana State
University has a similar informal agreement with some of its other campuses (with the
exception of MSU Billings that is contracted to Sodexho). Montana State Prison
purchases food for its Food Factory that is cooked/processed and then distributed to other
public institutions.
2.3.5 Direct Sales by Growers and Processors
The simplest form of distribution is direct sales from a farmer, grower or rancher to an
institution. In other states, this occasionally occurs through farmers markets, but for
Montana’s price sensitive institutional buyers it is more likely to be through privately
negotiated deals or as part of Farm to College23 or other institutional buying programs
(for more details see Chapter Five). Only a small proportion of total food sales are made
directly to final customers (the Produce Marketing Association (PMA) estimates that
only 1.5% of produce is sold directly despite the growth in popularity of farmers
markets).

22

In discussions with distributors winning a statewide distribution contract to public institutions is sometimes jokingly referred to as a
loss. Distributing to remote areas of the state may not be profitable; however large distributors may be able to afford to subsidize it
through their other operations.
23
The University of Montana has successfully developed its Farm to College program as a successful model that could be developed
in other institutions. In 2005 the UM FTC program purchased $411,465.81 local and regional foods (or 13% of total food purchases).
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An advantage of marketing directly to institutions is that it allows producers to capture a
greater share of marketing dollars and gives the institution the freshest possible products.
However, it requires a lot of commitment from growers as they have to perform functions
such as distribution, packaging and labeling that are often conducted by other middlemen. Institutions also have to be prepared to change the manner in which they do
business to integrate local and regional products into purchases and menus. In an era
where economies of scale through bulk and price conscious ordering are dominant, many
public institutions find the challenge daunting and more expensive and resource intensive
than the Sysco/FSA purchasing alternative.
In order to reduce the time institutions spend dealing with individual grower/producers,
some growers and processors have developed cooperatives to pool resources. This allows
the cooperative to offer a wide variety of products and a more consistent supply than an
individual farmer. Buying from a farmers’ cooperative helps institutional buyers reduce
the time spent on administrative tasks involved with ordering, receiving orders, invoicing
and payment. In this way, ordering is done through one person representing multiple
farmers and in many cases; one delivery is made for multiple farmers. The Western
Montana Growers Cooperative is an example of a Montana cooperative that sells produce
to a large intuitional buyer (UM).
Montana’s processors can range from growers undertaking additional value added
activities (such as Bausch potatoes that make fresh fries and other potato products) to
entities like Daily’s Bacon that buys Canadian hog bellies and cures them for bacon. In a
similar manner to growers they have to develop a relationship with institutions, but in
many cases they are more sophisticated and have greater resources available than the
traditional grower. Most processors of perishable products such as Dairygold and
Meadowgold dairies have direct contracts with public institutions. A description of the
types of products that Montana growers/processors can supply to public institutions is
presented in Chapter Four.
2.4 The Distribution Challenge Facing Montana
One of the key factors that influence Montana’s food supply chain are the unique
geographical and demographic characteristics of the state. The size of Montana combined
with the small population leads to major distribution problems. Montana covers 147,046
square miles, making it the 4th largest state, however, by population (926,865) the state
ranks 44th. There are 6.2 persons per square mile compared to the U.S. average of 79.6
(see Figure 2.5). The diversity of demographics, with some highly urban areas and other
very rural areas, has significant implications due to the spatial concentration of demand
for public sector catering and distribution challenges faced by suppliers. The location of
food production and processing across the state also impacts the food supply chain.
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Figure 2.5: Montana County Population Distribution

The specialist nature of food distribution makes it problematic to simply look to backhaul from trucks already delivering in the state. Different foods require different storage
temperatures (e.g. refrigerated against air temperature) and some produce will spoil if
transported long distances with other vegetables or fruits (e.g. apples with onions).
Cooperation between local suppliers could potentially allow the greatest savings to be
made in distribution costs. A simple hypothetical model presented in Figure 2.6 illustrates
a scenario where individual grower/processors distribute to each institution from each
supplier. The food supply chain is essentially fragmented in nature. There are a total of
36 individual transactions that take place, which increases the complexity and cost of
distribution to the detriment of smaller regional suppliers and grower/processors.
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Figure 2.6: Separate Deliveries from each Grower/Processor to each Institution
Grower/
Processor

Institutional
Buyer
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1
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2

C

3

D
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E

5

F
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A more efficient hypothetical model where the total number of transactions is reduced to
12 is illustrated in Figure 2.7. This model can operate by:
¾ consolidating collection/deliveries from each grower processor using producer
owned distribution cooperative;
¾ using wholesaler/distributors as an intermediary; and
¾ utilizing a distribution hub like the Helena DPHHS warehouse24.
Figure 2.7: Use of Hub with Consolidated Deliveries to End User Sites
Grower/
Processor

Institutional
Buyer

A

1

B

2

C

3

D

Cooperative/
Distributor/
Hub

4

E

5

F

6

A recent example of a Montana initiative to pool resources and consequently lower
distribution costs and the number of producer interactions with public institution food
purchasing managers is described in Exhibit 2.7.
24

Discussed in more detail in Chapter Three
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Exhibit 2.7: Glendive Community Hub
With support from the Montana Department of Agriculture, in October 2005, Glendive Community GATE
started work on developing a commercial kitchen, farm-to-table restaurant, microbrewery and local
producer’s cooperative. One of the primary aims of the project is to target institutional buyers in Eastern
Montana25. The kitchen plans to produce a range of convenient foods, including produce, meat and dry mix
soups and oatmeal. Institutional buyers have expressed that they prefer to be approached by a single
supplier rather than several individual growers/processors. The Glendive hub will provide this service.

The most efficient solutions depend on the location of suppliers relative to the end user,
quantities required, product availability, and delivery schedules. There are obvious
constraints such as the time available to complete the rounds with agreed deadlines and
constraints on the sizes of vehicles that would be required particularly with higher levels
of consolidation. As indicated earlier, within the Montana food distribution chain only
Sysco and FSA have the economies of scale to be able to economically distribute
throughout the state. Even then, FSA has two separate distribution centers to cover
Montana: FSA Billings covers from the continental divide-east, while FSA Spokane
covers the continental divide-west.
2.5 Conclusions
This chapter has shown that there are many paths that food can take as it moves through
the food chain to reach public institutional markets. For a Montana based
grower/processor, choices are often complex and involve different levels of investment in
money and time. The building of relationships and a good understanding of the food
supply chain, as well as the roles of key players is also essential. Montana’s unique
demographic and geographic characteristics often mean that the costs associated with
effective distribution are higher than those faced in other states.
In the next chapter, the potential public institution market size and the purchasing
behavior of:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

schools;
universities;
prisons;
hospitals and associated facilities; and
other organizations with significant food purchases

are examined.

25

Interview with Bruce Smith, Dawson County Extension Agent.
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CHAPTER THREE
Public Sector Food Procurement
3.1 Introduction
Food procurement levels within Montana’s public sector are largely defined by the
number of consumers residing at or attending public institutions (for example children
eating at schools, or patients in hospitals). They are also influenced by the number of
people employed in education, healthcare and other institutions that to some extent rely
on workplace meals.
The Montana Department of Administration suggests that public institutions spent
approximately $11 million on food in 2005 (as discussed in Chapter One). Information
collated using Montana Department of Administration data presented in Figure 3.1
illustrates that The University of Montana (main campus, Helena College of Technology,
Montana Tech and Western Montana College), Montana State University (main campus,
MSU-Northern, MSU College of Technology, MSU-Billings) and the Department of
Corrections accounted for 87% of total food purchases. This data does not include K-12
school food expenditures. Information presented later in this chapter illustrates that in
total, Montana’s public institutions spend approximately $32,710,000 on food each year.
Figure 3.1: Value of Food Purchases with Department of Administration Funds

Public Health
and Human
Services

University of
Montana

Fish, Wildilfe &
Parks
Commerce

Corrections

Office of Public
Instruction

Other

Montana State
University

Natural
Resources
School for the
Deaf and Blind
Others

Source: Montana Department of Administration (2005)

It is important to distinguish between the various public departments or institutions
involved in food procurement. Each has its own approach to purchasing and accredits
different significance to the role that food plays in the overall functioning of the
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institution. In this chapter the food procurement behavior of public institutions is
examined. Specifically this analysis covers:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

K-12 schools (Section 3.2);
universities (Section 3.3);
prisons (Section 3.4);
hospitals and associated facilities (Section 3.5); and
other organizations with significant food purchases (Section 3.6).

Interviews were carried out with several food directors at each type of institution. A
summary of the results of these interviews, the value of food purchased by each type of
institution1, and the opportunities and challenges relating to purchasing food produced in
Montana is provided in the sections that follow. This report relies on data for the
2004/2005 financial year.
3.2 K-12 Schools
3.2.1 Introduction
The Directory of Montana Schools indicates that there were 146,705 students enrolled in
Montana public schools (K-12), at 860 individual schools in 438 school districts in the
2004-05 school year. Food purchases are usually made by school districts rather than
individual schools and most school districts have a central kitchen at one school that
services other schools in that area. Consequently, school food purchasing behavior is
often influenced by the size of the school, the district in which they reside, policies of the
School Board, the schools location, kitchen facilities and income levels of parents (and
consequently the commitment to the National School Lunch and other programs).
The level of school commitment to the SNP is often a critical issue in determining how
food is sourced hence; the next section starts with a brief overview of the program.
3.2.2 Montana’s School Nutrition Programs
In Montana, the School Nutrition Program (SNP) is administered by
the Office of Public Instruction, Health Enhancement and Safety
Division (OPI). The SNP reimburses schools for meals served to
children, distributes donated (commodity) foods and attempts to
ensure that children have full access to healthy meals and snacks
that nourish bodies and minds2.
Public schools, private/non-public schools and nonprofit residential
childcare institutions with children of high school age or under may
participate in any, or none the programs offered. The types of
1

When kitchens are managed by private entities, this information was not always available.
Office of Public Instruction. “Division of Health Enhancement and Safety 2004 Annual Report.” Montana School Nutrition
Programs July 1, 2003-June 30 2004. March 2005. The rest of this section also draws heavily on this report.

2
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organizations participating in the SNP are presented in Appendix 3.1.
The total cost of School Nutrition Programs in Montana was approximately $44 million
in 2003-04. Table 3.1 provides a detailed breakdown of expenditures, which includes the
labor and administration costs of running the program as well as food costs. An
interview with Sofia Janik (OPI Program Officer - Accountant) indicates that these
numbers are an accurate reflection of total expenditures for the entire Montana School
system. Discussions with her revealed that 37% of total school expenditures
($44,317,282) are for food (labor accounted for 54% and others 9%). Therefore, total
food expenditures are $16,397,386 (37% of $44 million) plus $2,536,698 for
commodities which equals approximately $19 million in 2003/04.
A breakdown of the percentage of the $19 million across various categories is provided in
Figure 3.2. The largest levels of expenditures are lunches and breakfasts, with the
summer program accounting for a smaller $666,263. Other programs, such as school
milk, snacks and other summer programs account for a very small proportion of the total.
Table 3.1: Funding for the SNP in Montana
Figure 3.2: Reimbursement for the School Nutrition Program (2003-2004)
Summer Lunch

Breakfast
Snacks

Other

M ilk
Summer Breakfast
Summer Snack

Lunch

Summer Supper

In 2004, 278 Montana School Food Authorities (groups of schools) participated in at least
one of the following programs that are administered by the SNP and run by the OPI:
National School
¾ Lunch Program
¾ Breakfast Program
¾ After School Snack Program
¾ Special Milk Program
¾ Summer Food Service Program
Montana Cooperative Bid Program
The USDA Food Distribution Program (Commodity)
The USDA Food Distribution Program (Fresh Fruit and Vegetable)
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Subject to state procurement law, a school can opt out of some or all of these programs
and choose to source their own food requirements. The next section investigates the
variety of ways in which schools satisfy their total food requirements through the School
Nutrition Program and other sources.
3.2.3 Sourcing K-12 School Food
Most schools receive their food supplies from a number of sources and programs. The
large number of options or alternatives available, and complexity of the K-12 food
purchasing structure, means that selling food to schools is often confusing for local
producers. Montana based food suppliers need to try to find the best program and fit for
their products. In the sections that follow, an overview of the value, volume and types of
food purchased through various programs as well as through other alternatives, is
presented. Specifically these are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Office of Public Instruction Cooperative Bid Program
USDA Food Distribution Commodity Program
Department of Defense and USDA Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program
Individual negotiation of contracts
¾ Buying directly from local retailers and wholesalers;
¾ Buying directly from processors or farmers/growers, and
¾ Purchasing from Sysco, FSA or local food distributors.
v. Working with private group purchasing organizations (for example the BOCES
program)
vi. Entering into contracts with food service management companies like Sodexho
who will manage their total food service experience.
i. Office of Public Instruction Cooperative Bid Program
Montana’s Cooperative Bid Program was implemented in 1980 to assist schools in
purchasing food at a reasonable price. By combining purchase orders, all participating
schools are able to receive high quality, low cost items at the same price regardless of
size or location. Schools are charged an administrative fee of 2.5% as part of the
program.
OPI suggests that in comparison to operating as individuals the program allows small
schools to save an average of 25% on food costs (in comparison to ordering directly from
Sysco or FSA). The bid is customized for Montana schools, with a cooperative bid
committee meeting three times a year to provide feedback on the program. Foods offered
on the cooperative bid are analyzed by school nutrition experts for palatability,
appearance and quality. Exhibit 3.1 is an extract from an OPI flyer promoting the
cooperative bid program
Exhibit 3.1: OPI Cooperative Bid Program Promotional Literature
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There are two bids a year (winter and spring) with two deliveries per bid for a total of
four food deliveries per year. The cooperative bid is not a mandatory program. Schools
may participate in either or both of the bids, and may order as much or as little as they
desire or are able to store. The program can be used as a schools primary purchasing plan,
or in conjunction with other purchasing plans. According to discussions with the Office
of Public Instruction (OPI)3, 81% of public schools in Montana are working with the
cooperative program for staple food requirements.
During the 2003-04 school year, Montana schools purchased 138,740 cases of food worth
$2,716,532. In Appendix 3.2, a five year history of the bid is illustrated. A successful bid
is awarded based on total costs rather than line items. In others, words, the distributor
with the lowest total costs proposal will win even if some line items are more expensive
than those quoted by competitors.
In order to illustrate to Montana based producers and processors the types of products
that are typically supplied to schools through the Cooperative Bid Program an in depth
analysis of the 2005/06 bid was undertaken. By combining pricing information from the
successful Sysco bid and total cases supplied it was possible to breakdown food supplies
into a number of line items. The nature of the bid and the number of deliveries per year
necessitate that food products are non-perishable (canned, frozen or dehydrated) and can
be easily stored. Product categories are illustrated in Figure 3.3. From this figure the
leading purchases are ready made entrees (e.g. pizzas), canned fruit, cheese and bread.
3

Personal interview with Kenadine Johnson (Cooperative Food Purchase Coordinator) Tuesday 15th November 2005.
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Figure 3.3: Cooperative Purchase Program – Value of Fall Bid by Category Items
(2005)
Vegetables - Frozen
Vegetables - Canned
Soup/Gravy/Sauces
Meat - Turkey
Meat - Pork
Meat - Mixed
Meat - Franks
Meat - Chicken
Meat - Beef
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Fish
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Crackers
Condiments
Cheese
Bread
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Although cereals, condiments, cheese Figure 3.4: Cooperative Purchase Program
and bread are produced in Montana, – Value of Beef (2004/05)
they are not price competitive for the
80000
Fall Bid Deliveries Winter Bid Deliveries
OPI bid. In other major categories,
70000
such as canned vegetables, Montana
60000
could potentially produce the raw
50000
vegetables and transform them into
canned products but a processing
40000
infrastructure does not currently
30000
appear to exist (more details are
20000
provided in Chapter Four). Ground
10000
beef purchases dominate the value of
beef purchased, accounting for almost
0
50% of the category (see Figure 3.4).
Beef Hoagie Roast Beef - Roast Beef Beef Strips - Ground Beef Ground Beef frozen
Patties
Sliced
Breaded
Patties Beef products used in schools are
frozen
almost always cooked and are lower
value cuts and processed products4. In
order to reach this market, Montana would need to further develop the processing
infrastructure to supply cooked meat products. In the future there may also be
opportunities to work with the OPI and encourage them to consider nutrition and
freshness as well as price in their bidding criteria which may “open the door” for more
Montana food producers.

ii. The USDA Food Distribution Commodity Program
4

A breakdown of the types and values of canned fruit and vegetables is presented in Appendix 3.2
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The Food Distribution Division of the USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service coordinates
the distribution of food commodities to more than 94,000 public and private nonprofit
schools throughout the U.S. Donated commodities must be of domestic origin, and nearly
60 percent of the foods purchased for the Child Nutrition Programs are determined by the
Department to be in surplus at the time of purchase. During this period schools received
an entitlement of 15.75 cents per student per day to spend on commodity food, totaling
$2.5 million or 98,000 cases of food.
The types of food delivered as part of the program are illustrated in Figure 3.55.
Although the program can deliver products that may be grown and processed in Montana
such as beef, most commodities are donated to the program or are surplus products that
can be sold at a very low price. This program therefore does not offer significant
opportunities for Montana growers and processors seeking to sell to K-12 institutions.
When schools receive free food through the USDA Food Distribution Commodity
Program, they are highly unlikely to buy the same food from Montana producers.
Therefore, the USDA Commodity Program provides no marketing opportunities for
Montana producers as it is impossible to out-bid competition for certain types of food.
More details of this program are presented in Appendix 3.3.
Figure 3.5: Total Value of USDA Commodity Program by Category (2004/05)
Ingredients
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Chicken
Fish
Beef
Vegetables
Fruits
Cheese
0
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200,000 300,000
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500,000
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Source: Developed from OPI purchasing statistics (2004-05)

iii. Department of Defense and USDA Food Commodity Distribution Program
(Fresh Fruit & Vegetables)
Montana participates in the Department of Defense and USDA’s Fresh Fruit and

5

Interview with Judy Wilson (Commodity Food Purchase Coordinator)
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Figure 3.6: DOD Fresh Fruit and Vegetable
Program
250000

200000

V a lu e ($ )

Vegetable Program6. This program
offers schools a wider variety of fresh
produce than would normally be
available through USDA commodity
purchases. During the 2003-04 school
year, $188,239 was allocated for the
program and 189 school districts
participated. Five year trends in the
total value of fresh fruit and
vegetables purchased through the
program is illustrated in Figure 3.6.

150000

100000

The initial philosophy of this program
50000
was to allow smaller, local businesses
to deliver the fresh fruit and produce.
0
Hence, George’s Foods and Spokane
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
Produce became the distributors of
choice. One downside of this policy
was that these companies lacked the capacity to distribute to the entire state. As
subsequent food entitlements as part of this program have been built on historic trends,
the 2006 entitlement for this program will be 97 cents per student. This is well below the
national average. Food Services of America (Billings and Spokane) has subsequently
been added as an additional distributor; however, this program is still not reaching all the
schools in Montana7. A copy of an order form that lists fruit and vegetables that can be
purchased through the program via George’s Foods is presented in Exhibit 3.2.

Exhibit 3.2 USDA Fruit and Vegetable Program Order Form

6

A portion of the total entitlement for the State’s Food Distribution Program is set aside for the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program.
According to Kenadine Johnson, 89% of Montana schools want to be included in the Fresh Fruits and Vegetable Program. “There
are still a few schools that can not get service so I am still trying to get more competition going for the delivery of this program. Also
we have found that having only one major vendor ok’d for this program makes for problems in the attitude towards the customers and
unreasonable demands for further purchasing to ensure deliveries. This should and must be addressed in contract negotiations with
vendors.”
7
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Interviews with Georges Foods indicated that the only Montana fruit and vegetables they
distribute as part of the DOD program are mushrooms. FSA (Spokane) does not purchase
any Montana fruit and vegetables through the program8. Both organizations indicated
that if Montana could produce and package significant volumes of produce at a
competitive price they would be willing to purchase them, but expressed doubts about the
economic feasibility of increasing production. A teleconference with Department of
Defense procurement staff in Denver indicated that they would be happy to work with
more Montana companies that have adequate volume, distribution and logistical
capabilities9. However, they have only rarely been contacted by Montana growers
seeking to participate in the program, suggesting Montana growers may not be aware of
this marketing opportunity. They also indicated that prices paid to growers, volumes
required, and a lack of distribution capabilities may also present barriers for Montana
grower/processors. However, there does seem to be the demand within schools for
additional fresh fruit and vegetables.
iv. Individual Negotiation of Contracts
Many of the larger school districts do not participate in the Cooperative Purchasing
Program as they are in a position to individually negotiate contracts with national
distributors. Food Services of America (FSA) or Sysco are typically involved in the
distribution of products because of the size of orders, however school districts can choose
8

Interview with Jerry Jacobson, FSA Purchasing Manager
Flathead apple growers seeking to participate in this program were told that the volumes they could supply were too low to be
considered for the program.
9
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to operate with local suppliers or distributors, or direct from growers. A comprehensive
survey of all schools in Montana or access to the sales records of distributors would be
necessary to accurately gauge the types of food purchased through these channels.
However, the value is likely to be considerable and account for a large proportion of food
purchased by K-12 institutions. An example of a school district that does not participate
in the OPI’s Cooperative Bid Program and has other unique characteristics is provided in
Exhibit 3.3.
Exhibit 3.3: Example of a School that does not participate in the OPI Cooperative
Bid Program
Bozeman school district has one central kitchen serving 11 schools10. The kitchen prepares cook-and-chill
meals based on historic consumption trends. Meals are delivered from the central kitchen 24 hours in
advance to be finished, prepared and served the following day. FSA supplies 80% of the district’s food
needs. In addition, Montana-based distributors and local suppliers of milk (Darigold) add to total food
requirements. In practice the district is infrequently approached by Montanan growers/processors to use
local products. However, the school has used local lamb, spices and honey. In addition, they supply
barbeque sauce and salad dressing to MSU through their commercial kitchen.

v. Group Purchasing Organizations
Group purchasing organizations work in a similar manner to the Cooperative Bid
Program, pooling resources in order to achieve price discounts on high volume purchases.
The most frequently observed alternative to the OPI Cooperative Bid program is the
Wyoming based BOCES program. Their current Montana client base includes:
Montana Members: Gallatin Gateway #35, Bainville, Fosyth, Frenchtown,
Scobey #1, Frazer, Canyon Creek #4, Belgrade, Custer #15, Savage, Ekalaka,
Rosebud, KG Schools, Baker Public, Blue Sky Schools, Manhattan Christian,
Turner, and Brockton School District.
The BOCES program uses FSA to deliver school food requirements.

10
Bozeman school district operates a commercial kitchen that supplies proprietary items to MSU (Barbeque sauce and ranch dressing)
and some local restaurants. This creates additional funds that can be used to improve the quality of food used in school meals and
enables the district to operate outside many of the OPI run programs.
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vi. Management Companies
The results from discussions with Chris Emmerson of the OPI, suggest that six school
districts in Montana have contracts with management companies to provide school food
requirements. Helena and Billings school districts are managed by Sodexho1, while
Malta, Miles City and Libby have approached local cafeterias or businesses to provide
school food. Kircher in Miles City has approached the local VA program to supply food.
According to the 2005-06 School Directory, these school districts account for
approximately 29,576 students, or 20% of the total school population. Exhibit 3.4
provides an example of a school district currently managed by Food Service Management
Company.
Exhibit 3.4: Example of a School Using a Food Service Management Company
(FSM)
Helena school district contains 15 schools. (Sodexho also runs Carroll College.) Only one school has a
central kitchen with all the others having heat-and-serve facilities. Most Montana food products are
procured through Sysco (approved distributor for Sodexho). Unless a vendor becomes registered with
headquarters in Washington, DC, and is capable of working with Sysco or FSA to supply large areas of the
state, only limited opportunities to purchase Montana food currently exist for schools under FSM contracts.

3.2.4 K-12 Schools and Food Grown/Processed in Montana
Interviews with OPI personnel and K-12 institutions reveal a sincere interest in
purchasing more food produced in Montana. However, price and volume are the key
decision points, so many of the programs that the OPI offers have limited practical
applications for Montana produced food. Programs like the USDA’s Food Commodity
Procurement program and the OPI’s Cooperative Bid are good for schools as they
provide them access to low priced food. However, at the same time they compete
directly with Montana producers seeking to market similar products to these institutions.
Montana’s beef producers in particular may find it difficult to compete with the large
quantities of beef offered through the commodity program, as shown in Figure 3.5. Since
most Montana schools are currently not participating the the USDA Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables Program, and demand for fresh fruits and vegetables seems to be increasing,
direct sales of produce to individual schools may offer the greatest opportunity in the
short-term. Most food services prefer value-added products, such as washed and readyto-eat vegetables, presenting further opportunities for food entrepreneurs.
The Missoula County Public School district has recently developed a farm to school
program and has started to initiate efforts to purchase more food products produced in
Montana. Although they participate in the USDA’s Food Distribution Commodity
program, their entitlement normally runs out during the school year and they seek
additional sources of food during these time periods. In September of 2005, they hosted
a Montana-grown Theme Week featuring locally-produced zucchini, melons, cucumbers,
apples, and whole wheat rolls from Montana wheat. Approximately 2,500 students
participated in the meals each day. More details of the initiative and the types of food
1

Information on Sodexho is presented in Chapter Two.
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products produced in Montana that they hope to potentially purchase in the future are
provided in Exhibit 3.5.
Exhibit 3.5:
Program

Missoula County Public School District’s Farm to School Pilot

The Missoula County Public School district services 12 schools from a central kitchen. Like all of
Montana’s public schools, it operates on an extremely tight budget. However, with the help of two UM
interns the district has initiated the state’s first farm to school pilot program. It is seeking to source more
food that has been grown or processed in Montana. The school believes they have considerable support
from parents and that the initiative will increase opportunities for students to participate in the SNP lunch
program.
Edward Christenson, Assistant Supervisor of Food and Nutrition Services at Missoula County Public
Schools, recognizes the challenges that local schools face when buying food produced in Montana. He also
is aware of the tremendous opportunities that exist. In an interview, he stated that some products produced
here such as beet and squash are not “kid friendly.” Produce is normally harvested and fruit usually ripens
before schools reopen for the autumn term.
As in most schools, liability concerns and a lack of kitchen staff require food products to be purchased in
the most convenient form possible, for example broccoli and cauliflower florets rather than heads, and cut
lettuce and onions. Cooked meat such as frozen, diced, cooked chicken and pre-cooked burgers are easy to
cook and produce less grease and save waste in comparison to their fresh counterparts. Such products are
not usually produced in Montana. He feels that many local farmers/producers have a “farmers market
mentality” and as such are often unable to meet the specification, volume or cost requirements. Cooked
meat products, conveniently packaged produce, and baked goods were identified as the categories that offer
Montana producers the most significant opportunities.
A Montana food day provided students with opportunities to eat a lunch that was primarily comprised of
products grown and processed in Montana including honey sticks, Montana grown whole wheat flour, and
Montana beef and fajitas. Although meals that day cost more to produce than a traditional lunch, the
school hopes that increased participation absorbed some of the costs. Christenson emphasized that the
food purchasing needs of K-12 institutions are very different than those of universities and must be
accounted for when developing Montana based food supply chains.

Chris Emerson, School Nutrition Program Director, revealed a definite interest in
supporting Montana based food initiatives. A letter summarizing amendments to the
National School Lunch Program (presented in Exhibit 3.6) that encourages the purchase
of locally produced foods was sent to all Montana school food purchasing managers in
2002. She suggested that there would be opportunities to develop a session highlighting
the advantages of Montana produced food and farm to cafeteria programs at the 2006
summer conference.
Exhibit 3.6: Revision to National School Lunch Program
Section 4303 of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 added a revision at the end of section
9 of the Richard B Nelson National School Lunch act pertaining to the purchases of locally produced
products. A letter from Darlene Sanchez, Regional Director of Special Nutrition Programs in Denver to
Montana’s State Agency Director dated May 28, 2002, states
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“This provision requires the secretary to encourage institutions participating in the school lunch and
breakfast programs to purchases locally produced foods, to the maximum extent practicable.
We are asking you to encourage school food authorities (SFA’s) participating in the National School Lunch
and School Breakfast Programs to purchase locally produced foods, to the maximum extent practicable,
along with other foods. This provision does not absolve SFA’s their obligation to adhere to all applicable
procurement requirements. SFA’s should be reminded that all purchase most be made competitively,
consistent with Federal and State procurement laws and regulations. Purchases of this type would qualify
as small purchases under procurement requirements and therefore may be produced using informal
procedures. SFA’s should check with their administering state agency to determine appropriate small
purchase requirements and with their State Department of Agriculture for more information on locally
produced foods.
… In the summer of 1997, the USDA began a comprehensive effort to connect small farms to the school
meal programs. The “farm to school” initiate encourages small farmers to sell fresh fruits and vegetables
to schools and encourages schools to buy this wholesome produce from small farmers.”

The next section examines food procurement at Montana’s universities.
3.3 Universities
3.3.1 Introduction
Time Magazine (November 2005) claims that “locally grown food is the latest student
cause”. Indeed, in many states the drive towards local food started from university
involvement and this is true of Montana.
This section provides an overview of Montana’s universities’ total food purchases
(Section 3.3.2), before illustrating the universities’ commitment to purchasing food
produced in Montana and the region (Section 3.3.3). This section concludes with an
assessment of opportunities and barriers to local and regional food procurement, based on
the real life experiences of both universities. The universities are very different from
other public institutions as they have on-going experience of trying to integrate Montana
produced food products into the every day management of a busy entity. They also have
some capacity to pass on increased costs to students and other diners (specifically
through catering for functions). Montana’s university systems and satellite campuses are
outlined in Table 3.2.
3.3.2 Total Food Purchases
The University of Montana (UM) and Montana State University (MSU) campuses (listed
in Table 3.2) spent approximately $7.6 million on food in 2004/05. The main campuses
of UM and MSU account for the two single largest food expenditures by public
institutions in Montana. Though most of these expenditures are accounted for in the
Department of Administration’s reporting, they operate as auxiliaries of the state, which
means that they do not receive funding from Montana’s general fund. All university food
service expenses must be paid for through student fees or other sources.
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Table 3.2: Montana Universities and Satellite Campuses
University

Campus

University of
Montana

University of Montana – Missoula
Montana Tech of The University of Montana (Butte)
The University of Montana-Western (Dillon)
Helena College of Technology of The University of
Montana (Helena)

Montana State
University

Montana State University – Bozeman
MSU - Billings
MSU – Great Falls College of Technology
MSU – Northern

The next section provides an overview of the food purchasing at the University of
Montana and Montana State University.
i. Food Purchasing at The University of Montana
The University of Montana2 operates a purchasing and management consortium for the
main campus and satellite colleges that buys between 80-90% of the campuses food
requirements. This was developed to increase the universities’ buying power by
centralizing food purchases under one bid. This bid is on a cost plus basis3 and is
managed by Mark LoParco, Director of Dining Services at the University of Montana
(Missoula). The campuses and organizations covered by this bid are described in Table
3.3. Once the bid is finalized, menu planning and ordering occurs autonomously at each
campus. The prime vendor contract was renewed on 1st January 2006 to run for the next 7
years4. Other distributors and vendors (including local) provide perishable food
requirements.

2

Interview with Mark LoParco, Director of Dining Services, University of Montana (November 18th, 2005).
Cost plus is defined as the cost that they purchase food for plus a percentage mark-up.
4
The current prime vendor (prior to January 1st) was Sysco.
3
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Table 3.3: University of Montana Purchasing and Management Consortium Bid
University of Montana (Missoula)

University Dining Services Departments
Lommasson Center- Food Zoo, La Peak, Cascade
Country Store
University Center- UC Food Court, UC
Concessions, Think Tank, Biz Buzz, University
Catering, Bear Claw Bakery
Adams Center/Washington Grizzly Stadium- UM
Concessions
College of Technology
Lubrecht Forest Experimental Station
Biological Station at Flathead Lake

Montana Tech of the University of
Montana (Butte)

North Campus – Marcus Deli, The Mill
South Campus – COT

The University of Montana-Western
(Dillon)
Helena College of Technology of The
University of Montana (Helena)

In 2005, the University of Montana (main Missoula campus) spent $3,114,171.62 on
food. The breakdown of these purchases by line item is detailed in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Food Purchases by Line Item for the University of Montana (Missoula)
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The University of Montana campuses at Butte, Helena and Dillon spent an additional
$933,923.20 on food. The breakdown of these purchases by line item and campus are
presented in Figure 3.8. Helena does not have on-site kitchen facilities and this greatly
influences the type of food purchased5. Appendix 3.4 provides details on total food
purchases for the University of Montana and associated campuses.
Figure 3.8: Food Purchases by Item for Butte, Helena and Dillon (University of
Montana)
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ii. Montana State University
MSU6 currently has a prime vendor contract with FSA to supply at least 75% of the
university’s food requirements. In practice, almost 90% of purchases are made through
FSA. Although a formal group purchasing scenario does not operate with other campuses
under the MSU name, Bozeman does oversee the food purchasing for MSU Northern and
Great Falls. MSU Billings is run by Sodexho and is completely outside of MSU food
purchasing decisions.
In 2005, Montana State University spent $3,615,835.41 on food. A detailed breakdown
by line item for these purchases was not available at the time that this report was written.

5
The accuracy and reliability of information provided differs from campus to campus, and according to the recording system used. As
is shown in Figure 3.15, the value of the information would be greatly improved by better recording that did not enable purchases to
be recorded simply as food.
6
Interview with Lew Hill, Food Services Director, MSU November 2005.
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3.3.3 Universities and Food Grown/Processed in Montana
Both Universities and their associated campuses are showing commitment to food
initiatives aimed at purchasing more food produced in Montana or neighboring states.
However, they have developed very different mechanisms to supply and promote local
food products to customers and a different criteria for defining Montana-produced foods.
i. The University of Montana
The University of Montana has utilized the Farm to College (FTC) program to source
food produced in Montana7. The program encompasses
producers located throughout the entire state of Montana as
illustrated in Exhibit 3.6. Initially graduate-student interns
established the grower/processor contacts in the local
farming community. Since then, the University has
developed a computerized database for ordering and
delivery that has removed some of the difficulties associated
with working with a relatively large number of vendors.
They prefer to purchase food from grower cooperatives and
distributors, and encourage individual producers who want
to sell to the University to explore participating in one of those mechanisms.
University Dining Services (UDS) have incorporated local and regional foods into the
Food Zoo (UDS’s all-you-care-to-eat venue). Example participants include Montana
Natural Beef, Montola vegetable oil, Meadowgold Dairy, and Mexitana Tortillas. The
program also showcases local and regional foods through the form of a FTC retail section
in Cascade County Store, special monthly FTC events and new daily FTC menu items
like the UC Food Court’s Big Sky Quesadilla. More examples of Montana companies
that supply public institutions are provided in Chapter Four.

7

The University of Montana defines local foods as: “An agricultural food which is locally or regionally value added, processed, or
manufactured and contains local and regional products when seasonally available or is unique to the region.”
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Exhibit 3.6: University of Montana Farm to College Program

In 2005, UM (Missoula) purchased $411,465.81 or 13.2% of food locally. Purchases
have occurred across a range of product categories as illustrated in Figure 3.9. These
categories typically fall outside of state procurement regulations (fresh produce) or are
for products that are negotiated outside of prime vendor contracts due to delivery
requirements (e.g. dairy products and bakery). Details on how the University of Montana
has sourced some local products while still complying with state procurement regulations
were presented in Chapter Two.
Figure 3.9: University of Montana (Missoula) Food Purchases 2005
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The information presented in Figure 3.9 clearly illustrates that the bakery, dairy, produce
and red meat food categories appear to offer the most potential for Montana producers
seeking to sell to public institutions8. Building on the success of the University of
Montana (Missoula), other campuses have initiated farm to college programs. UM
Western, based in Dillon, uses local products for events and conferences hosted at the
campus.
ii. Montana State University
Within Montana State University the drive towards local food has been driven by food
scientists and nutritionists, rather than just the student population. Montana State
University uses a wider definition of local and includes any organization with a local (or
state) postal address as a local organization. This follows the argument that companies
based within the state will employ local people and bring increased spending to the
economy. Details on purchases of locally and regionally produced food by Montana State
University are presented in Table 3.4.
Using this basis in-state food purchases totaled $3,358,591 in 2005. To directly compare
purchases of locally produced food between MSU and UM, food purchased from national
companies with Montana business addresses9 ($2,434,569) and food purchased from
Montana companies10 ($312,105) were excluded from additional calculations. Excluding
food produced by companies like Harringon Coca Cola and Lehrkinds Pepsi (total value
of $249,418) results in a value of $362,499 or 10% of food sourced from within Montana.
This compares favorably to UM’s 13% which includes companies that participate in the
farm to college program but are located in neighboring states.

8

Most beverages are supplied by large companies like Pepsi and Coca Cola which may bottle in Montana, but do not comply with the
definition of Montana produced food used in this report. Groceries cover a wide range of products that includes coffee, dried lentils,
condiments, and paper products. Although some Montana companies such as Montola Growers supply groceries (vegetable oil), it is
difficult to make inferences relating to trends and future potential.
9
For example, Albertsons, Costco, FSA.
10
For example, Bozeman Produce, Bozeman Public Schools, Intermountain Produce.
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Table 3.4: Montana State University Food Expenditures (FY 2005)
Meats
Forcella Meats
Ranchland Packing
Montana Specialty Meats
Valley Game and Gourmet
Montana Quality Meats
Pork Chop Johns
Total Montana Meats
Dairy
Almatheia Dairy
Darigold & Meadowgold
Total Dairy
Produce
Bausch Potatoes
Coffee
Blue Mountain Expresso
Montana Coffee Traders
Total Coffee
Groceries
Alvey’s Candies
Oak Street Market
Community Food Coop
Little Pinay
Martinson’s Chocolate
Miller Ice
Montana Natural Harvest
Wilcoxin’s Ice Cream
Total Groceries
Beverages
Harrington Pepsi
Lehrkinds Coca Cola
Total Beverages
Bakery
Interstate Bread
Sweet Pea Bakery
Wheat Montana
Cereal Foods Co
Total Bakery
Total Montana Products

$
195
13,100
407
3,280
5,856
1,608
24,466
117
223,886
224,003
29,027
1,662
38,164
39,826
1,434
21
850
225
333
4,488
262
12,200
19,813

Food Purchased from MT Companies
Bozeman Produce
Bozeman Public Schools
Bronkens Distributing
D & R Coffee
Farmer Bros Coffee
Frontier Distributing
Intermountain Produce
Overland Express
Rocky Mountain Seafood
Town and Country Foods
Total Montana Companies
Food from National Companies11
Albertsons
Costco
FSA
Safeway
Smiths
Sysco Food
Total National Companies

$
168,444
67,130
4,990
7,185
2,637
7,450
39,864
1,970
11,044
1,391
312,105

5,510
48,513
2,033,103
1,495
192
345,756
2,434,569

238,349
11,069
249,418
19,415
50
1,200
4,719
25,384
611,917

A breakdown of food purchased by category from Montana producers is provided in
Figure 3.10. Once again, bakery, dairy, meat, and produce are the categories that are
supplied by Montana food producers.

11

Food purchased from national companies with Montana business addresses
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Figure 3.10: Montana State University: Food Purchases from Montana Producers
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Exhibit 3.7 provides an example of literature that MSU has developed to promote its
local food initiative.
Exhibit 3.7: MSU’s Promotional Literature

3.3.4 Opportunities and Barriers to Using Montana Produced Food at Universities
Universities continue to offer the greatest short term opportunities for local
growers/processors seeking to access Montana’s public institution market. Campus
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communities tend to be more actively demanding Montana-grown products, and the
variety of venues served through university food services (such as catering or cash
operations) allow more flexible pricing. Further, the university system is one of the few
public institutions in Montana with practical experience of including relatively large
quantities of Montana produced food in daily menus and food management practices.
This places them at the forefront of being able to add valuable knowledge on the benefits
and difficulties associated with sourcing and using food produced in Montana from the
institutional perspective. Interviews with the Food Service Directors at several Montana
universities revealed a number of operational barriers, opportunities and solutions
relating to using local products. These are highlighted in Exhibit 3.8.
Exhibit 3.8: Opportunities, Barriers and Solutions Associated with Montana
Produced Foods
To be operational the system needs commitment at the highest level of decision making. The
success is often dictated by who controls the freedom to participate (Fiscal Department versus
Student Affairs).
Operational staff have to be prepared to compromise and change thought process (e.g. planning of
menus, preparation and cooking times).
Relationship building is essential. Need to sell the non-cost benefits.
Operate a mirror system so when local/regional products are not available alternatives can be
quickly found from other suppliers. Do not sacrifice relationships with other suppliers.
Montana-based suppliers often find it difficult to meet the quantity requirements and product
specifications requirements (e.g. When UM Western ordered 300 lbs of prime rib from a local
supplier, a lack of processing capacity resulted in products being shipped over time. Most of the
product had to be frozen at the University, which created storage problems). Storage capacity is a
constraint facing many Montana universities.
Delivery issues are a problem, but can be solved if producers group together to form distribution
alliances or form cooperatives.
Efficiency in the buying process and economies of scale dominate.
“..the way business used to be done, is not the way that it is done today12.”
Institutions require correct packaging, labeling, and weighing to aid storage and usage.
Insurance – some Montana-based suppliers have tried to pass this cost directly on to customers
which makes them price uncompetitive.
Changes need to be market driven: the system should not be forced by legislative changes. In
South Dakota a preference bid was mandated and has led to FSM’s taking over the management of
many colleges.
Source verification is a big selling point, but the largest gains are where prices can be passed on to
the consumer.
Producers need to be educated as to what is required. “It is the responsibility of the
producer/grower to market and follow up, the system is not a free ride”.
Significant opportunities exist in the meat sector.
Although seasonality and the growing season limits produce and Montana will never be price
competitive with the industry giants, there is considerable scope for purchasing more conveniently
cut/packaged produce from local sources.
Investment in infrastructure (facilities/processing capacity) is required so that Montana producers
can provide food in the convenient form that universities require.

12

Mark LoParco: Director, UM Dining Services
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3.4 Prisons
3.4.1 Introduction
Montana
currently
holds
approximately 3,000 juveniles Table 3.5: Inmate Population & Expected Growth
and adults at a combination of
secure
and
community
correctional
facilities.
Obviously, this figure is
continually changing; however
the total prison capacity is
relatively fixed. In December
2005, both the male and female
prison populations were at
emergency capacity. Table 3.5
Source: http://www.cor.state.mt.us/
summarizes trends in the
number of inmates that are
housed (and therefore fed) at
Montana’s correctional facilities. The exact population for all facilities as of December
the 2nd 2005, is presented in Appendix 3.5.
Montana prisons and correctional facilities include:
Montana State Prison (MSP) in Deer Lodge (1,510 inmates).
Montana Women's Prison (MWP) in Billings (303 inmates).
Pine Hills Youth Correctional Facility in Miles City for juvenile males (86
inmates).
Riverside Youth Correctional Facility in Boulder for juvenile females (11
inmates).
The privately run Cross Roads Correctional Center at Shelby (510 inmates).
Regional prisons in Glendive (144 inmates), Great Falls (155 inmates) and the
Missoula Assessment and Sanction Center (130 inmates).
A number of probation and parole offices, supervision programs, youth transition
centers, and prerelease centers.
Of these facilities, the State of Montana directly pays approximately $2.75 million for
food purchased by Montana State Prison, Montana Woman’s Prison, and the Riverside
and Pine Hills youth correctional facilities. This includes food that MSP further
processes to provide meals to other institutions through its “Food Factory”.
At all other facilities managers/operators are paid a per diem rate for total prisoner
housing and care including meals. Per diem rates vary according to the size of the prison
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(it is normally higher for smaller prisons).13
per day14.

The state typically pays $49 per prisoner

It is difficult to accurately document the value of food purchased at institutions that are
managed by counties or the private sector (institutions other than MSP, MWP and the
Riverside and Pine Hills correctional facilities). However, according to the Connecticutbased Criminal Justice Institute, the national average daily cost to feed an inmate was
$3.62 in 2000, the latest year for which numbers are available. In many states this has
been decreasing recently due to bulk purchasing arrangements and other cost cutting
measures15. If this figure is accurate for Montana, and “other correctional institutions”
account for approximately 35% of the total inmate population (or 1,000 inmates), the
total value of food purchased for these inmates would be an additional $1.3 million.
Therefore, the total value of food purchased by all prisons in Montana is approximately
$4 million ($1.3 million plus $2.75 million).
The following paragraphs provide a breakdown of where the $2.75 million in public
prison expenditures is spent (Section 3.4.2). Next, brief overviews of the unique
programs undertaken by Montana State Prison to process and source their own food
through the Food Factory (Section 3.4.3) and MSP Ranch (Section 3.4.4) are provided.
Finally, opportunities for selling Montana-produced food to prisons are summarized in
Section 3.4.5.
3.4.2 Food Purchased at Prisons Managed by the Department of Corrections
According to the Department of Administration total food sales to the Department of
Corrections were approximately $2.75 million in 2004/05. Montana State Prison (MSP)
and its associated Food Factory purchased by far the majority of food as is illustrated in
Figure 3.11. Montana Women’s Prison (MWP) supplements food supplies with damaged
products and goods that are nearing their expiry date which are acquired through national
distributors with assistance from an insurance company.
MSP is the only facility that collects information relating to the type of food purchased. A
breakdown of food sales by line item for MSP, is presented in Figure 3.12. Grocery is
the largest category, followed by canned goods, red meat, dairy and produce. Purchases
of baked goods are relatively low, which is not surprising as the MSP Food Factory has a
bakery.

13

Interview with Rhonda Schaffer, Bureau Chief for Department of Corrections Accounting
‘Cascade County at Odds with State over Jail Charges” Missoulian, January 8, 2006.
15
http://www.state.nj.us/corrections/media_watch/2003/031103_Prison_meal_program.html
14
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Figure 3.11: Public Prison Food Figure 3.12: MSP Food Purchases
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As with all Montana’s public institutions, prisons are subject to state procurement laws
and buy food products through a competitive bid process. MSP accepts bids on a “line
item” basis. Consequently, the distributor, processor or farmer that can provide each
individual product at the lowest price will supply food requirements for individual
products. Bulk foods (canned and staples) are subject to a quarterly bid, while produce
and fresh/frozen meat are bid for at weekly intervals.
This results in a number of distributors providing the total food package, with deliveries
from various companies occurring daily. An interview with Andrew Olcott, Fiscal and
Business Development Director at Montana Correctional Enterprises, concluded that if
Montana produced food can be competitively priced; there is no reason why it cannot be
sold to public prisons, especially MSP. Any producer or distributor that has completed a
“vendor registration form” and filed it with the State Procurement Bureau can bid for
these contracts including Montana farmers/ranchers, food processors and distributors.
A summary of the food buying behavior of the four prisons managed by the Department
of Corrections is presented in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Summary of Prison Buying Behavior

Kitchen Facilities
Suppliers

Montana Products
Examples

Montana
State
Prison
Full Kitchen
FSA
Sysco
Local IGA
Out of state
Yes
Ranchland Meats
Pasta Montana
Cream of the West
Expressed interest
in trying to source
Montana flour that
they could use in
the food factory
bakery.

Additional
Comments

Montana
Women’s Prison
Full Kitchen
FSA
Sysco

Not usually

Riverside

Pine Hills

No kitchen
MSP Food Factory
Wal-Mart (snacks)

Full Kitchen
FSA

From local
supermarket

From local
supermarket

A lot of food is
donated.
Work with local
insurance
companies to
obtain damaged &
out-dated food
($1/lb for pallet).

Two interesting programs at MSP (the Food Factory and MSP Ranch) that involve
locally produced food are discussed in the following sections.
3.4.3 Food Factory
The Food Factory at MSP was established to provide cost effective nutritional meals to
the MSP and other state and county agencies, using a cook-chill method of production.
The cook-chill method allows food to be prepared a week in advance and packaged in
bulk (e.g. wet soup mix) or in individual trays. The Food Factory can prepare up to
10,000 meals a day, 5 days a week.
In addition to being served on site, meals are sold to:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Treasure State Correctional Training Center;
Riverside Youth Correctional Facility;
Montana State Hospital;
Helena Prerelease Center, and the
WATCh DUI Program.

In 2005 the Food Factory had total sales of $2,929,512.5816 and supplied 702,835 meals,
as illustrated in Table 3.7. As a consequence of selling prepared food to other institutions
MSP has to adhere to strict labeling requirements for any food supplies that they buy.
This stops MSP from buying low quality, damaged or out of date food. The breakdown of
the different types of food provided by the Food Factory is presented in Figure 3.13.
16

Food Factory rates are $1.37 (MSP), $2.01 (Riverside), $1.59 (WATCh Program), $2.01 (Helena Prerelease). These rates are based
on purchasing bulk or packaged meals, and include delivery. Bulk food customers are charged at cost with a 3% increase for spoilage.
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Approximately $1.8 million of food was sold in bulk; while just over $1 million of food
was sold in trays.
Table 3.7: Number of Trayed Meals Figure 3.13: Food Factory Sales by
Sold per Annum Through MSP
Category
$2,000,000.00
$1,800,000.00

Number of Meals
258,250
223,404
22,733
33,175
165,273

$1,600,000.00
Value of Sales ($)

Public Institution
MSP
Reception
Riverside
Helena PR
WATCH Program

$1,400,000.00
$1,200,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$800,000.00
$600,000.00
$400,000.00
$200,000.00
$0.00
Bulk Sales

Trayed Sales

Miscellaneous Sales

Sales by Type

3.4.4 MSP Ranch
Montana State Prison is a unique public institution as it has its own beef and dairy ranch.
The dairy farm supplies the institution with its milk supplies. This provides a bizarre
working example, of how a Montana based food producer can supply a public institution.
Figure 3.14: Montana State Prison Dairy
Sales (2005)
$1,400,000.00
$1,200,000.00
$1,000,000.00
Total Sales ($)

From a herd of 350 cows, the
processing plant produces low
fat/skimmed milk, yoghurt, ice
cream and cottage cheese that is fed
to prisoners or staff or utilized at the
Food Factory. Surplus milk is
shipped to Darigold in Bozeman.
MSP operates under clear policies
that it does not compete with local
suppliers and consequently does not
sell milk products at a retail level
despite operating well below
capacity
and
having
surplus
production. MSP dairy sales for
2005 are illustrated in Figure 3.14.

$800,000.00
$600,000.00
$400,000.00
$200,000.00
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Raw Milk Sales

Cream Sales

Finished Product Sales

Milk Product

Despite having its own USDA certified slaughtering and processing facility and beef
cattle, MSP does not produce its own meat. Interviews with program directors indicate
that the high costs of finishing and slaughtering beef make it more economical for the
prison to buy meat, and all calves are sold out of state. This highlights the importance of
being price competitive when supplying public institutions food17.
17

The MSP also operates a cannery that is used specifically to can surplus and donated food for the Montana Food Bank and other
organizations. The prison does not consume food produced at the cannery.
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3.4.5 Prisons and Food Grown/Processed in Montana
During the 20th Century, Montana’s prisons had their own gardens, produced and
slaughtered their own hogs and cattle and were somewhat self sufficient. Today, public
prisons, although constrained by cost are a potential market for some Montana food
products, especially through MSP and the Food Factory. Andrew Olcott, (Fiscal and
Business Development Director at Montana Correctional Enterprises at Montana State
Prison) indicated that, the prison is interested in buying more food produced in Montana,
as long as it is priced competitively and adheres to labeling standards. A delivery system
is already established that can handle frequent deliveries from many suppliers. For this
reason it is perhaps better equipped to handle multiple suppliers than many other public
institutions.
The prison is willing to fax purchase bids to Montana based
grower/processors.
3.5 Montana’s Public Hospitals and Associated Facilities
U.S. hospitals and nursing homes spend between $3.318 and $6 billion19, on food per
year, which makes them the third largest institutional purchasers of food (behind schools
and Universities). The average U.S. hospital serves more than 1 million meals a year20.
The costs of raw food (excluding labor) were on average $5.73 at hospitals across the
nation in 2004. This comprises of patient costs of $6.26 per patient/day/year at hospitals
that run their own food operations and $5.20 at hospitals run by FSM companies.
In public hospitals a priority, is the clinical treatment of patients. Food has been a
functional requirement that needs to be provided to visitors, patients and staff whilst they
are at various facilities. Health professionals have always advocated the benefits of a
good diet, which includes fresh fruits and vegetables. However, until recently, catering
provision was an area that did not have the profile to challenge the everyday demands of
running a hospital. Recent publicity relating to better nutrition has increased the profile
of hospital food, but catering managers still have to work within the budgets set for food.
The state of Montana spent almost $1 million on food at six public hospitals or nursing
homes in 2004/0521. A breakdown of these expenditures is presented in Table 3.8 which
also lists their location and comments from interviews with food purchasing managers.
The Eastern Montana Veterans Home is managed by Sodexho and as such does not have
a budget allocated specifically for food.

18
“Farm to Hospital: Promoting Health and Supporting Local Agriculture” Center for Food and Justice: Urban and Environmental
Policy Institute, Occidental College, 2004.
19
“Healthy Foods, Healthy Hospitals, Healthy Communities” Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, 2005.
20
“How hospital Food Service is Performing” Food Service Director, 15, January 2004
21
This number is higher than Montana DOA figures suggest “because of a large prior year credit of $179,572.00 which appeared in
another program”
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Table 3.8: Montana Hospitals and Nursing Homes with State-Funded Food
Expenditures22
Institution Name

Location

Beds

Annual Food
Expenditure

Montana State
Hospital

Warm Springs

174

Montana
Chemical
Dependency
Center
Montana Mental
Health Nursing
Care Center
Eastern Montana
Veterans Home
Montana
Developmental
Center

Butte

700 patients
per year

Lewistown

191

Glendive

58

Boulder

80

$178,416

Montana
Veterans Home

Columbia Falls

111

$300,353

$343,565

Comments

Contracts with Sysco/FSA
Purchases food worth several
hundreds of thousands of dollars
directly from MMP Food
Factory

$2,602

$174,583

Managed by Sodexho
Contracts with Sysco/FSA
Quarterly line-item bid
Does not purchase Montanan
grown/processed food
Contracts with Sysco/FSA
Does not purchase Montanan
grown/processed food

With the exception of the Montana Development Center, public hospitals and veterans
homes do not collect information on expenditures by food line item (a breakdown of food
purchases for this organization is presented in Appendix 3.6)
There was generally a lack of interest in procuring more food produced in Montana by
the public hospitals and associated care facilities surveyed as part of this study. Only
one food purchasing manager surveyed expressed a slight interest in purchasing Montana
produced food, if it could be delivered by Sysco/FSA at a competitive price. However,
nationally there is a growing move towards “Farm to Hospital” programs and significant
opportunities may exist in Montana’s private sector.
3.6 Other Institutions with Significant Purchases
Interviews were also conducted with additional public institutions that the Montana
Department of Administration suggested had food expenditures of more than $50,000
during the 2004/2005 financial year. The paragraphs that follow detail discussions with
food purchasing managers or accountants at the:

22

In addition, through the Commodities Distribution Program, the DPHHS delivers nutritional foods to Montana's Indian reservations,
food banks, emergency-feeding organizations, and senior centers. It also provides monthly food packages to low-income women,
children, and seniors.
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¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Office of Public Instruction;
School for the Deaf and Blind;
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks;
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation; and
Department of Commerce.

Each of these is discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
3.6.1 Office of Public Instruction
The Office of Public Instruction (OPI) had food purchases of $62,670.5023 in 2004/05.
These specifically relate to its Helena office and its operations rather than the
procurement of food for schools. These are predominately for conferences and work
shops and are primarily sourced through external catering companies or local
supermarket chains.
3.6.2 School for the Deaf and Blind
The Montana School for Deaf and Blind Children, located in Great Falls, is a residential
and day school which provides educational opportunities to students, preschool through
high school. The school currently has 73 children enrolled and operates a central kitchen.
The school had food expenditures of $53,424.41 in 2005. Food purchasing is partially
coordinated with the Office of Public Instruction. Twice a year, 50% of food
requirements are delivered as part of the OPI’s Cooperative Bid Program. As such, the
Department of Administration food expenditure figures do not include these purchases.
Remaining food requirements are sourced through FSA, Sysco or George’s on a line item
bid.
Interviews with the school indicate that they do not currently buy any food directly from
Montana based producers, although in the past they have purchased from Cascade Meats.
They could potentially purchase more food produced in Montana, but in common with
most other public institutions they have concerns over price, delivery and storage issues.
3.6.3 Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks
The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) provides for the stewardship of the
fish, wildlife, parks and recreational resources of Montana. This organization is
responsible for state parks, but not for Yellowstone or Glacier National Parks. FWP
operates a decentralized purchasing system with 9 divisions24 and 7 regional offices25,
that are each responsible for their own budget.

23

Montana Department of Administration
Continuing Education, Enforcement Division, Fisheries Division, Wildlife Division, Parks Division, Information Management,
Responsive Management, River Management, Legal Unit.
25
Region 1 (Kalispell), Region 2 (Missoula), Region 3 (Bozeman), Region 4 (Great Falls), Region 5 (Billings), Region 6 (Glasgow),
Region 7 (Miles City).
24
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Although raw Department of Administration data indicates that the FWP purchases
substantial levels of food ($256,322.27), most of these purchases are project specific and
relatively small. In addition, interviews with administration staff at FWP revealed that
some of these food purchases were for fish food and that the actual amount spent on food
in 2005 was only $119,455.
In 2005, the FWP budget was split between 290 projects, comprising from hunter
education to candlelight tours. Conferences and educational seminars are often
accompanied by a low level of catering (for example, coffee and cookies) which forms
the bulk of food purchases. Due to the sporadic nature of events and the uncertainty of
attendees, food purchases tend to be made through local food stores (Albertsons,
Safeway, etc.) rather than a prime vendor contract.
Apart from the direct purchase of locally processed dairy, bakery and lunch products, the
decentralized nature of food purchasing and lack of kitchen facilities means that the FWP
offers limited opportunities for Montana based food suppliers.
3.6.4 Department of Natural Resources and Conservation
Montana’s Department of Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC) promotes
stewardship of Montana's water, soil, forest, and rangeland resources; regulates forest
practices and oil and gas exploration and production, and administers several grant and
loan programs. DNRC has over 500 employees in seven divisions: Centralized Services;
Conservation and Resource Development; Forestry; Oil and Gas Conservation; Reserved
Water Rights Compact Commission; Trust Land Management, and Water Resources.
The DNRC purchased $78,224 of food during 2004/05. Many of the activities of the
DNRC are field operated and as such, food purchases are decentralized with no predetermined contracts in place. During the fire season most food requirements are sourced
through local grocery stores, with a central kitchen established at the site. DNRC appears
to offer limited opportunities for Montana based suppliers other than sourcing products
through local grocery stores.
3.6.5 Montana Department of Commerce
The Montana Department of Commerce purchased $54,292 of food in 200526. These
were primarily purchases of food for board meetings and were either purchased through
local retail outlets (Albertsons etc.) or catered for by local restaurants27. There is no
centralized food purchasing manager or on site kitchen. The purchasing process is
completely decentralized, meaning once again increasing the value and volume of food
purchased that is grown or processed in Montana will be difficult.

26
27

Montana Department of Administration
Interview with Teri Juneau
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3.6.6 Others
In addition to the State Departments and Programs discussed in this chapter there are a
number of food purchasing organizations or programs that typically use Federal funds
and as such are outside the scope of this report. USDA Food Programs that target low
income households28 include:
The Food Stamp Program
Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations (FDPIR)
Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Woman, Infants and Children (WIC)
Commodity Supplemental Food Program
The Emergency Food Assistance Program
3.7 Conclusions/Summary
In this concluding section, a summary of market potential, market constraints and specific
product opportunities is provided.
3.7.1 Market Potential
The Montana Department of Administration estimates that in the 2004/2005 financial
year the state spent approximately $11 million purchasing food for public institutions.
Discussions with food purchasing managers at various public institutions revealed that
the real value of food expenditures was approximately $12.5 million. In addition, almost
$19 million was spent by K12 schools. Using national averages, it can be estimated that
prisoners housed at correctional facilities managed by organizations other than the
Department of Corrections spent an additional $1.3 million on food. Public institutions
in Montana therefore purchased approximately $32.7 million1 of food. As illustrated in
Table 3.9, the market could be expanded significantly if other non-public institutions,
such as hospitals were included which would add an additional $14.9 million, resulting in
total food expenditures of $47.6 million.
Montana’s public institutions $32.7 million food market is largely untapped by
Montana’s food producers.29 Interviews with food management in Montana’s public
institutions have revealed a definite interest in sourcing food produced in Montana, IF it
can be supplied at a competitive price and purchasing managers can buy in volume rather
than from lots of individual suppliers (other barriers are summarized in Chapter Five).
Examples from UM, MSU, and the Missoula County Public School District show that
some institutions are exploring ways to purchase more Montana-grown food.

28

The State of Food and Nutrition in Montana (2004) Montana State Advisory Council on Food and Nutrition
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Table 3.9: Estimating the Total Size of the Public Institution Market
Department of Administration30
The University of Montana campuses at Butte, Helena and Dillon,
The University of Montana—Missoula
Montana State University
Montana State Prison, Montana Woman’s Prison, Riverside and
Pine Hills youth correctional facilities
Montana Chemical Dependency Center
Montana Mental Health Nursing Care Center
Eastern Montana Veterans Home
Montana Developmental Center
Montana Veterans Home
Other Department of Administration (Public Health and Human
Services; Fish, Wildlife and Parks; Commerce; Office of Public
Instruction; School for Deaf and Blind; Other)
DOA Total
K12 Schools31
Prisons (1,000 “other inmates” @ $3.62/day)
Total

$12,450,000
$18,930,000
$1,320,000
$32,710,000

Additional Non-Public Institutional Market Segments
Hospitals (7,109 patients @ $5.73/day)32
Total

$14,870,000
$47,570,000

$930,000
$3,110,000
$3,620,000
$2,750,000
$1,000,000

$1,040,000

Although public institutions make up a small share of the overall market for food in
Montana, they are an important stepping stone for suppliers seeking to enter other
markets. The USDA (2004) estimates that Montanans consume $3 billion of food33. If
total public institution food expenditures are $32,706,054, this represents 1.1% of the
total Montana food market. At present there is no reliable estimate of the size of the US
or Montana market for locally/regionally produced foods sold to public institutions.
However, evidence suggests that the market is growing. If ten percent of the value of
food purchased by Montana’s institutions was grown or processed within the state it
would keep bring almost $5 million directly into the state’s economy. Other researchers
estimate that multiplier effects of between 1.834 and 1535 would add an additional $9
million to $75 million to our local communities. These opportunities are particularly
significant for rural areas in Montana which face severe economic development needs.

30

The corrected Department of Administration figures include updated figures from universities, and various other public institutions.
These changes are detailed in Chapter Three.
31
Total school food expenditures are detailed in Chapter Three.
32
Total hospital patients are based on U.S. Census Bureau (2002) data for populations living in institutions (i.e. long term care).
33
“State Marketing Profiles: Montana (Metropolitan Statistical Areas – Demographic and Consumption Profiles).” Marketing
Services Branch, USDA (2004)
34
De Lind, L. B., (2000). “Local Food: ‘There’s no place like home’,” Strategies, Policy Approaches, and Resources for Local Food
System Planning and Organizing, K. A. Dahlberg, K. Clancy, R. L. Wilson, J. O’Donnell, (eds), University of Michigan,
35
“Farm to Cafeteria Connections” Marketing Opportunities for Small Farms in Washington State” Washington State’s Department
of Agriculture (2004)
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In general, universities continue to offer the greatest short term opportunities for local
growers/processors seeking to access Montana’s public institution market. This is
because they have more consumer demand for Montana-grown products, a variety of
venues (such as catering and cash operations) that allow for more flexible pricing, and
experience with incorporating Montana-grown food.
Though distinctly different from the university systems, K-12 schools also offer
opportunities for Montana’s food producers. They are the largest component of food
expenditures by public institutions with nearly $19 million of expenditures, annually.
Competition with free USDA commodity products will make this market particularly
difficult for Montana’s beef producers. However, the growing demand for fresh fruits and
vegetables, and the low participation rate by Montana schools in the USDA’s Fresh Fruits
and Vegetables Program may present some opportunities for produce growers (especially
those willing to develop value-added products) to market directly to individual schools
and school districts.
Montana’s prisons and state-run hospitals were the most price-sensitive of all of the
institutions, and therefore may represent a more difficult market for local producers. That
said, Andrew Olcott, Fiscal and Business Development Director at Montana Correctional
Enterprises, concluded that if Montana produced food can be competitively priced; there
is no reason why it cannot be sold to public prisons, especially Montana State Prison.
Finally, though outside the scope of this report, Montana’s individual privately-run
hospitals annually spend approximately $14.9 million on food, and should be further
explored.
3.7.2 Market Constraints
Ultimately, public institutions often face severe budget and price constraints. Factors
such as price, menu offerings, purchasing and payment policies, packaging, convenience,
seasonality and compliance with state, federal and distributor regulations for food safety
influences their decision-making process. Most institutions tend to buy from national
distributors that have high volume and sophisticated quality and packaging requirements.
Food service staff are not generally aware of the availability of food produced in
Montana, while local food producers are not sure how to tap into institutional
procurement channels. Even if a connection is made between the two, logistical issues
such as transportation, storage and quantity can pose challenges to developing successful
and long lasting business relationships. Contracts with “prime vendors” or distributors
such as Sysco or Food Services of America usually require that between 90% and 100%
of food is purchased from these vendors36. As such, Montana based grower/processors
seeking to sell to institutions throughout the state need to be capable of working with
Sysco or FSA in the same manner as Wheat Montana and Montola Growers.37

36
37

“Healthy Food, Healthy Hospitals, Healthy Communities,” Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, 2005.
The exception is dairy products.
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Many institutional buyers interviewed had a distinct lack of knowledge about food grown
or processed in Montana. Their food procurement information is limited to the first tier
supplier (for example FSA or Butte Produce) rather than the source of primary
production. This highlights a key issue in the public sector food supply chain, notably a
lack of transparency in relation to the source of primary production and associated
standards.
3.7.3 Specific Product Opportunities
Determining the types of products that Montana grower/processors could be producing to
satisfy public institution demand is problematic. Different recording practices at
individual institutions means that data summarizing the purchases of individual food
products such as meat and produce is distorted. Consequently the data is not always
accurate when used for summarizing and comparing food expenditure categories (this
data is presented Appendix 3.7)38. However, a comparison of food purchases at specific
institutions with good record keeping allows for some inferences to be made. Data
presented in Figure 3.15 illustrates the percentage of different types of food purchased by
UM (Missoula), UM external campuses, MSP, OPI Co-op bid and Montana
Developmental Center.
Figure 3.15: Examples of the Types of Food Purchased by Public Institutions in
Montana
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Some entities such as the Department of Corrections provide a detailed breakdown of food purchases by line item. Others refer to
the entire years purchase as “food” and in some cases this definition covers animal as well as human food.
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From the categories reported, institutional buyers suggest that the most potential for
Montana based food producers are the dairy, bakery, meat and produce sectors. Again,
because these categories are so broad, further research would be required to understand
more about what types of foods within these areas offer the most opportunity or if
products can be produced at a price institutional buyers are willing to pay. This is
because food requirements differ according to the type of institution and the capabilities
it has with regards to kitchens and storage. The Montana State Prison (MSP) and Office
of Public Instruction (OPI) Cooperative Bid Program purchase a lot of canned, frozen
products and groceries. Although the MSP has its own dairy and bakery, it still buys a
significant amount of diary products (specifically cheese) and a small quantity of baked
goods. Schools prefer pre-cooked meat products, while all institutions interviewed
clearly indicated a need for more convenient forms of meat and produce than is currently
produced in Montana (if it can be supplied at a competitive price).
The “groceries” category covers a wide range of products that includes coffee, dried
lentils, condiments, and paper products. Although some Montana companies such as
Montola Growers supply groceries (vegetable oil), it is difficult to make inferences
relating to trends and future potential. However, the fact that certain groceries produced
in Montana such as vegetable oil and lentils are available year-round, are already
processed adequately for institutional use, and do not require frequent deliveries adds to
their potential to market to certain institutions. Producers of these products would still
need to ensure competitive pricing and may need to convince institutions to incorporate
these products into their menus. In the following chapter, an overview of Montana’s
agriculture and food processing sector is provided.
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Appendix 3.1 Organizations Participating in the School Nutrition Program
Figure 1 illustrates that by far the majority of organizations participating in the SNP are
public schools1. Seven hundred and thirty four public schools participated in the SNP
programs with 542 participating in breakfast, 144 in snacks and only 49 in the milk
program.
Figure 1: Types of Organizations Participating in the SNP (2003-04)
800

Public Schools
RCCI's
Private Schools

Number of Organizations

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Lunch

Breakfast

Snacks

Milk

Source: OPI (2005)

Approximately half of the 150,000 students eligible for the National School Program
participated in 2004. As illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, this is in contrast to the breakfast
program which is relatively less popular with only 12% of eligible students participating.
Discussions with the OPI suggest that recent years have seen some expansion in this
program.

Figure 2: Percent of Eligible Students that
Participate in Lunch
Do not
Particpate

Participate

Figure 3: Percent of Eligible Students that
Participate in Breakfast
Participate
Do not
Particpate

1
Although the focus of this study is public institutions, it was impossible to obtain detailed purchasing information according to
school type. Therefore, this analysis covers all schools participating in the SNP.
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As
illustrated
in
Figure
4,
approximately 39% of students
participating in the school lunch
program are eligible for free, meals,
and 11% for reduced meals. Fifty
percent are paid eligible. This
eligibility can often have a direct
bearing on the way in which a school
district will feed its’ students.

Figure 4: Eligibility of Students that Participate
– Student Lunches by Category

Reduced

Paid

Figure 5: Total Number of Lunches and Breakfasts
Served in the SNP
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The number of meals served
under various programs is
illustrated in Figures 5, 6, and
7. For the last five years,
almost 14,000 lunches and
4,000 breakfasts have been
served.
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Figure 6: Summer Food Service Program –
Number of Meals Served (2004)

Figure 7: Servings Under the After-school
Snack Program and the Special Milk Program
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Details of the rates at which schools are reimbursed for meals snacks and milk are
provided in Figure 8.
Figure 8: School Nutrition Program Reimbursement Rates for 2003-04
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Appendix 3.2: The OPI Co-Operative Bid
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate a five year history of the bids in terms of cases received, total
value and number of schools participating.
Figure 1: Cooperative Purchase Program – Figure 2: Cooperative Purchase Participation
and Bid Value (1999-2004)
Cases of Food Purchased by Schools
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The correlation between the number of schools participating and the bid value is not
obvious due to the size of schools. For example, between July and December 2004, 12
schools dropped out of the program yet there was no appreciable fall in the bid value.
This may be because, these schools account for a very small proportion of the school
population. The number of schools participating in December tends to be lower than July
as schools typically have surplus products from the first bid cycle.
The purchases of canned fruit can be broken into the constituent parts to determine the
types of fruit that are bought. Figure 3 illustrates that the cooperative bid program
purchases large quantities of canned fruit cocktail, peaches and pears. These products are
not grown or processed in Montana. Similarly, Figure 4 breaks down canned vegetable
purchases to show that large quantities of canned green beans and whole kernel corn are
purchased.
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Figure 3: Cooperative Purchase Program
– Value of Canned Fruit (2005/06)
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Program – Value of Canned Vegetables
Winter Bid De (2005/06)

Canned vegetables are supplemented with purchases of frozen vegetables. Potato
products form the bulk of this category, being supplemented with peas, carrots, corn and
mixed vegetables (see Figure 5). There are currently no large scale processors of frozen
vegetables in Montana. Ground beef purchases dominate the value of beef purchased,
accounting for almost 50% of the category (see Figure 6). Beef products used in schools
are the lower value cuts and processed products.
Figure 5: Cooperative Purchase
Program – Value of Frozen
Vegetables (2005/06)

Figure 6: Cooperative Purchase Program –
Value of Beef (2005/06)
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Appendix 3.3: USDA Food Distribution Commodity Program

V alue ($'000)

Units Received ('000)

Figure 1 illustrates trends in the units and value of commodity foods distributed to
Montana schools in 1999-2005.
Commodities are stored in
Helena, in partnership with Figure 1: Commodity Food Units Received &Value
the DPHHS, with extra
160
3,500
Value ($'000)
Units ('000)
facilities for frozen products
140
3,000
in Butte. The delivery of
120
commodity products is
2,500
contracted to a trucking
100
2,000
company with deliveries
80
1,500
occurring 10 to 11 times a
60
year. These deliveries are
1,000
40
usually coordinated so that
500
20
frozen food will all be
delivered on one truck, with
0
0
1999-00
2000-01
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
dry goods occurring at a
School Year
later date. The state pays for
all the distribution costs
associated with the program.
Each school receives an allocation (“fair share allocation”) of commodities based on
student numbers; however they are able to negotiate additional commodities that are
surplus to requirements because of non participation by other schools. OPI estimates that
15-20% of school food requirements are met through the Commodity Program. However,
for many of the items which this program supplies, OPI finds it difficult to develop
sufficient school demand2.

2
An interview with Judy Wilson (Food Distribution Coordinator) who coordinates the Commodity Program for OPI revealed that
many of the commodities require further processing and some schools do not have the facilities to do this, in which case they would
prefer to buy the processed product as part of the cooperative bid (discussed in Section 3.2.5) or from another source. Similarly, many
commodities are surplus because there is insufficient demand elsewhere and once they get to Montana, consumers still do not want the
product (e.g. raisins).
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No Product Group
No Product Group
Credit

Non-Food
Paper
Janitorial
Cleaning
Freight
Kitchen Equipment

By Prod Group
Food
Red Meat
Seafood
Groceries
Frozen Foods
Bakery
Dairy
Produce
Beverages
Pork
Poultry
Processed Meats
Meat Aleternatives
Resale Goods

Food Zoo

Cascade

9,388.16

90,731.11

33,194.93

28,107.83
2,092.76
2,829.84
164.50

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
72,567.67 1,057,339.69

9,388.16
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
10,832.48
0.00
318.99
8,251.65
59,135.90
4,051.08
32,286.47
6,932.61
22,494.03
11,863.41
59,428.05
7,530.71
21,598.49
22,848.06
6,121.14
0.00
14,797.82
0.00
55,045.34
0.00
17,036.64
0.00
678.04
1,701.99 724,371.37
63,179.51 1,024,144.76

La Peak

70,578.13
7,892.60
12,120.88
139.50

105.40
105.40
-44.07
-44.07
3,342,414.32 1,154,434.44

184,550.45
15,351.85
27,758.32
520.75
0.00
228,181.37

140,512.32
85,494.74
57,853.53
45,535.82
494,240.62 204,285.19
231,196.15
97,508.19
110,356.80
21,074.54
301,394.46 150,344.68
326,721.10 196,242.12
148,079.12
54,528.15
81,043.45
51,887.96
238,275.59 132,426.45
87,186.02
16,924.51
9,957.66
3,924.41
887,354.80
3,465.24
3,114,171.62 1,063,642.00

Total

0.00
0.00
142,057.97

9,823.83

7,276.90
588.80
1,942.63
15.50

0.00
0.00
58,255.72
36,849.56
21,498.43
11,565.69
521.01
123.52
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,915.00
505.21
132,234.14

Bakery
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0.00
0.00
386,271.60

38,069.89

26,803.96
2,874.77
8,329.16
62.00

16,950.27
4,234.40
84,142.89
17,450.19
10,354.61
26,248.42
45,401.79
5,888.17
6,935.28
34,855.71
21,379.28
2,052.11
72,308.59
348,201.71

UCFC

0.00
0.00
243,790.94

18,470.53

15,281.80
880.79
2,197.94
110.00

20,668.65
7,484.60
41,040.12
33,032.19
7,144.98
20,288.58
48,885.76
11,163.04
7,375.54
12,168.75
5,853.19
388.10
9,826.91
225,320.41

Catering
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0.00
0.00
154,233.11

11,872.19

10,896.24
776.13
182.32
17.50

6,566.18
279.72
24,464.90
4,156.93
11,191.34
2,727.84
1,072.95
15,386.55
46.85
3,779.34
26,127.34
0.00
46,560.98
142,360.92

UM Conc

0.00
0.00
1,603.71

97.49

59.43
38.06
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
196.57
0.00
0.00
84.00
-21.07
195.29
0.00
0.00
-134.94
0.00
1,186.37
1,506.22

UN Conc
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0.00
0.00
47,249.93

4,389.28

4,346.89
24.89
17.50
0.00

0.00
0.00
5,112.72
0.00
3,871.76
9,141.46
0.00
14,145.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10,588.88
42,860.65

Think Tank

0.00
0.00
38,974.19

7,420.30

7,420.30
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
4,309.57
0.00
3,452.85
6,172.48
0.00
11,849.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5,769.32
31,553.89

Biz Buzz

0.00
0.00
40,789.12

4,313.51

3,989.41
183.05
138.05
3.00

0.00
0.00
4,652.50
5,861.54
1,681.50
3,223.60
5,489.34
4,914.97
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10,652.16
36,475.61

BiSip

0.00
0.00
3,101.95

410.15

401.40
0.00
0.00
8.75

0.00
0.00
392.89
0.00
660.15
306.25
0.00
914.73
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
417.78
2,691.80

Trav Rest

Food Zoo
164,622.85
1,063,642.00
15.5%

La Peak
Cascade
18,601.42
86,558.06
63,179.51 1,024,144.76
29.4%
8.5%

UC Food Court
55,800.57
348,201.71
16.0%

Butte
Helena
Dillon

Bakery
8,483.16
132,234.14
6.4%

Catering
25,162.60
225,320.41
11.2%

Coffee Ops
UM Concessions Total
25,257.69
26,979.46
411,465.81
115,088.17
142,360.92
3,114,171.62
21.9%
19.0%
13.2%
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Bakery
Beverages Canned Goods Dairy
Food
Frozen
Grocery Meat
Pork
Poultry
Produce Red Meat
Resale
Seafood Staples
Total
9839.4
45112.88
55646.09 42274.95
136.77 51370.37 1815.76 49408.89 4554.62 30086.54 32196.44
9598.67 96604.86
8078.1
892.79 437617.13
32.92
6277.97
4260.4 3810.23 4568.12 5165.09
6087
2674.42
2053.49
633.85
35563.49
11713.5
20386.2
24305.89 207210.4
60171.98 5544.03 8285.19 14058.59 27635.03
28836.09 49498.05 3095.59
460742.55
933923.17

University of Montana – External Campus Food Purchases

Total FTC Purchases
Total General Purchases

University of Montana Farm to College Purchases
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Appendix 3.5: Inmate Population at Selected Montana Correctional Facilities
(December 1st 2005)
INSTITUTIONAL POPULATION REPORT
12/1/2005
The information in this report is updated each business day and will reflect information received in the Classification and Placement Unit
prior to 1700 hours on the above date.

Montana State Prison
Time Reported
1600

Montana Women's Prison

Phone #
846-1320 # 2214

Reported by
Teyrl

On Site

1468

In Transit

Off Site
Court

1
41
1510

Total Male Count
In Transit/Jail Hold

Total Count

0

Reported by
Spence

On Site

2443
6

230

ICP
Off Site
Court
Jail Holding

Phone #
377-7600
454-6820
434-7055
829-4000

Reported
Tiffany
Snell
Stuart
Cliner

time rptd

On-Site
141
150
508
127

0644
0014
0550

Off-Site

Court
0
0
0
0

16
0
4
32

FED INMATES

49

GFRP

MSP DIRECT

0

MASC

SANCTION

6

0550

Contract Off-Site Total

0

MASC

TSCTC/DIVERSION

1

0550

Contract Court Total

0

137

1540

Contract FacTotal

JAIL HOLD

BASC
Sanctions
Jail Hold/Assesment

0
21

Total Count

303

0
0
0
0

CCC

0014
Contract On-Site Total

TSCTC
Time Reported

Phone #
247-5100

2

Montana State Hospital

Contract Facility
DCCF
GFRP
CCC
MASC

Time Rprtd

933

933

WATCH- DUI Glendive East
Phone #

Reported by

846-1320 2100

Time Rprtd

Phone #

Lucy

On Site

Prison

Prob

Larry

Female

25
15

46

9

Male

In Transit

0

0

Off site

Off Site

0
Total Count

Reported by

377-6001

0

Total

40

55

After Care Gt Falls

29

Barb

Pine Hills Youth Correctional Facility

WATCH- DUI Warm Springs West

Time Reported

Time Rprtd

Phone #

Reported by

232-1377

Leslie

Phone #

Reported by

693-2272

Debbie

Male

104

On Site

86

Off Site

2

Off site

In Transit

0

Total

Total Count

Inmate Worker(s)

2
0
106

88

Youth Services Division/Great Falls

Riverside Youth Correctional Facility

Time Reported

Time Rprtd

On Site
Off Site

Phone #
452-1792
Male
Female

Reported by
Glenn
9
3
0

Phone #
225-4500
On Site
Off Site
Total Count

Reported by
Mary
11
0
11

Source: Montana Department of Corrections
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Appendix 3.6: Food Purchases by Line Item: Montana Developmental Center (2005)
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Appendix 3.7: Line Item Breakdown of Food Purchases by Public Institutions
(Department of Administration FY 2005)

Beverages
Produce
Dairy
Canned
Line Item

Grocery
Bakery
Pork
Sea Food
Poultry
Red Meat
Meat
Food
0

1,000,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 4,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000 7,000,000 8,000,000
Value ($)
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CHAPTER FOUR
Montana’s Agricultural and Food Industry
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the volume and value of food purchased by public institutions in
Montana was analyzed. Subject to contractual constraints, many intuitional buyers would
like to purchase more Montana produced and processed food. Interviews indicated that
they believe that the meat, produce, dairy, bakery and other sectors offered the most
potential. However, food procurement managers were generally unaware of local
farmers, growers, or processors that can deliver the high volume of quality products in
the form they require, in a timely manner, at a competitive price. Many of those
interviewed believed that although Montana is very good at producing agricultural
commodities, they are not processed to a form that is needed by institutional or other
buyers. For example, they require flour, bread or baked goods rather than wheat, and ribs
or hamburger rather than an entire beef carcass. There appear to be opportunities to
move from commodity agricultural production to value added food production if new
initiatives are undertaken to add processing capacity and to cooperatively market.
In this chapter, the extent to which Montana farmers, ranchers, growers and processors
have the capacity to service or sell to public intuitions in the state is assessed1. Section
4.2 provides an overview of the size of Montana’s agricultural sector and the role it plays
in the states economy. As the majority of Montana’s agri-food products remain in the
form of unprocessed commodities, problems associated with a reliance on commodity
production is discussed in Section 4.3 In Section 4.4, issues relating to the lack of
processing capacity in the state and the resulting inability to supply public institutions
with their food needs are investigated. Section 4.5 highlights some of the products which
could potentially be sold to public institutions and companies currently producing them.
Finally a summary is provided and conclusions are developed in Section 4.6.
4.2 Montana Agriculture: An Overview
Montana’s agricultural sector plays a major role in the state's economy, bringing in $2
billion in annual revenue with associated benefits to rural communities and the state2.
One in five Montana workers is employed in agriculture or a related field. A review of
Table 4.1 reveals that within Montana, agricultural commodities continue to outpace
other industry sectors by $801 million.

1

Information presented in this section was obtained from the 2002 USDA Census of Agriculture and the Montana Agricultural
Statistics Book of 2005. Census data relies on information that the farmers provide, so some account for missing data sets must be
taken into consideration. The Montana Department of Agriculture claims, however, that 87% of agricultural producers on record
completed and returned census forms.
2
Montana Department of Agriculture, 2005.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Selected Montana Industries (Value of Output – Million
Dollars)
Industry

2002

2003

2004

Agriculture
Mining
Gas & Oil
Travel
Wood & Paper

2,253.10
619.00
572.80
1,890.00
970.00

2,564.60
670.90
866.00
1,874.00
973.00

2,758.90
881.50
1,268.20
1,958.00
1,215.00

% Change 20032004
108
131
146
104
125

Source: Montana Department of Agriculture

According to the Montana Agricultural Statistics Service, Montana's agricultural industry
had a great year in 2004, recording the highest profits in at least a decade. Montana
farmers and ranchers earned a net income of $722 million, even though government
subsidy payments fell by 20 percent. Earnings increased by $240 million from 2003 and
were four times higher than 2002 earnings of $173 million. These numbers indicate that
payments to farmers are considerably lower than the total value of the industry statistics
presented in Table 4.1.
Montana’s land area consists of 145,388 square miles (or 93 million acres) of rugged
mountains, deep valleys and wide-open plains. The average size of Montana’s 27,870
farms is 2,139 acres, which cumulatively account for 64% of the state’s total land. Figure
4.1 shows the breakdown of land according to end use.
Figure 4.1: Montana Agricultural Land Use: Percentage of Total Acres

Woodland
All Other

Other
Cropland
Cultivated
Summerfallow

Range &
Pasture

Harvested
Cropland

Source: Montana Agricultural Statistics Book (2005)

As a result of Montana’s diverse climate and geography, a wide variety of products can
be produced in the state. Montana has a long established history as being a leading
producer of cereal grains, beef cows, sheep and lambs. It is also a major grower of lesser

©Kiwi TB Inc. (2006)
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known crops including dry peas, lentils, oilseed crops (e.g. flaxseed and canola), and
sugar beet, and a producer of honey. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the cash receipts for
Montana livestock and crops in 2004. In Appendix 4.1, Montana’s agricultural
production capacity and the size of the livestock, crop and fruit and vegetable industries
are summarized3.
Table 4.2: Cash Receipts for Montana Livestock and Products ($’000)
2000
Cattle & Calves
Dairy Products
Sheep & Lambs
Wool
Hogs & Pigs
Chicken Eggs
Honey
Other
Total Livestock & Products
Total Cash Receipts

% of Total
967,465
41,856
24,244
1,227
29,945
3,220
6,438
32,242
1,106,637
1,843,514

2004

52.5
2.3
1.3
0.1
1.6
0.2
0.3
1.7
60

% of Total
1,104,387
53,165
23,288
2,892
38,789
5,862
11,427
38,235
1,278,045
2,238,979

49.3
2.4
1.0
0.1
1.7
0.3
0.5
1.7
57.1

Source: NASS/USDA (2005)

Table 4.3: Cash Receipts for Crops ($’000)
2000
Wheat
Barley
Sugar Beet
Hay
Potatoes
Oil Crops
Oats
Dry Beans
Corn
Cherries
Others
Total Crops
Total Cash Receipts

% of Total
439,212
97,094
45,769
68,256
23,561
12,742
1,673
7,475
3,842
1,569
35,684
736,877
1,843,514

23.80
5.3
2.5
3.7
1.3

3.4
40

2004

% of Total
565,934
124,839
56,244
86,794
22,670
10,947
1,592
4,107
4,709
4,473
78,918
960,934
2,238,979

25.3
5.6
2.5
3.9
1.0

4.7
42.9

Source: NASS/USDA (2005)4

With the possible exception of fruit, produce, eggs and honey, all of these commodities
require some further processing before they can be sold to public institutions. Due to
Montana’s limited processing capacity, most commodities are exported out of state to be
3
Although Montana’s fruit and vegetable sector is relatively small, many institutional buyers expressed interest in buying fresh
vegetables, therefore local produce production is also described in detail in this section.
4
Cash Receipts from Marketings by Commodities, Selected Years, MT. http://www.nass.usda.gov/mt/economic/cashrcts/mrkt.htm
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processed and return as the value added food products we eat. For example, the majority
of the states beef is fattened and slaughtered in other states. This reliance on commodity
agriculture has to some extent facilitated the changing face of Montana’s agriculture
sector and the decline of rural communities.
In common with many other states, the total acreage of land farmed and the number of
full time farmers is declining in Montana. Growth in the number of Montana's farms is
occurring only among those characterized as being very large or very small. Montana is
losing farm numbers in the middle categories5. The move towards small “lifestyle” units
in western Montana and the Gallatin Valley has in some cases taken land away from the
most productive agricultural areas of the state. Investors have often found that the
opportunity cost of farmland as real estate has exceeded its productive value in what
some commentators see as a virtually non-reversible movement.
Many Montana farms that are less than 50 acres in size are often not economically viable
as “stand-alone units6.” Other larger farms in Eastern Montana are also struggling to be
profitable. As a result, over 36% of Montana farms obtain their primary income source
from off-farm activities and only 13% of Montana's farm and ranch households rely on
their farm operation for 100% of their income7. At the same time, the average age of
farmers is increasing. Most young entrepreneurs are choosing not to enter Montana’s
agriculture sector, develop new markets, or set up processing businesses that add value to
raw agricultural inputs. Many parts of Eastern Montana are seeing declines in their
population and rural communities that have traditionally focused on agriculture are
suffering (illustrated in Figure 4.2). This has serious implications on the economic
prosperity of the state.
“In 2003, eight of the 10 poorest counties in the nation (based on wages
and salaries) were in Montana, all of them agricultural.8”
Selling to public institutions may play a role in helping to facilitate the development of an
enlarged processing sector and act as a stepping-stone to other higher volume retail or
food service markets. Some institutional markets (in particular universities) also have a
capacity to differentiate and promote products with local and regional characteristics.

5

The current distribution of farms by size is illustrated in Appendix 4.4.
Some smaller farms are economically viable, stand-alone produce operations with high value direct markets.
7
2002 Census of Agriculture
8
Western S. (2005) “A New Green Revolution” High Country News, December 26th 2005.
6
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Figure 4.2: Non-Metro Population Change: 2003-2004

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Information Bulletin9

Although decreasing in number, mid-scale, family commodity producers continue to
predominate Montana's agriculture sector. For these farmers, the commodity markets are
increasingly providing inadequate income and profit margins. In order for these
operations to survive economically, they must find ways to differentiate their products
with value added attributes, own or control some aspects of the processing and
marketing, and/or preserve their products' identity. Some of these family-scale
commodity producers have some capacity for developing the economies of scale
necessary to make markets like public institutions work for them.
4.3 The Capabilities of Montana’s Agricultural Sector: A Focus on
Commodity Agriculture
Montana prides itself on its strong agricultural sector and is ranked second in the nation
for the number of acres engaged in agricultural production. However, the state ranks
only 34th by income from cash receipts and 41st in agricultural exports10. Montana
farmers typically produce relatively low-value commodities, which are shipped to other
regions for processing. This feature of Montana agriculture has been a long recognized
problem. Herrin and Gussow (1989)11 calculated the change in self sufficiency of
Montana agriculture between 1941 and 1980. They found that the decline in food
processing industries in that period resulted in significant increases in the percentage of
food imported to Montana (see Appendix 4.5 for results of the study). However, their
study showed that Montana could produce enough food to provide a year-round,
nutritionally complete, sustainable regional diet. In reality, consumers and institutional
buyers desire a range of products including fresh fruit and vegetables that need to be
9
Karen Hamrick, editor. Rural America at a Glance, 2005, Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic
Information Bulletin No. EIB4, September 2005.
10
http://www.ers.usda.gov/data/stateexports/totsx5yr.xls. A graphical comparison of Montana’s agri-food industries export
performance is presented in Appendix 4.3.
11
Herrin, M., and Gussow, J.D. (1989) “Designing A Sustainable Regional Diet.” Journal of Nutrition Education, Volume 21, No. 6.
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imported from other areas in the “off-season.” Table 4.4 illustrates foods that are or have
been commercially grown or produced in Montana.
Table 4.4: Foods that have been Commercially Grown or Produced in Montana
Grains
Barley
Buckwheat
Corn
Millet
Oats
Rye
Sorghum
Wheat
Vegetables
Asparagus
Beans, green
Beets
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Corn
Cucumbers
Lettuce
Onions, dried
Onions, green
Peas, green
Peppers
Potatoes
Radishes
Rutabagas
Spinach
Squash
Sweet Potatoes
Tomatoes
Turnips

Fruits
Apples
Apricots
Blackberries
Cantaloupe
Cherries
Currants
Grapes
Huckleberries
Peaches
Pears
Plums
Prunes
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Strawberries
Watermelon
Protein Foods
Beans, dried
Beef
Eggs
Fish
Lamb
Mutton
Pork
Poultry
Veal

Dairy Foods
Buttermilk
Cheese
Cottage Cheese
Cream
Ice Cream
Milk
Yogurt
Fats
Butter
Lard
Safflower
Sunflower
Sweeteners
Honey
Sugar
Beverages
Beer
Wine

Source: Herrin and Gussow (1989)

As illustrated in Figure 4.3 the predominance of commodity agriculture is one reason
why the market value of agricultural products in Montana is a lot lower than that of most
other states. It is also a reason why public institutions are not a viable market outlet for
the majority of raw agricultural products produced in Montana (as they are not processed
in the form in which the market requires). Each blue dot on Figure 4.3 represents
$20,000 of agricultural sales. A lack of blue dots in Montana (in comparison to other
states) illustrates that the market value of agricultural production is relatively low.

©Kiwi TB Inc. (2006)
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Figure 4.3: Market Value of Agriculture: Products Sold (2002)

Source: US Census Bureau (2002)

Figure 4.4 illustrates that in comparison to neighboring states the vast majority of the
Montana’s exports are raw agricultural commodities rather than processed or
manufactured food products12. In 2004, less than 10 percent of Montana’s exports were in
a processed or value added form. This compares unfavorably with neighboring states
such as Idaho and South Dakota where valued added products comprise over 80 and 90
percent of combined agri-food exports. Commodities are by definition impossible to
differentiate from food produced in other regions or countries and consequently cannot
command a price premium. According to the US Census Bureau, Montana ranks 47th in
gross state product, 50th in average annual pay and 48th in median household income.
High levels of commodity production relative to value added or processed foods may
play a role in influencing these rankings. While the recent well documented move to
increase bio-diesel production in the state may have favorable returns to the economy, it
remains a low value commodity-focused opportunity for farmers.

12
As defined by the Office of Trade and Industry Information (OTII), Manufacturing and Services, International Trade
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce. http://tse.export.gov/
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Figure 4.4: Value Added as a Percentage of Total Agriculture and Food Exports
(2004)
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
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0
MT

Idaho

Wyoming

North Dakota

South Dakota

Source: US Department of Commerce (2004)13

Other problems associated with a commodity focus include the instability and general
downwards trend of commodity prices, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. This figure clearly
shows that wheat prices are considerably more volatile than bread prices. As stated
earlier, the latest report (November 2005) from Montana’s Agricultural Statistics Service
indicated that in 2004 earnings from agriculture were four times higher than 2002, again
reflecting the unstable nature of commodity production. Montana’s heavy emphasis on
raw, unprocessed commodities subjects its farmers to the violent and unpredictable price
swings of the world market.
Figure 4.5: Instability and Downwards Trend of Commodity Prices
Price Variation: Wheat vs Bread

Commodity Price Trends
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Bread Price Index
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Source: McLeay and Newbury (1998)14
13

Animal export statistics from 2001 have been utilized to prevent bias associated with BSE.
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In order to address the commodity agriculture problem Montana’s farmers, food
processors, entrepreneurs and economic development agencies need to look for increased
value added opportunities. Figure 4.6 shows that farmers are facing an increasingly huge
challenge to make a living as farming costs rise and world agricultural prices drop. The
farm price is being squeezed by the agricultural supplier, shipper, processor, distributor
and marketing sectors of the food supply chain. Producing value added food products that
institutions and other buyers require could significantly enhance rural Montana’s
economic well-being. Entrepreneurial Montana businesses such as Wheat Montana that
sell to public institutions in the state are currently the exception rather than the rule.
However, programs such as the UM’s Farm to College Program are opening the door to
other Montana food businesses.
Figure 4.6: The Agricultural Commodity Marketing Challenge

Share of the Food $
1910

1990
Source: Smith, Stewart (1993)15

Entities like Mission Mountain Food Enterprise Center in Ronan, were praised by
producers and institutions surveyed for offering farmers and entrepreneurs opportunities
to develop value added products and help producers find new markets (see Exhibit 4.1).
Montana Natural Beef is an example of a company that has been incubated at Mission
Mountain Market and now sells to public institutions.
Exhibit 4.1: Mission Mountain Food Enterprise Center
Mission Mountain Food Enterprise Center based in Ronan, is a non-profit, economic development center
dedicated to assisting farmers, gardeners, fishermen, restaurateurs and manufacturers produce and market
high quality value added local food. The center consists of a commercial kitchen and food processing
center, market association, and a business and cooperative development center. The center works as an
incubator to specialty food manufacturing businesses.
In January 2006, the Mission Mountain Food Enterprise Center was awarded a $1 million grant from the
14

McLeay, F. and Newbury, R (1998) “Adding Value to Montana’s Agri-Food Industry.” Montana Business Quarterly, Volume 36,
Number 3, autumn 1998.
15
Smith, Stewart. 1993. Sustainable agriculture and public policy. Vol. 2(1): 68-78.
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U.S. Commerce Department’s Economic Development Administration. These grant funds will be used to
complete construction, including: finishing the interior/exterior of the food processing and incubation
center; purchasing and/or upgrading processing equipment; adding warehouse space; completing paving
and landscaping, and constructing a corporate office building that includes meeting and conference space.

The next section reviews Montana’s food processing capacity and examines the potential
for increasing the sectors capabilities so it can better serve public institutional markets.
4.4 Processing Capacity in Montana
Throughout the United States and the world, the food manufacturing industry has been
consolidating and many smaller local or regional food processors have been forced to
close16. For example, 4 firms currently slaughter nearly 80 percent of all steers and
heifers in the U.S17. Reasons for the consolidation are well documented in publications
by the USDA and others, and beyond the scope of this report18,19. However, they are one
reason why in a time span of just 50 years the percentage of Montana-produced food
consumed by Montanans has fallen from 70% to closer to 5%20. The retail and
distribution industry is also consolidating which makes it difficult for Montana grown
and processed products to enter markets through traditional channels.
With the exception of dairy, baked goods, perishable meats, fruits and vegetables, most
of the food products purchased by Montana public institutions are processed to aid long
term storage21, minimize distribution costs or add convenience and save costs. Many are
in the form of frozen, canned or dehydrated goods.
Figure 4.7 illustrates that Montana is one of only ten states (colored green) where
employment levels in the food processing industry are closer to zero than 1% or more.
This suggests that Montana does not have the capacity to manufacture many of the food
products that institutional buyers are seeking to purchase in the quantities required.
Many smaller plants do not operate at a capacity that provides the economies of scale
necessary to manufacture and sell at a price that budget conscious institutional buyers
require.

16
Market Integration in the North American Hog Industries. Mildred M. Haley Outlook Report No. (LDPM12501) 26 pp, November
2004 U.S.
17
Structural Change in the Meat, Poultry, Dairy and Grain Processing Industries. Michael Ollinger, Sang V. Nguyen, Donald
Blayney, Bill Chambers and Ken Nelson. Economic Research Report No. (ERR3) 32 pp, April 2005.
18
Fresh Produce Markets: Marketing Channels, Trade Practices and Retail Pricing Behavior. Carolyn Dimitri, Abebayehu Tegene,
and Phil R. Kaufman. Agricultural Economic Report No. (AER825) 23 pp, September 2003.
19
The U.S Food Marketing System, 2002. J. Michael Harris, Phil Kaufman, Steve Martinez, and Charlene Price. Agricultural
Economic Report No. (AER811) 98 pp, August, 2002.
20
The Montana Food System: First Lessons in Sustainability. Palmer, Warren, 1993. Cornucopia Project of Rodale Press, Erasmus,
Pennsylvania.
21
While produce can be stored for extensive periods of time without processing, most institutions lack the infrastructure to do so. In
addition, different types of produce have different storage requirements; increasing the overall storage requirements. Simple
economics, makes it cheaper to buy the product in the exact form required.
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Figure 4.7: Employment in the Processed Food Industry by State

Source: US Census Bureau (2003)

A comparison of the dollars per capita contribution that Montana and the US made to
wages, value adding, cost of raw materials and shipments is presented in Figure 4.8. Once
again, Montana’s performance is significantly lower than the U.S. average.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of Key Food Manufacturing Statistics (2003)
1.8
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U.S.
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Source: Adapted from the U.S Census Bureau Annual Survey of Manufacturers (2003)

4.4.1 Trends in Food Manufacturing
The U.S. Census Bureau publishes statistics that can be used to analyze the structure of
Montana’s food manufacturing sector and make comparison to neighboring states22. In
2003, Montana had 161 food manufacturers (18 animal food manufacturers are included
in these statistics). A comparison of manufacturer types is presented in Figure 4.9, which
illustrates that animal slaughtering and processing (54 companies) and bakeries (35
companies) make up almost half of the total numbers. The rest are split relatively evenly
between sugar and confectionary, grain and oilseed milling, dairy, fruit and vegetable
22

Wyoming was excluded for this analysis as statistics were not available for Wyoming.
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preserving and others. The bakery sector is comprised of retail bakeries, commercial
bakeries and others (frozen cake pie and pastry manufacturers, cookie makers and pasta
plants).
Figure 4.9: Percentage of Montana Food Manufacturing Businesses by Business
Type
Other
Bakeries

Slaughtering
(except poultry)
Animal Slaughering
& Processing

Dairy
Fruit & Vegetable
Preserving
Sugar and
Confectionary

Carcass Processing
Poultry Processing
Grain & Oilseed
Milling

Source: Adapted from the U.S Census Bureau Annual Survey of Manufacturers (2003)

The bakery, dairy, and meat (animal slaughtering and processing) sectors, and
opportunities to increase sales of Montana grown/processed products to public
institutions in these sectors, are discussed in more detail in Section 4.5. The fruit and
vegetable preserving sector is primarily comprised of very small niche companies that
sell bottled jams and chutneys to specialty food stores. Although some of these
companies sell small quantities of products to universities, most of these are resold
through their retail stores, rather than used as bulk food ingredients. Most confectionary
companies are also small with similar sales outlets and opportunities. Sugar companies
sell in bulk to large out of state buyers. Montana grown sugar is not available for sales to
Montana’s institutions. With the exception of a small number of companies like Wheat
Montana (which also operates a bakery) and Montola Growers (safflower oil), most grain
and oil seed milling companies produce bulk commodities that are not packaged or
produced in a form that institutional buyers desire.
An overview of the total number of employees in each sector and the total annual payroll
is presented in Figure 4.10. It appears that bakeries, dairy, sugar and confectionary and
grain and milling operations employ more staff and as a result have larger payrolls per
manufacturer than other sectors. These assumptions are supported in the following
paragraphs that compare the structure of Montana’s food processing industry with that in
other states.
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Figure 4.11 shows that of Montana’s 161 food manufacturers the number of employees
and total payroll is relatively low in comparison to other states.
Figure 4.11: Comparison of Montana and Neighboring States in Food
Manufacturing
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One reason for the small numbers of employees and resulting payroll is because of the
large number of micro-businesses that exist in Montana’s food manufacturing sector.
The comparative percentages of employees are illustrated in Figure 4.12. Many are owner
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or family operated and have fewer than four employees. Although some of these
companies can and do sell to public institutions, most find that there are more attractive
opportunities in the less price conscious retail and specialty food markets. More details
on the relationship between the size of a business and its ability to supply public
institutions are provided in Chapter Five.
Figure 4.12: Relative Size of Food Manufacturers
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4.5 Current Opportunities to Sell to Montana’s Public Institutions
In interviews, food procurement managers at public institutions identified five food
categories as potential market segments for Montana’s growers and processors to sell to
public institutions. These categories are:
Fruit and Vegetables
Meat,
Bakery;
Dairy; and
Other
Each of these markets are briefly described in the following paragraphs. In many
instances the values and volumes of sales to institutions are relatively small and therefore
may only offer opportunities for one or two suppliers.
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4.5.1 Fruit and Vegetables23
Many of Montana’s public institutions purchase relatively significant quantities of fruit
and vegetables. For example, the Food Zoo at the University of Montana requires
approximately 16,200 pounds of fresh carrots in a variety of convenient forms per
annum. The University of Montana and MSU both purchase small volumes of produce
grown in Montana, however most other public institutions generally do not24. As
indicated repeatedly throughout this report, almost all institutions interviewed expressed
a desire to purchase more locally grown produce that has been processed into a
convenient “ready to use” form. In an interview, David Opitz, Purchasing Manager at
UM commented that “value added local produce is the next step.”
Table 4.5 highlights some of the opportunities that exist for Montana grown produce to
replace existing out of state supplies according to interviews with public institution food
purchasing managers. This includes opportunities that could be created by the
development of value added processing such as cleaning and cutting. Observed barriers
or needs are also detailed. Most of the barriers could be readily solved with investment in
quality control systems.
Table 4.5: Opportunities and Barriers/Needs for Montana Grown Produce in Public
Institutions
Opportunities

Barriers/Needs

“The quality of what we are currently buying
(grown out of state) is not good.”
“Shelf life is limited due to the transportation
time from California.”
“There are a lot of rejects (with produce
shipped from other states).”
“We can not risk the liability issues that could
arise if an accident occurred while staff dice,
[or] slice… produce.”
“Most institutions do not have the kitchen
space or spare staff time to clean and cut
produce.”

“We can not get a consistent wash from our
Montana produce suppliers.”
“Our baking potatoes need to be sorted before
we buy them so they are the same size and we
can achieve a consistent baking quality/time.”
“Montana suppliers need to comply with
industry standards (specific USDA guidelines).”
“One day our Montana produce arrived in a
truck with a dog sitting on it.”

Although seasonality concerns with produce are sometimes justified (especially for K-12
schools who are closed when most produce is harvested, and for those institutions
looking for year round supplies) many staple products such as apples, onions, cabbage,
carrots, squash, potatoes, and parsnips can be stored through the winter in the right
environment/storage facility.
Others, such as sprouts and mushrooms, are grown
indoors, for which Montana’s climate should not be a limiting factor. However, the
development of additional storage capabilities and indoor growing facilities do not come

23
Fruit is included in this analysis. The size of Montana’s fruit industry (particularly in the Flathead Valley) has decreased
substantially in recent years.
24
They usually purchase produce from FSA and Sysco or occasionally local retailers.
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without cost. Investment in hydro-cooling and other equipment at the farm level is also a
necessary pre-cursor to moving into the value added industry.
Examples of some of the types of produce that public institutions would like to buy and
can be grown in Montana are included in Table 4.6. In most cases the quantities are
relatively small. For example, average carrot yields in the U.S. are 22 Tons per acre, and
16,200 pounds of fresh carrots would not represent a profitable business operation unless
sales can be supplemented by those to other markets or with other types of produce.
Opportunities are considerably broader than selling to public institutions and include the
total food service industry.
Table 4.6: Vegetable and Fruit Products Required by Montana’s Public Institutions
Potato Products

Convenient Vegetables

Waffle fry
Stealth Fry
Steak cut
Tater triangles
Tater tots
Hash brown patties

Onions
Diced onions
Diced green peppers
Pre cut green onions
Clean red onions
Onion rings

Fruit25
Huckleberries
Cherries
Raspberries
Apples
Fresh sliced apples

4.5.2 Meat
Discussions with public institutions revealed a desire to purchase more Montana grown
beef, pork and poultry products. Several institutions already buy beef from local suppliers
such as Montana Natural Beef, and there is a genuine desire to increase the volume and
types of products that they could buy (for example, beef strips for fajitas and cooked,
breaded chicken and beef strips). Examples of the types of meat products demanded by
public institutions are illustrated in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 Examples of Beef and Pork Products Required by Montana’s Public
Institutions
Beef Products

Pork Products

Steak – top sirloin cc1184b; frozen; 8oz

Sausage – patty, cooked, browned, 1.5 oz

Strip – julienne; 0.25x0.66 inch.

Rib – St Louis, 2# and Down, marinated.

Roast – USDA; 285; Sliced; 0.67 oz.

Ham – sliced, 0.5oz, w/a.

Ground – patty: 80/20 homestyle; 5.3 oz; papered

Bacon26 – sliced; 18/20; honey cured.

Fajita Meat – cut & marinated; cooked

Bacon – sliced, precooked, ex-thick 14/16.

25

The University of Montana freezes fruit in tubs where they are utilized at the smoothies bar. They purchase enough to last until next
season, cook them fruit in syrup, bag and freeze.
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Currently Montana sourced products tend to be the lower value cuts, with high end steaks
being sold to more lucrative out of state markets. Packaging, labeling and a uniform
product is essential. For example, chicken breasts produced in Montana sold to
institutions tend to arrive in random sizes making cooking consistency a problem. Exhibit
4.2 contains details of a beef trial undertaken by UM Western. This case study highlights
some of the difficulties that institutions have working with low production volumes to
feed a large population and issues associated with buying carcasses rather then beef cuts.
Exhibit 4.2: University of Montana-Western – Beef Trial
The University of Montana-Western completed a trial using Montana beef in March 2005. Their results
suggest that:
Cost: Local ($4.11-$4.98/lb) Sysco ($3.13/lb).
Catering customers were willing to accept $1.00-$1.50 per plate more for local beef; however it was
unlikely that this cost could be feasibly incorporated into student meal plans.
Taste:
Grass fed local beef has some unique characteristics, and overall, customers liked the flavor .
Delivery & Availability:
Meat was custom cut to meet specifications. However, there were problems in getting the volume of
specialty cuts such as prime and NY strips required in a timely manner. Freezing as they are processed and
storing at UM Western did not provide the desired long-term solution.
Labor:
Cost was greatly increased by buying the whole beef rather than the cut that was needed. Purchasing and
receiving was more time consuming, in addition to the extra preparation and cooking time needed.
Conclusion:
“I think our campus needs to define how far we can go to support local and regional entities and how we
can define what our goals are.” Cheri McCarthy, Director Dining Services, UM Western
Grow Montana reports that since the report on the UM Beef Trial was written, Cherie McCarthy has made a strong
commitment to move forward with instituting as much of a farm to college program as she feasibly can. In terms of
meat, food services need to be able to buy cuts, not whole carcasses.

Any significant changes in the volume of meat products are currently limited by the
production capacity of the state. Appendix 4.6 contains details of the federally inspected
meat slaughter and packaging facilities in Montana. Discussions with the Montana
Department of Livestock Licensing Department revealed that most slaughter plants
currently have capacity for approximately 20 head of livestock27 a week, which is a
fraction of that of larger, out of state plants.
Most existing processing facilities in Montana are willing to work with institutions to
provide the type of product that is required, even if in limited quantities. A detailed
analysis that assesses the feasibility of establishing new larger and more efficient plants is
outside of the scope of this study, but is necessary to understand if it is economically
viable to pursue potential opportunities that may exist. A Montana Cooperative
Extension study in 198328 found that Montana based beef processing plants are not
26
Dailey’s Bacon supplies products that meet these specifications to many public institutions in Montana, and in some instances is an
approved brand.
27
This includes cattle, sheep, pigs and others.
28
Faminow, M.D. (1983). “Cattle Slaughtering Plant Cost”. Big Sky Economics, February 1-6.
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economically feasible due to economies of scale. A recent attempt to increase the
slaughter and processing capacity of the state has failed for some of the reasons
mentioned above (see Exhibit 4.3). As a single market, Montana’s public institutions are
not large enough to support a large meat processing plant. Food processing industries
have undergone a major transformation in recent years29. Economies of scale are essential
in the large-scale slaughter and processing of animals so that the waste can be disposed of
cost effectively. Rendering and utilizing offal and other waste to power larger plants are
key components of profitability. A lack of feedlots in the State also means that the
supply of livestock cannot be guaranteed.
Exhibit 4.3: The Feasibility of Large Scale Livestock Slaughter in Montana
Recent plans to develop a hog processing plant in Butte have been cancelled30. “Until business conditions
change, it doesn’t seem economically feasible to construct a pork plant in Butte” said Michael Sato,
spokesman fro Montana Pork. Montana Pork, a subsidiary of California based DMH Agri. Co., announced
in October 2005 plans for a robotic plant capable of processing 500 hogs an hour in the Silicon Mountain
technology park. The plant, which would have provided 150 initial jobs, banked on using Hutterite hogs.
But on January 31st, 2006, Sato told local and state officials in a letter that Montana Pork had failed to
strike a long-term agreement with “parties involved” and that supply of hogs could not be guaranteed.
Some in Butte welcomed the news that the pork plant has been dropped. It was at the center of a debate
over whether it would help Butte grow by providing jobs, or hinder progress with environmental problems.
The company is now looking at relocating the plant to other states.

4.5.3 Bakery
Montana has a well-developed history as a large-scale producer of healthy commodity
grains that are mainly used as food rather than inputs to the animal feed industry. Due to
a high protein content and other attributes they are some of the highest quality grains
produced in the U.S. but are often milled outside the state. Many of the bakery products
offered by Montana companies cannot be guaranteed as being produced from Montana
flour. For example, companies like Bagels on Broadway may or may not use Montana
flour when making bagels. Interstate Bakeries is often quoted by institutions as being a
Billings based company and therefore a Montana producer, however, company
headquarters are in Kansas City, Missouri. One exception is Wheat Montana, which has
developed a successful mill and bakery that has a large scale presence in many public
institutions in the state31. More details on Wheat Montana, which produces healthy
“Certified Chemical Free” products are provided in Exhibit 4.4.

29

Ollinger, M., Nguyen, S., Blayney, D., Chambers, B., and Nelson K. “Structural Change in the Meat, Poultry, Dairy and Grain
Processing Industries”. USDA/ERS Report No 3. March 2005.
30
Nicholes, E., (2006) “Pigs are out for Butte” Montana Standard, Thursday February 9th, 2006.
31
MSU currently buys $19,415 of bakery products from Interstate Bakeries and $1,200 from Wheat Montana. UM purchases
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Exhibit 4.4 Wheat Montana
Wheat Montana Farms has become a model agriculture operation for Montana, encompassing 12,000 acres
of the most productive soil in Montana. Wheat Montana is family owned and operated, employing over 100
staff. The facility includes grain cleaning, processing, flour milling and a full scale bakery that services a
five state area. Grains, cereal, and flour are sold nationwide through 12 distribution centers. In addition,
franchised retail delis at eight locations throughout the state offer Wheat Montana baked goods, as well as,
sandwiches, soups and salads.
Through interactions with companies such as Wal-Mart and Starbucks, Wheat Montana has developed a
marketing strategy that supplies a high quality product at a reasonable price, by running a lean operation
and cutting costs and prices to a level that some institutions can afford. An already established relationship
with Sysco helped to facilitate a relatively easy movement into the University of Montana’s farm to college
program.
Wheat Montana is a great success story. In 1994 Wheat Montana Farms was awarded the Montana Family
Business of the Year honor. In 1997 Dean Folkvord was named Montana's Small Business Person of the
Year and in 1999 Wheat Montana Farms won the Best Managed Farms Contest out of all farms in the
United States. Wheat Montana Farms has also made its way into the Guiness Book of World Records for
cutting, milling, mixing and baking a loaf of bread in 8 minutes and 13 seconds!

4.5.4 Dairy
Due to the perishable nature of milk products, almost all public institutions surveyed
bought dairy items through Darigold (Bozeman) or Meadow Gold (Billings, Great Falls,
Kalispell). Darigold is a division of WestFarm Foods (headquartered in Seattle), and is
one of the largest US dairy processors with annual sales over $1 billion. Meadow Gold
Dairies is owned by the Southern Food Group, headquartered in Dallas, Texas. Southern
Foods Group is a leading manufacturer of dairy products in the Texas, Louisiana and
Mississippi markets. Although they process milk from this region's cows, these
companies have economies of scale that are derived from being part of a large multi-state
corporation that helps them service Montana’s institutions.
There are also small niche Montana companies that sell processed dairy products to
institutions. For example, Almatheia Dairy sells specialty goat cheese to the universities.
However, total sales are small. Only $117 of product was sold by Almatheia Dairy to
MSU in 2005. Other companies, such as Lifeline Farms, that have historically made sales
to the University of Montana, are concentrating on developing the more lucrative retail
markets. MSP is successfully sourcing dairy products produced through the prison dairy,
but this appears to be an exception. Most public institutions are buying commodity
cheese and dairy products such as those shown in Exhibit 4.5, rather than the specialty
products small, niche Montana producers make. As such, real opportunities in the dairy
sector appear to be limited, unless Montana can cost-effectively produce commodity
cheese, which seems unlikely.
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Exhibit 4.5: Typical Public Institution RFP for Cheese.

4.5.5 Other
A fifth category, “other” offers potential for some Montana companies such as Montola
Growers (vegetable oil), Montana Coffee Traders (coffee roasters and blenders), honey
producers and Senorita’s Specialty (salsa). Other products such as healthy pulses and
lentils are grown in Montana and processed by companies like Timeless Seeds. While
there are some opportunities to sell lentils to universities, the potential for sales to other
public institutions such as schools is limited, as “lentils are not children friendly32.” All
buyers interviewed indicated that purchasing organic products was not a priority. The
diversity of companies in this sector makes it difficult to identify trends. Key drivers for
success in this category appear be an ability to understand market needs, an
entrepreneurial business manager and an ability to invest in business development
activities.
4.6 Conclusions
Montana’s agriculture sector is comprised mainly of mid-sized, family-owned and
operated cattle and grain farms that depend on commodity markets; or much smaller
entities that market directly or into niche markets. A growing percentage of Montana's
32

Interview with school food purchasing manager at Montana K-12 institution.
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farm households depend on off-farm sources of income33. Only 13 percent of Montana's
farm households earn all of their income from the farm. A significant portion of Montana
farmers and ranchers fall into what has been termed, "Agriculture of the Middle"—those
operations that are too small to thrive in the commodity marketplace, yet too big to direct
market34. Although some Montana growers and processors, such as Wheat Montana,
Dailey’s Bacon and Bausch Potatoes, are successfully marketing to public institutions, a
lack of processing facilities in the state means that most farmers/ranchers are taking
commodity prices for their products. They are suffering the consequences of falling,
and/or volatile world market prices.
Like most other states and countries, Montana had a value added agricultural sector that
has been lost to areas that have a comparative and/or competitive advantage in production
and processing since the mid-1940s to early 1950s. The resurgence of Montana’s value
added agricultural sector is in its infancy, but signs of growth and new markets are
emerging. Value added processing and marketing is developing in bread and vegetable
oil, cereals, organic grains and lentils, produce, processed meat, pasta, jams, jerky, salsas,
syrups and soup mixes. Examples of some companies involved in value added activities
are provided in Table 4.8. All of these companies currently sell to public institutions,
although many are through retail outlets at university campuses and therefore record very
low sales. However, there is scope for new market entrants.
Table 4.8: Examples of Montana Producers Currently Supplying Public
Institutions
Meats

Forcella Meats
Ranchland Packing
Montana Specialty Meats
Valley Game and Gourmet
Montana Quality Meats
Pork Chop Johns
White’s Wholesale Meats
Rocky Mountain Gourmet Steaks
Montana Natural Beef
Hi-Country Snacks
ET Farms
Farm to Market Pork

Produce

Bausch Potatoes
Western Montana Growers
Terrapin Farms
K&S Tomatoes
Larry Evens (mushrooms)
Homestead Organics
Wee Sprouts
Churn Creek Farm
Cherry Apple Farm
The Orchard at Flathead

Dairy

Almatheia Dairy
Darigold
Meadowgold
Wilcoxin Ice Cream

Eggs

Good Egg

Groceries

Montana Natural Harvest
Senorita’s Specialty (salsa)
Service Specialty (tortillas)
Vicki’s Montana Mountain Classics
(salad dressing)
Huckleberry People
Cream of the West
Montola Growers

Bakery

Interstate Bread
Sweet Pea Bakery
Wheat Montana
Cereal Foods Co
Bagels on Broadway
Downtown Bakery

33

2002 Census of Agriculture
This term refers to a disappearing sector of mid-scale farms/ranches and related agrifood enterprises. For more details see www.
http://www.agofthemiddle.org/.
34
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To create the infrastructure necessary for Montana agriculture to gain the benefits of
value added markets will require significant investment. It will be necessary to focus on
the larger retail and food service markets rather than institutions to create the necessary
demand. Earlier in this chapter, it was recommended that a detailed analysis of the
feasibility of pursuing opportunities in the meat industry is necessary before investment is
made in buildings, equipment or business development activities. A similar analysis
needs to examine best practices from other states and regions and formulate strategies for
developing the value adding and processing infrastructure in Montana, which this chapter
has clearly shown is sadly lacking. Many studies have demonstrated the importance of
small and medium scale farms in maintaining the social, economic and environmental
health of rural communities. One potential way to achieve this is to increase the
marketability of Montana’s agricultural products to new markets such as public and other
institutions. However, most farmers are good at production rather than marketing or
business development activities. Therefore, developing partnerships with entrepreneurs
who have these capabilities is recommended.
The next section looks at the barriers and opportunities facing Montana growers and
processors with respect to public institutional markets. An overview of successful models
and programs that have been developed in other regions to assist farmers and processors
to sell directly to Montana’s public institutions or to work together to enhance their
capacity to reach customers is also provided.
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Appendix 4.1 Montana’s Agricultural Production Capacity
As a result of Montana’s diverse climate and geography, a wide variety of products can
be produced in the state—from beef and dairy cattle to honey and cherries. In Appendix
4.1, a discussion of livestock (Section 4.1.1), crops (Section 4.1.2), vegetable and salad
crop production (Section 4.1.3), and fruit (Section 4.1.4) is presented.
4.1.1 Livestock Production in Montana
Currently there are approximately 2.4 million head of cattle in Montana, of which 18,000
are dairy cows. Annually, the state’s cattle produce 1.1 million pounds of beef and 303
million pounds of milk; the state’s 432,000 sheep and lambs produce 4.1 million pounds
of wool; the state’s 150,000 hogs produce 70 million pounds of pork; and the state’s
470,000 chickens produce 108 million eggs. Nationwide, Montana has the 12th largest
inventory of cattle, the 6th largest inventory of beef cows and sheep, and ranks 4th in the
production of wool.
Figure 4.1.1 shows the distribution of livestock within Montana. These maps highlight
the large-scale production areas, with low to high production levels (number of animals
per county) indicated by increasingly dark green coloration. The majority of beef cows
are reared in eastern Montana, dairy cows in the Gallatin Valley and hogs, broilers and
layers near the Canadian border in Glacier, Pondera, Teton and Toole counties. Sheep
and lambs are concentrated in central and southeastern Montana. These maps highlight
that different counties or regions specialize in different types of livestock production and
may have implications if processing capacity is increased and set up near a center of
production.
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Figure 4.1.1: Montana Livestock Distribution
Number of Beef Cows (cattle & calves)

Number of Dairy Cows

Number of Sheep & Lambs

Number of Hogs & Pigs

Number of Chickens – Layers

Number of Chickens – Broilers

Source: NASS/USDA (2002)1

1

Information is based on the 2002 Agricultural Census, SVG Interactive Mapping
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Production cannot be directly equated to kill volumes as movement of stock in and out of
the state has to be accounted for and other estimating factors need to be considered, such
as breeding stock and mortality. State processing facilities are small with many struggling
to survive.
4.1.2 Crops
Crops accounted for 42.9% of the value of Montana’s agricultural products in 2004, up
from 40% in 2000. Wheat is the largest crop and accounts for over 25% of total cash
receipts Other important crops include barley, sugar beet, hay, potatoes, oil crops, oats,
dry beans, corn and cherries.
Information presented in Figure 4.1.2 illustrates the distribution of wheat and barley
production in Montana. The most productive areas are in north-eastern and north-central
Montana.
Figure 4.1.2: Acres of Wheat and Barley by Montana Counties
Acres of Wheat

Acres of Barley

Source: NASS/USDA (2002)

4.1.3 Vegetable and Salad Crop Production
The majority of institutional buyers surveyed indicated that they had at least some levels
of interest in buying fruit and vegetables from Montana producers (assuming quality,
price, packaging/convenience and seasonality issues could be addressed). Today,
Montana is not well known for its fruit and vegetable production. There is a history,
however, of significant commercial vegetable and fruit production and processing – one
that earned Missoula, for instance, the title Garden City. An overview of how the
structure of agriculture has changed in Missoula County is presented in “Our Foodshed in
Focus2” developed by the University of Montana.

2
Hassanein, N. and Jacobson, M. (2004). “Our Foodshed in Focus Missoula County Food and Agriculture by the Numbers.”
Missoula Community Food Assessment.
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The difference between the number of farms growing vegetables (150 farms) and the
total acreage of vegetables grown (699 acres) highlights the relatively small acreage per
farm (on average 4.66 acres) and the micro-business size of many producers. Many
Montana growers harvest small acreages that are sometimes not included in Agricultural
Census data. The distance between farms (see Figure 4.1.3) is a major issue for
distribution and fulfilling the supply requirements of relatively isolated public
institutions. These farms lack the capacity of large commercial competitors and many
may need to form cooperatives to effectively pool supply and distribute across the state.
Western Montana Growers Cooperative has attempted to pool resources by linking local
growers to increase their distribution network. However, high production costs and the
lure of valuable direct farmers markets (where growers receive retail rather than a
wholesale price) is a limiting factor to establishing business links with public institutions.
Figure 4.1.3: Number of Farms Growing Vegetables and Acres of Production for
Montana Counties
Number of Farms Growing Vegetables

Acres of Vegetable Production

Source: NASS/USDA (2002)

The USDA shows that, by percentage of farm cash receipts, Montana is ranked 35th out
of 49 US states in vegetable sales. Only 0.2% of total cash receipts come from
vegetables, as opposed to 38.3% in California. A summary of fruit and vegetable
production is presented in Table 4.1.3.
Table 4.1.3: Fruit and Vegetable Production in Montana (1997 – 2002)
1997
Vegetables (Farms)
Vegetables (Acres)
Orchards (Farms)
Orchards (Acres)

2002
140
1,029
314
1,416

150
699
386
1,740
Source: NASS/USDA (2002)
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From Table 4.1.4 it is clear that the majority of Montana acreage devoted to vegetables is
to, low-priced crops such as potatoes, pumpkin and sweetcorn. Potatoes are not included
in the USDA data as vegetables; hence the high acreage is not included in Table 4.4.
Similarly many of the potatoes are grown as seed potatoes and do not enter the food
chain.
Table 4.1.4: Acres of Vegetables Grown in Montana (20020
Vegetable

Acres

Vegetable

Acres

Asparagus
Snap Beans
Beets
Broccoli
Cabbage
Carrots
Cucumbers
Eggplant
Garlic
Head Lettuce

4
15
7
4
10
23
18
1
17
4

Romaine & Leaf Lettuce
Onions
Green Peas
Bell Peppers
Potatoes
Pumpkins
Radishes
Squash
Sweetcorn
Tomatoes

4
24
18
7
10,479
100
2
44
234
25

Source: NASS/USDA (2005)

The relative location of potato production in Montana is presented in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.1.4: Acres of Potatoes Grown in Montana Counties

Source: NASS/USDA (2002)

4.1.4 Fruit Production
Climatic and geographic features result in Montana growing only a fraction of total U.S.
fruit production. Most of this production is centered on orchard fruits (apples, cherries
etc.) located in the Flathead Lake region and the Missoula and Bitterroot Valleys. The
relative location of growers of fruits and vegetables is illustrated in Figure 4.1.5.
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Figure 4.1.5: Acres in Orchards of Montana Counties

Source: NASS/USDA (2002)

4.1.5 Summary
Montana’s climate and growing season, place limitations the potential for increasing fruit
and vegetable production at costs that are comparative with those in states where climates
offer a source of comparative advantage. In some parts of the state, long season
vegetables such as corn, tomatoes and peppers may have difficulty maturing in this
relatively short growing season, especially since cool nights reduce the ability to pollinate
or get the heat units needed to mature. A climate summary and a map of irrigated acres
are presented in Appendix 4.2 and 4.3. However in other parts of Montana peppers,
tomatoes, melons and other vegetables grow well, although the season is considerably
shorter than in most other states. Although Montana used to be a net exporter of
processed vegetables and fruit the state has lost its fruit and vegetable processing capacity
to other regions that have cost advantages in production and processing.
In Western Montana, areas with an elevation of greater than 3,500 feet can receive frost
at any time of the year. At these higher elevations it is difficult to grow warm season
vegetables such as tomatoes and vine crops without protection. However, cool season
crops such as leaf crops and root crops do well given proper care. This information
provides a useful insight into which vegetables may be the most profitable to grow and
market. Table 4.1.4 summarizes plant characteristics to group vegetables into those with
similar requirements.
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Table 4.1.4: Summary of Crops Suited to Particular Growing Conditions
Some common vegetables grouped according to planting times and weather requirements.
Cold-hardy plants for early
spring

Cold-tender or heat-hardy
plants for late spring, early
summer

Hardy plants for late summer
or fall

Very Hardy
(plant 4 to 6
weeks before
frost-free date)

Hardy (plant 2
to 4 weeks
before frostfree date)

Not cold-hardy
(plant on frostfree date

Require hot
weather (plant
1 week or more
after frost-free
date

Medium
tolerant (good
for summer
planting)

Plant 6 to 8
weeks before
first fall freeze

Broccoli
Cabbage
Lettuce
Onions
Peas
Potato
Spinach
Turnip

Beets
Carrots
Chard
Mustard
Parsnip
Radish

Beans, Snap
Okra
Squash
Sweet Corn
Tomato

Eggplant
Peppers
Sweet Potato
Cucumber
Melons

Squash
Sweet Corn
Pumpkin

Beets
Broccoli
Cauliflower
Cabbage
Lettuce
Mustard
Spinach
Turnip

In order to assist institutional buyers in ordering it is recommended that growers supply a
harvest calendar at the start of each year, detailing what is being planted and when these
products will be available. This allows institutions to plan menus and purchasing
decisions around seasonal availability. This calendar can be printed and mailed to
potential customers or placed on a website and changed as required. An example of a
fresh produce calendar is illustrated in Figure 4.1.6.
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Figure 4.1.6: Montana Fresh Produce Calendar

Source: Abundant Montana (2005-06)3

3

AERO’s Directory to Sustainably Grown Montana Food
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Appendix 4.2: Climate Summary
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Appendix 4.3: Montana: Irrigated Area
The majority of fruit and vegetable crops require some form of irrigation. Currently
around 11% (1,976,111 acres) of total cropland in Montana is irrigated. This land tends to
be of highest productive value, and consequently will have the highest opportunity costs
for any change in production practices. However, even onions sold on wholesale
commodity markets are typically worth more than sugarbeets. The distribution of this
acreage across the state is illustrated below.
Acres of Irrigation in Montana (2002)
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Appendix 4.4: Distribution of Montana Farms by Size and Value
Figure 1: Distribution of Montana Farms by Size, 2004 (Acres)
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Source: US Census Bureau

Figure 2: Montana Farms by Value of Sales
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Appendix 4.5: Estimated Food Importation to Montana in 1980 and 1941
Food

% Imported in 1941

Grains
Legumes
Fruit/Vegetables
Bananas
Processed Fruit/Vegetables
Meats
Poultry
Fish
Dairy
Fats & Oils
Sweetners
Others4

% Imported in 1980
35
2
66
100
75
0
0
100
11
61
12
99

54
23
93
100
100
1
69
100
16
100
32
96
Source: Herrin and Gussow (1989)

4

Includes sherbet, nuts, coffee, tea and cocoa
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Appendix 4.6: Meat and Poultry Inspection Bureau of the Montana Department of
Livestock
Between 1972-92, the number of processing plants in eight important food industries –
meatpacking, meat processing, cheese products, fluid milk, corn milling, feed and
soybean processing – declined by about one-third and the number of workers declined by
more than 20%.
The Meat and Poultry Inspection Bureau of the Montana Department of Livestock
currently regulates 48 official slaughter and/or processing plants and approximately 150
custom exempted plants that are located throughout Montana. According to the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA), if a plant slaughters or processes meat and/or
poultry for wholesale, it must operate under a federal or state grant of inspection. Under
current law, state-inspected plants cannot ship beef, pork, lamb, ratites or poultry across
state lines. However, there is no restriction on the interstate-shipment of state inspected
bison, venison and pheasant.
Table 1 lists Montana's federally inspected plants. Note that some are for packing rather
than slaughter.
Table 1: Montana Federal Inspected Establishments (2006)

Anaconda
Belgrade
Butte

Colstrip
Columbia Falls
Columbus
Eureka
Great Falls
Helena
Kalispell
Lincoln
Livingston
Malta
Miles City
Missoula
Shelby
Sheridan
Red Lodge
Ronan
Roundup

Business Name

Primary Operation

Paumies Porkies
Chalet Market
Chetos Pork Chop
John’s Sandwich
Ranchland Pack
Riley’s Meats
Truzzolino Tamales
Montana Tamale Company
Vandevanter Meats
Stillwater Pack
Tobacco Valley Meats
Cascade Wholesale
Mickey’s Packing
Montana Valley Hams
Stampede Packing Company
Hi Country Snack Foods
Livingston Meats
Little Rockies Meat
Montana Quality Meats
Paco Packers
Imperial
John R. Daily
Marias Pack
Casey’s Meat Company
Montana Legend Brand
Montana Mission Mountain
White’s Wholesale
Butcher Block

Packing House
Packing House
Packing House
Slaughter House – Packing House
Packing House

Slaughter House
Slaughter House – Packing House
Packing House
Slaughter House – Packing House
Packing House – Meat Depot
Packing House
Packing House
Slaughter House – Packing House – Meat Depot
Packing House – Meat Depot
Packing House – Meat Depot
Slaughter House – Packing House – Meat Depot

Slaughter House – Packing House
Packing House – Meat Depot
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CHAPTER FIVE
Institutional Food Procurement: Barriers and Opportunities for
Montana Growers/Processors
5.1 Introduction
Family farms have played an important role in Montana’s tradition of self-sufficiency,
forming the bedrock of communities across the state. Although agriculture remains the
state's number one industry, the number of Montanans that claim farming as a primary
occupation continues to decline and the state’s rural communities are suffering. In other
states and countries there has been a revitalization of some rural economies, in part led by
a movement towards purchasing food produced locally or regionally. Public institutions
have played an important part in this revival, by purchasing fresh, healthy, locally grown
and processed food, with a resulting multiplier effect throughout rural communities. In
Montana, information on the quantities and types of local food purchased by public
institutions has not generally been readily available and opportunities that institutions
may present as a market for food produced in Montana have not been fully understood.
This study has summarized the results from a detailed analysis of food procurement
practices and policies at Montana’s public institutions. Chapter Two provided an
overview of the supply chain for the procurement of food at public institutions. Chapter
Three estimated the value, volume and size of Montana’s institutional market. The
results from interviews with buyers suggest that the fruit and vegetable, meat, bakery,
dairy and “other” food categories have the most potential for Montana
growers/processors seeking to sell to public institutions. Chapter Four, provided a
summary of Montana’s agricultural production and food processing capacity and
highlighted the types of food products that Montana businesses sell to public institutions.
In this final chapter, an analysis of the potential opportunities for increasing the volume
and value of Montana-grown and processed food sold to Montana’s public institutional
food service market is provided (Section 5.2). A summary of the barriers that both public
institutions (demand side barriers) and growers/processors (supply side barriers) face is
provided in Section 5.3, while examples of best practices from other states and countries
are presented in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, a description of Montana’s current and
potential food production, processing and distribution capacity with respect to selling
food to public institutions is presented. Finally, recommendations are developed in
Section 5.6.
5.2 Opportunities for Local Procurement
“One of the most powerful and promising trends in America in recent
years has been the growing appreciation of locally produced foods and the
recognition of the need to support local farms1.”
1
“Putting a Face on our Food: How State and Local Food Policy can Promote the New Agriculture” Drake Journal of Agricultural
Law (2003)
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Within Montana’s public institutions there is an increasing demand for fresh and healthy
food and a wish to support Montana’s growers/processors and the regions economy. This
movement has been led by the University system. Both the University of Montana and
Montana State University have initiated programs aimed at sourcing food produced in the
state and the region. The University of Montana’s acclaimed Farm to College program
has been showcased in national magazines such as Time (November 2005) and
newspapers including the New York Times. In 2005, UM-Missoula purchased
approximately 13% of its food from regional sources. MSU-Bozeman’s more informal
local supply initiative purchased approximately 10% of its food from Montana producers.
Key drivers that have led to an increased awareness of regional foods and increased
market potential include:


Poor overall nutrition and the associated increase in obesity and nutrition related
diseases have led to increased interest in healthy food alternatives.



Local food is perceived to be fresher, healthier, taste better and be more
environmentally friendly than food shipped long distances from other states or
countries2.



Purchasing local food strengthens the region's economy by keeping dollars
circulating in the community3,4.



Buying food grown/processed within the region can improve national food
security.

These factors have stimulated media and public interest in consuming regionally or
locally produced healthy, fresh food.
Interviews with public institutions conducted as part of this study revealed that many
procurement managers exhibited a genuine and growing interest in purchasing more food
produced in Montana. This interest is tempered by cost, quality and other considerations
(discussed in Section 5.3), however it is clear that a significant market exists. Table 5.1
provides a summary of the key findings from interviews conducted during this study.
Public institutions and distribution channel members are ranked in accordance to their
perceived interest and the potential for increasing the volume of food they source
regionally. K-12 institutions are ranked ahead of universities because the Montana
universities have already started to initiate programs that are strengthening local food
supply chains.

2

Fruits and vegetables shipped from distant states and countries travel an average of 1,300 miles and can spend as many as 14 days in
transit before they reach institutions.
3
Grow Montana notes that increasing consumption of Montana grown foods by 15% would return an additional $450 million to local
communities.
4
“Farm to Cafeteria Connections” Marketing Opportunities for Small Farms in Washington State” Washington State’s Department
of Agriculture (2004) suggests that “when individuals or institutions purchase goods and services from a local business, each dollar
spent creates $5 to $14 in value for the local community.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Interest in Regional Food
Institution
1. K-12

Annual Food
Expenditures
$18,930,000

2. Public
Universities

$7,660,000

3. Prisons

$2,750,000

4. Wholesaler
Distributors

5. Public
Hospitals
6. Food Service
Management
Companies

$1,000,000

Interest
- The Office of Public Instruction has tentatively agreed to include a
session on developing farm to school programs that highlights local
food supply chains at their annual summer conference in 2006.
There is an opportunity to showcase how examples of best practice
can be incorporated into school programs.
- Individual schools are piloting Farm to School programs
- Timing is right, with the 2004 federal wellness initiative that
requires school districts to create integrated health programs that
will specify nutrition guidelines and physical education goals by fall
2006.
- There is a lot of interest in local and regional food, driven by food
service directors. Students and food nutritionists.
- Very successful schemes are operating at both UM and MSU
- Other campuses are piloting test programs.
- Although prisons are extremely cost conscious, some purchasing
managers would like to incorporate more Montana grown food into
menus and programs if it can be purchased at competitive prices.
- Montana State Prison and its food factory would appear to offer
the greatest opportunities through the Food Factory.
Rarely approached by Montana-based grower/processors.Sysco has developed local product distribution initiatives in other
states and could potentially expand these to Montana. Sysco
currently carries select products for The University of Montana’s
Farm to College Program.
- Generally very little interest in Montana grown/processed food.
- It would need to be sourced through a regular distributor to
facilitate ease of ordering and delivery.
-Sodexho runs institutional dining service operations in Billings and
Helena.
-Institutions that are managed by food service management
companies typically have their purchasing decisions made at out of
state company headquarters and food is transported by national
distributors.
-There are national examples that Sodexho and Aramark are
responding to public interest by increasing supplies of
local/regional foods.
- To date, these initiatives do not appear to have been replicated in
Montana.

In Chapter Three, it was suggested that public institutions in Montana purchased
approximately $33.7 million5 of food in 2004/05. If one assumed for the sake of
comparison that none of these expenditures are currently for Montana-produced items, a
10 percent increase in the value of food purchased by Montana’s institutions that is
grown or processed within the state would bring almost $4 million directly into the state’s
economy. Other researchers estimate that multiplier effects of between 1.86 and 157
5

This figure is still likely to underestimate the true market size. For example, there is no way of accurately estimating food purchases
by schools outside of the SNP.
6
De Lind, L. B., (2000). “Local Food: ‘There’s no place like home’,” Strategies, Policy Approaches, and Resources for Local Food
System Planning and Organizing, K. A. Dahlberg, K. Clancy, R. L. Wilson, J. O’Donnell, (eds), University of Michigan,
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would add an additional $7 million to $60 million to our local communities. There are
real opportunities, and institutions such as the University of Montana provide examples
of best practice that should be useful for other institutions seeking to purchase more
regional food, as well as the food suppliers that service them.
In the next section public institutional barriers to procuring food from Montana-based
suppliers are discussed.
5.3 Barriers to Procuring Montana Food
The main barriers associated with developing Montana based food supply chains are
consistent throughout the state and the nation and across institutional categories (although
distribution and logistical problems are of greater concern in sparsely populated Eastern
Montana). Most have been identified in previous studies in other states and countries.8
Many of these barriers also constrain Montana growers and processors as they attempt to
sell to non-institutional buyers such as retail stores and restaurants. The sections that
follow provide a summary of these barriers from a local grower/processor perspective
(supply side barriers) as well as procurement perspective (demand side barriers); based
on the results of interviews conducted as part of this study. Details of the steps required
to overcome these barriers are provided in italics at the end of each section or in
accompanying exhibits.
5.3.1 Supply side
The results of many studies referenced in the chapter and interviews conducted by this
studies author’s suggest that many local growers/processors feel daunted by the public
sector procurement process. The food supply chain is often process-driven and is
therefore not user-friendly for small or new suppliers. Most growers/processors'
knowledge of the public institution procurement process is limited. As a result, many of
Montana’s food producers have not traditionally seen selling to public institutions as a
viable option9. Other supply side constraints or barriers are summarized in the paragraphs
that follow and include:

7
“Farm to Cafeteria Connections” Marketing Opportunities for Small Farms in Washington State” Washington State’s Department
of Agriculture (2004)
8
For example:
“Attracting Customers with Locally Grown products” University of Nebraska, (2001)
“Farm to Cafeteria Connections” Marketing Opportunities for Small Farms in Washington State” Washington State Department of
Agriculture (2004)
“Food for Thought: Food with the Farmers Face on It” Media Briefing Paper written for the Kellogg Foundation, Ken Meter (2003)
‘Healthy Food, Healthy Hospitals, Healthy Communities: Stories of Healthcare Leaders Bringing Fresher, Healthier Food Choices to
their Patients, Staff and Communities” Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy (2005)
“How Local Farmers and School Food Service Byers are Building Alliances”, USDA Agricultural Marketing Service (2003)
”Institutional and Commercial Buyers’ Perceptions of Benefits and Obstacles to Purchase of Locally Grown and Processed Foods”
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture, Competitive Grant Report 01-38 (2003)
“Local Food Connections: Food Service Considerations” Iowa State University Extension (2003)
9
At the same time the large number of Montana companies selling food to public institutions illustrates that they can be a viable
market.
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i. Lack of Capacity of the Local/Regional Supply Base
A review of public institutional demand for food in Chapter Three and regional food
production in Chapter Four highlights that the supply of many foods (especially those in a
convenient ready-to-use form that institutional buyers prefer) within the region is very
limited. In addition:


Montana’s unique geographic characteristics strongly influence the types of
crops/produce that can be feasibly grown in the state. Montana is never going to
provide the range of products that states like California are currently producing.
Out-of-state food supplies of some products are a long-term reality.



The seasonality of fruit and vegetable production means Montana growers cannot
provide a year round supply. Although some produce and fruit such as apples,
carrots and potatoes can be stored for as long as 9 months there is a lack of
storage infrastructure in Montana. Some institutions are willing to seek alternative
sources of supply for part of the year if they are made aware of what quantity of
Montana products are available and when they are available. Opportunities will
also be increased if investment in storage capacity or establishing freezing or
canning facilities is economically feasible. The seasonality problems do not exist
for most other agricultural products, but there are many areas where Montana
does not have a comparative or competitive advantage in comparison to other
states and countries.

Increasing the capacity of the local/regional supply base will be a long-term endeavor
that will require significant investment from the private sector. Economic and market
feasibility need to be assessed, but if increased demand from public institutions is
developed (for example, in schools through the Wellness Initiative) market forces may
play a role in bringing about the necessary advancements in supply.
ii. Lack of a Processing infrastructure
The lack of an appropriate processing infrastructure limits the potential for supply of
many food products from within Montana. A detailed analysis of this barrier was
presented in Chapter Four.


In many cases limited or non-existent kitchen facilities and a lack of trained labor
resources at public institutions restrict the procurement of more fresh vegetables
or meat carcasses. K-12 schools and many other institutions prefer to purchase
cooked meat, as it is more convenient to heat and there is less waste (fat/oil),
which is difficult for them to dispose of.



Montana lacks the commercial processing capacity to provide many food products
in a form that is more convenient for the end user (for example carrot slices or
chill-and-serve meals, or cooked meat cuts/processed meats).
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Dried, frozen and canned food allows for less frequent deliveries, which for
economic reasons are often necessary in rural Montana’s public institutions.



The supply of Montana grown and processed, frozen or canned fruits and
vegetables would require investment in facilities and other resources that may or
may not be economically feasible10.

Montana’s processing infrastructure could be increased by developing more value added
food businesses11. It is recommended that an analysis of best practices from other
states/regions and the strategies for developing the value adding and processing
infrastructure in Montana be formulated and implemented.
iii. Distributional and Logistical Challenges
Montana’s large geographic area and low population base makes it one of the most
sparsely populated states in the nation. Therefore, with the exception of large dairy
processors and large bakeries, it is not economically feasible for most food producers to
distribute to public institutions throughout the state themselves. As a consequence, many
Montana-based growers and processors may find it most economical to focus on
supplying institutions they are close too, rather than those located outside their immediate
geographical area. Other producers may be able to work with distributors such as Sysco,
or coordinate delivery with other nearby producers. North Carolina’s Farm to School
Program—operated as a partnership between the state’s Department of Agriculture and
the federal Department of Defense, purchased trucks to coordinate delivery of fresh,
locally-grown produce to North Carolina’s public schools.
Working with large national distributors such as Sysco, smaller regional distributors
such as Butte Produce, or producer cooperatives is normally necessary to deliver
efficiently throughout the state (for more details see Section 2.4). Some companies such
as the Western Montana Growers Cooperative and Lifeline Farm “piggyback” on each
other's distribution systems to deliver to customers outside of their normal delivery
range12. An example of how Montana Natural Beef is attempting to develop partnerships
to overcome distribution and logistics challenges is provided in Exhibit 5.1.
Exhibit 5.1: Montana Natural Beef: The Importance of Building Partnerships13
Montana Natural Beef was founded in 1999 by a group of Western Montana producers who raise beef on
their family-owned ranches. Their cattle are reared on the open range and then naturally fed under the
10

One large public institution surveyed during this study indicated that they may be willing to explore partnering with a produce
grower/distributor and share in the costs of processing it to a more convenient ready to use form.
11
More details are provided in section 5.5.
12
Studies in the UK have looked at the feasibility of establishing local food centre hubs. These hubs would contain storage, washing,
packaging, meat-cutting and closed organic facilities. Management of orders would be processed through the hub, so small producers
could derive the benefits of economies of scale in processing and distribution. (Professor John Whitelegg “The London Sustainable
Food Hub: Opportunities for a Sustainable Food Logistics Centre for London” London Development Agency (2005))
13
After the first draft of this study was written, it was learned that the potential partnership between Montana Natural Beef and RMGS
failed to eventuate. However, this case study has been included in this report as it provides an example of the types of partnerships
that can be developed between Montana-based suppliers.
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close supervision of feed experts using specially formulated feeding programs. Located at the Mission
Mountain Food Enterprise Center, the company has been successful in obtaining a price premium for high
valued cuts such as ribeye, prime rib and skirt steaks in markets like Chicago. However, they have
struggled to sell their low valued cuts and ground beef at a sustainable price, cope with
distribution/logistics issues or meet the volume requirements that the market demands. A recent “win-win”
partnership with Rocky Mountain Gourmet Steak (RMGS) and the University of Montana has helped to
increase sales volumes, developed a market for the lower value cuts that they need to survive, and may
provide Montana Natural Beef with future distribution and marketing support.
RMGS has operated a federally inspected slaughter plant in Missoula for over 40 years and as such has
considerable experience in marketing and distribution. Initially RMGS ground and fabricated, froze and
packaged Montana Natural Beef patties in 5 or 10 pound bags, before distributing them to the University of
Montana. As a result of this initial success, Montana Natural Beef is currently discussing utilizing
RMGS’s considerable marketing and distribution expertise to assist them to distribute to non-institutional
buyers.
“The Farm to College Program has helped move bottom end cuts that they otherwise could not have sold.
The partnership with RMGS and the University was a direct result of the Farm to College program. It has
also opened the door to other institutional buyers such as St Patrick’s Hospital in Missoula (managed by
Thomas Cuisine). There is something about Montana's Buy Fresh, Buy Local Campaign (sponsored by
AERO) that helped establish a direct and honest dialogue.”
Will Tusick Montana Natural Beef

iv. Issues of Scale
Some of Montana’s growers, particularly vegetable producers, prefer to sell small
quantities of what they produce at farmers markets or directly to retail and restaurants at
retail (or higher) prices rather than develop bulk wholesale orders for institutions. Other
small Montana growers and processors do not have a business background, a marketing
focus to adequately develop the relationships, or the capabilities to invest in developing
new products or markets. As such, they are not usually a good match for institutional
buyers or the distributors that supply them.
Small processors often have a relatively high cost structure due to the lack of economies
of scale and a lack of resources for marketing or business development activities. If they
can compete on price, quality, freshness, delivery and other factors that institutional
buyers are looking for, they may be able to sell directly to public institutions. However,
many are unlikely to meet the sophisticated requirements of prime vendors/distributors,
or food service management companies that are needed if a grower/processor seeks to
distribute to institutions throughout the state. Their relative size can also be a limiting
factor in their ability to meet the volume requirements of large institutional buyers (for
example see Exhibit 5.2). However, there are numerous examples of Montana companies
that have the commitment and ability to sell to public institutions. These were presented
in Chapter Four. Wheat Montana and Montola have accessed many public institutional
markets. Other small Montana companies (for example, Senorita’s Specialty Salsa and
Almatheia Dairy) are selling niche products to the universities that are often resold
through their retail stores or catering services.14 In summary, size is not a barrier if
14
Retail outlets are unique to Universities. Most other institutions do not have retail stores and therefore opportunities to pass on
additional costs to consumers.
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companies can differentiate, find their niche within institutional markets, and have the
ability and commitment to be competitive.
Exhibit 5.2: Size Matters
“Some of the problems arise from the size of the companies involved, with some being too small to be able
to cope with the hospitals’ strict requirements. The media interest in the project, for example, led to a
number of small producers and suppliers approaching the project officers in the hope of supplying the
hospitals involved. Some simply did not have the necessary administrative systems, particularly health and
safety audits and accreditation, but also relatively straight-forward systems such as computerized ordering.
Others had no way of making deliveries. Sometimes it was possible to solve these problems – and indeed
some companies who brought themselves up to hospital supply standards were then able to supply
customers. On other occasions, other more suitable suppliers had to be – and were – found. At the other end
of the scale, some suppliers were simply too big. Some large scale producers have a number of fixed
markets and contracts, for example with supermarkets, which means that they cannot guarantee a regular
supply of smaller volumes of produce to hospitals.”
Source: Sustain (2005)15

Institutional buyers and distributors typically require a grower/processor to have:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

product liability insurance;
assured levels of quality;
adequate supply volumes;
promotional/marketing materials;
correct packaging and labeling;
adequate systems of ordering and delivery;
compliance with state and federal sanitation, food handling and regulatory
environmental and food safety requirements; and
¾ competitive prices.
An example of how institutional buyers and Montana’s food producers need to be willing
to work together to overcome these barriers is presented in Exhibit 5.3.
Exhibit 5.3: Supplier Abilities and Commitment
Some public institutions, such as the University of Montana, are prepared to work with Montana-based
suppliers to provide products that are generally preferred by their students. This will typically involve taste
tests and sometimes changing recipes to meet university standards. Some suppliers have embraced the
initiative, made changes to their products, packaging or delivery and have become part of the Farm to
College program. Others have declined and consequently lost potential sales opportunities.

Supplier commitment and a marketing approach with a focus on customer needs (in this
case, institutional buyers' needs) is necessary for success. Like any other buyer,
institutional purchasing managers require:

15

“Getting More Sustainable Food into London’s Hospitals: can it be done? And is it worth it?” Sustain – The Alliance for Better
Food and Farming (2005)
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¾ the right product in a convenient form (this often includes labeling and
packaging);
¾ in the right place (distributed regularly to their location);
¾ with the right promotional material; and
¾ at the right price (competitive pricing).
Case studies that illustrate some of the barriers that Montana food producers face when
selling to public institutions have been provided throughout this report. They clearly
show that Montana companies such as Montana Natural Beef have succeeded in selling
to public institutions by repeatedly meeting with institutional buyers and adapting their
products, distribution and service levels to meet buyer needs. Exhibit 5.4 illustrates how
Bausch Potatoes has adopted a marketing approach and focused on customer needs in
order to successfully supply public intuitions. Others have not, as is illustrated in Exhibit
5.5. Selling to institutions is not sensible for all Montana food producers, particularly if
they have opportunities to increase market share in other less price-sensitive markets.
Exhibit 5.4: A Marketing Approach and Focus on Customer Needs is the Key to
Success
Bausch Potatoes is a Whitehall-based potato grower/processor that distributes to several public institutions
in Montana once or twice a week16. They occupy a market niche and supply fresh fries and partially baked
fresh potato products which they believe taste better than frozen products. Their products also have a
longer shelf life than competitors’ fresh products that take days to reach here from other states. The
company believes that a marketing approach, including a focus on adapting products, distribution systems
and service levels to meet customer needs, is one of the keys to their success.
Bausch sold potatoes to MSU for many years, but there appeared to be a “steel curtain” that prevented them
from accessing buyers at other institutions until the University of Montana launched its Farm to College
Program in 2003. The program “opened the door” to Bausch, who met with purchasing mangers at UM
and other institutions and was able to prove the quality and competitive price of their products (some
institutions were able to save as much as $2 per bag by buying from Bausch).
Initially, their regular fries did not hold up well under lamps in the buffet at some of the new institutions.
As a result, Bausch spent several days with each institution, cooking for them and learning about the
process. They developed a partially baked product line that better meets the needs of institutional buyers
and continue to meet regularly with buyers to address potential new problems before they occur.
Distribution costs to local restaurants in the areas where the public institutions they supply are located have
also been reduced considerably. John Pickett, sales manger at Bausch Potatoes believes that Montana
companies seeking to sell to public and other institutions need to meet Sysco/FSA standards. He also
stated that Farm to Cafeteria programs can help Montana food producers compete on an equal footing, but
they need to meet the volume, quantity and price requirements of buyers.
Source: Interview with John Pickett: Sales Manager, Bausch Potatoes

16

They use their own trucks to distribute to MSU and UM and a local distributor to transport their products to other institutions such
as those located in Dillon and Helena.
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Exhibit 5.5: Not for Everybody
Montana-based producers must follow a marketing approach and focus on satisfying customer needs if they
are going to successfully sell to public institutions. Interviews revealed that a number of Montana companies
are unwilling to accept wholesale prices, or change their delivery or ordering process to meet the needs of
institutional buyers.
Institutions buy in bulk, consequently wholesale, NOT retail, prices are paid. Selling through a distributor or
distribution/marketing cooperative will require a further substantial drop in price to cover the costs of
distribution. Public institutions are not a suitable marketing outlet for growers/processors wanting retail
prices.
Similarly, institutions do not have time to chase orders; when a delivery or pick-up date is agreed on, failure
to follow through and a lack of communication is not acceptable. There are plenty of alternative and
operationally easier sources of supply for institutions to pull from.

5.3.2 Demand Side
Enhancing the development of Montana-based food supply chains that feed public
institutions requires supply to match demand. Barriers that institutional buyers face when
purchasing or attempting to purchase food produced by Montana-based
growers/processors include:
i. Lack of Customer Demand/Supply Chain Communication
A recent UK study concluded that a lack of demand was the major barrier to increasing
the quantity of food public institutions purchase regionally17. Interviews with institutional
food buyers in Montana have revealed:


In many instances, food buyers and kitchen staff do not have knowledge of where the
products they buy are grown or produced or how to access growers/processors.
Montana Department of Agriculture’s “Montana Food and Beverage Directory
2005/06” and “Abundant Montana, AERO’s Directory to Sustainably Grown
Montana Food” are invaluable resources and should be used to locate Montana-based
producers of quality food.



Other procurement managers are more interested with the timely requirements of the
procurement process (for example tendering, and logistics) rather than where the food
comes from.



The amount of staff time needed to develop and maintain relationships with vendors
means many institutional buyers prefer a “one stop” shopping process when
purchasing food that incorporates:
¾ ordering;
¾ payment; and

17

“Food and Drink in Yorkshire: Regional Supply chains Mapping Study”, Yorkshire Forward, 2005.
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¾ delivery.


Institutions that are managed by Food Service Management companies typically have
their purchasing decisions made at out-of-state company headquarters and food is
transported by national distributors.



Many public institutions lack food storage, preparation and handling infrastructure,
having inadequate kitchens and storage capacity.

Yet, as indicated earlier more general consumer studies find growing demand for locally
grown food. A national survey involving researchers from 12 universities and 819
randomly selected respondents found that 70 percent of the respondents would pay more
for locally-produced food18. Further, researchers at The University of Montana found
that most respondents in a survey of Missoula County residents were concerned about
“how far away the food I eat/buy comes from19.”
In order to meet the growing popular demand to buy locally or regionally produced food;
food service managers and kitchen staff must be flexible and willing to change. They
need have the ability to:
¾ change purchasing decisions and criteria (in some institutions changes
require approval by general administrators, the accounting department,
or a board of directors);
¾ create new programs, such as Farm to Cafeteria;
¾ have support at the highest level of decision-making within the institution;
¾ develop relationships with Montana-based growers/processors;
¾ make changes in food service operations (for example develop menus that
reflect seasonal produce, allow for increased time associated with food
preparation and ordering procedures); and
¾ have a committed and dedicated leader (see Exhibit 5.6).
Exhibit 5.6: Project Champion
“It helps enormously, of course, with any innovative project if there is an immensely energetic and
committed individual to drive progress. However, just as it is obvious that having such a dynamic
individual improves the success of any project it is equally obvious that not every hospital, school, or care
home will have such a person. Good practice will not spread if it relies on extraordinary people. The food
supply chains we have begun to establish will have to become routine, if society as a whole is to reap the
most benefit.”
Source: Sustain (2005)14

18
Wimberley, Ronald. “The Globalization of Food: How Americans Feel About Food Sources, Who They Trust, Food Security,
Genetic Modification, Food Labeling and the Environment.” http://sa.ncsu.edu/global-food.
19
Food Matters: Farm Viability and Food Consumption in Missoula County, 2004. Retrieved from www.umt.edu/cfa/.
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ii. Budgetary Limitations/Product Costs
There are real issues relating to budget constraints facing public institutions. These
include:


Most Montana institutions surveyed expressed concern that many Montana-based
suppliers were not price-competitive. However, the University of Montana’s total
food expenditures have decreased since launching its Farm to College program,
which in part may be due to a reduction in the waste levels/spoilage associated with
better quality or fresher local foods and higher yields.



While some institutions such as universities can pass on increased costs to students
or external catering events, others, such as prisons, cannot.



All public institutions in Montana are under pressure to provide meals and food at a
low cost (for example, see Exhibit 5.7).

Exhibit 5.7: Living with Budgetary Constraints
Tight budgetary constraints have resulted in many schools sourcing as much as 75% of food requirements
through OPI programs, although there is concern that some items are being delivered at or near expiration
dates. For example, a school in the Bitterroot Valley is interested in trying to improve their access to fresh
fruits and vegetables. They do not currently access food from the Department of Defense Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Program, however, they are interested in learning more about it. Currently additional fresh
produce is sourced from Sysco, however, delivery issues have limited the effectiveness of this system.
Although the school would like to use food produced in Montana, local suppliers lack of product liability
insurance and cost concerns have stopped any purchases from occurring. The results of the interview
suggested that a local food initiative needs to have the support of the OPI to benefit remote rural schools
with tight budgetary constraints.

Information presented in Exhibit 5.8 illustrates that some Montana companies, such as
Montola Growers, have been able to be compete successfully despite having a higher per
unit price.
Exhibit 5.8: A Superior Product
Montola Growers Inc., located in Culbertson, Montana, produces high quality, healthy
vegetable oils for the food industry. Montola’s proprietary safflower oils are among the world’s most
healthful food oils, being superior to olive oil for high oleic content, low saturated fat and trans-fat free.
Montola distributes bottled safflower oil to some Montana institutions through Sysco. A number of
institutional buyers surveyed indicated they could not afford to buy Montola safflower oil because it is
priced higher than commodity products or Sysco’s own brands. However, UM chefs believe that the
product lasts longer and has less waste than competitive products, making the overall cost of using Montola
less or equal to that of competing brands. Similar arguments can be made relating to purchasing some
Montana beef and burger products, which may cost slightly more, but have considerably less shrinkage
while cooking.
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iii. State Procurement Policy
The State of Montana requires that public institutions accept the lowest cost bids on all
purchases from a vendor that are valued at more than $5,000 per annum/contract.


Many institutions have developed innovative ways to purchase food produced in
Montana, while still operating under state guidelines. However, state procurement
laws are an added barrier to any institution that wishes to purchase food from
Montana at a price that is higher than current market rates (i.e. higher than they
would pay for food grown in California, Chile or other states or countries).



Produce is exempt from state procurement rules and, as such, offers an avenue for
Montana-based food producers that may not be available in other industry
categories. Creation of opportunities through this market segment may lead to
developments in other categories such as food service and retail.

While supportive of developing Montana-focused food supply chains, almost all
institutional buyers interviewed were confused about the objectives of a bill in Montana
2005 Legislature aimed at giving state institutions the option of applying a 10% bidding
preference to vendors of Montana-produced food. They appreciated efforts to provide
them with a greater choice when purchasing food produced in Montana. However,
some believed this legislation would force them to purchase food produced in Montana
at a higher price, even though the bill's preference was strictly voluntary. Some
suppliers were also concerned about the potential for retaliation against Montana
vendors bidding on neighboring states' contracts.
Any efforts to change Montana’s food procurement laws should offer institutional
buyers more flexibility in purchasing local food without requiring it. Working with staff
that manage Montana’s School Nutrition Programs to help K-12 schools gain access to
fresh or healthy competitively priced Montana food products may have a greater
impact on local food supply chains.
iv. Other Factors
Other demand side concerns include:
¾ existing prime vendor contracts;
¾ minimum delivery requirements, and
¾ concerns over the safety of food served to patrons.
A study by Dr. Neva Hassanein, Associate Professor of Environmental Studies at the
University of Montana, that accompanies this report provides real examples of how
Montana growers and processors have overcome these barriers and are selling
successfully to institutions. Enhancing local food supply chains to serve Montana’s
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public institutions will require change from Montana’s institutional buyers as well as the
farmers/processors that serve them.
5.4 Examples of Best Practice
There are numerous examples of how food producers, public institutions, distributors,
food service management companies, state Departments of Agriculture and others have
worked together to support the development of supply chain linkages between local
producers/processors and public institutions. These programs and examples of success
stories are extremely well documented and therefore are not explored at length in this
report.
i. Farm to Cafeteria
In many states, Farm to Cafeteria programs have been developed to help promote and
serve locally produced and processed foods to K-12 schools, colleges, hospitals, prisons,
nursing homes, and other institutions. These programs take many forms including:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

incorporating local foods into everyday menus;
hosting special event meals utilizing locally produced food;
establishing farmers markets at hospitals;
developing nutrition curricula around school gardens; and
co-coordinating field trips to farms.

Examples of farm to cafeteria programs are provided in Exhibit 5.9. The majority of
reports describing programs in other states have highlighted the success that fruit and
vegetable growers have had in selling to institutional buyers. One reason for this success
is that for fresh produce farmers in other states already sell on the commodity market
place and are willing to accept commodity prices. In addition, the investment in brand
development, marketing, and developing an experienced management team is relatively
low in comparison to many other value added food sectors and, as a result, farmers can
take an active role in the process.
While many Montana farmers are excellent producers of commodities, most feel less
comfortable developing and implementing marketing campaigns or managing value
added businesses. Ways to help them overcome this discomfort need to be explored. In
most instances entrepreneurs rather than traditional farmers are better equipped to
successfully develop and market value added food products to institutions and other
markets.
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Exhibit 5.9: Examples of Farm to Cafeteria Programs
Santa Monica Unified School District, California, has a “Farmer’s Market Salad Bar” featuring local
produce picked up at farmers' markets and then distributed to the district’s schools. In the school year,
$100,000 is spent on local food supplies, purchased directly from 20 local suppliers. In the winter, local
potatoes are featured as part of a baked potato bar.
The Local Food Project coordinated through the University of Iowa enables 10 institutions to incorporate
locally grown foods into their menus. The University coordinates ordering and delivery with local farms,
and sets up purchasing relationships between the farmers and the institutions. Between 1998 and 2001,
participating farmers received $585,190 from participating institutional customers.
The Kentucky Farm to School Program was modeled after the North Carolina approach, which utilizes
the Department of Defense (DoD) and its distribution system to bring Kentucky farm goods into local
schools as part of the DoD Fresh program. This program is a collaborative effort between the USDA, the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture, the University of Kentucky Extension, the Kentucky Department of
Education, and the US Department of Defense.
“All Iowa Meals” a connection between Iowa State University and Practical Farmers of Iowa formed an
alliance to serve local food to hotels, conference centers and restaurants, with a primary focus on serving
agricultural and environmental organizations. Twenty seven growers supply different foods to make a
complete meal including seasonal fruits, vegetables, poultry, beef, pork, fish and dairy products.
When a local dairy farmer became the main supplier of milk for the Pennsylvania College of
Technology's dining halls, milk sales jumped by 25% in the first three months. An instructor in 'Penn
Tech's' School of Hospitality was the inspiration for the farm to college project at the 5,000+ student
campus, part of Pennsylvania State University. She began by replacing the milk in the dining halls with
milk from a local, grass-based dairy farm. Without the school even advertising that this switch had
occurred, students could taste the difference. The milk is now being served in the college daycare center as
well. The dairy farmer, whose family has been farming for generations, emphasizes, "This relationship with
a local college has kept us in business. It has allowed us to have extra cash flow to upgrade our equipment.
We greatly appreciate the relationship we have with Penn Tech, given the increased sales and security it
creates."

Although the goals of farm to cafeteria programs often vary from institution to institution
and state to state, these programs typically often seek to:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

increase marketing opportunities for small and mid-scale farms;
support local farmers and the local economy;
educate eaters about local farming and food systems;
improve the quality of food served in the cafeteria;
improve nutrition and prevent obesity and obesity-related diseases; and
improve institution-community relationships20.”

“Farm to Cafeteria Connections: Marketing Opportunities for Small Farms in
Washington State” provides an excellent summary and up-to-date description of
strategies for developing and incorporating farm to cafeteria programs. Dr. Neva
Hassanein’s case study assessment of the University of Montana’s Farm to Cafeteria
20

“Farm to Cafeteria Connections” Marketing Opportunities for Small Farms in Washington State” Washington State Department of
Agriculture (2004)
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program and supply chain complements the findings of this report and provides detailed
examples of the steps that one institutional buyer and Montana’s food vendors have taken
to work together successfully.
Some states also support farm to cafeteria programs. For example:


In Washington, the State Department of Agriculture has promoted the purchase of
foods from local growers/processors by providing technical assistance and
outreach.



In North Carolina, the State Department of Agriculture provides transportation,
warehouses, and administrative services that support growers/processors selling to
public institutions.



Other states have attempted to enact legislation aimed at supporting local
processors/growers. More details are provided in Exhibit 5.10.

Exhibit 5.10: Examples of Proposed or Enacted Legislation to Support Local
Growers/Processors21
A Minnesota law “Agricultural Food Products Grown in State” states the commissioner (of administration)
shall encourage and make a reasonable attempt to identify and purchase food products that are grown in
this state. The commissioner is required to biannually submit a report “on the total of food products submit
a report each biennium "on the total food products purchased or contracted for by agencies and the amounts
of fruits, vegetables, grains, meats, poultry, and other food products purchased or contracted for that are
grown in this state."
California legislators recently defeated a tie-breaking preference law that planned to stipulate that “all
California public schools and school districts shall purchase agricultural products grown in California
before those grown outside the state as long as the priced quoted by the California company does not
exceed the lowest price of the out-of-state company.”
In 2001 The New York State Agriculture Commissioner and the Office of General Services, increased
discretionary purchasing levels for state institutions to allow them to purchase up to $10,000 of fresh fruits,
vegetables, and eggs from New York growers every fifteen days.
Section 4303 of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002 added a revision to the National
School Lunch act pertaining to the purchases of locally produced products. This provision requires the
secretary to encourage institutions participating in the school lunch and breakfast programs to purchase
locally produced foods, to the maximum extent practicable. It also created a program to provide start-up
grants to 200 institutions to defray the initial costs of equipment, materials and storage facilities needed to
be able to process fresh locally produced foods.
Grow Montana is a coalition promoting Montanans' access to Montana-grown and processed food. It
initiated two bills in the 2005 state legislative session: one to allow for state inspection of mobile meat
slaughterer plants and the addition of two more state meat inspectors (it passed), and the second, to give
state institutions the option of giving a small bidding preference to Montana food vendors (it failed on a tie
vote in Appropriations).
21

This exhibit draws heavily on “Putting a Face on our Food: How State and Local Food Policy can Promote the New Agriculture”
Drake Journal of Agricultural Law (2003)
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ii. International Developments
In other countries such as France, Italy and Spain, local or regional food has traditionally
been consumed in homes as well as public institutions. In the United Kingdom, concerns
with local food systems, public health, and child obesity, led the Department for
Environmental, Food and Rural Affairs to launch the Public Sector Food Procurement
Initiative (PSFPI) in 2003. The goals of this program were to encourage public sectors to
spend more of their £1.8 billion (US $3.2 billion) food budget on locally grown and
processed foods. The aim is to help deliver “a world-class sustainable farming and food
sector that contributes to a better environment and healthier and prosperous
communities.” The priority objectives of the program are to:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

raise production and processing standards;
increase tenders from small and local producers;
increase consumption of healthy and nutritious food;
reduce adverse environmental impacts of production and supply; and
increase capacity of small and local suppliers to meet demand.

The European Treaty and EC procurement directives mean “public sector buyers can
restrict their purchases to specific locations. But the framework still offers plenty of
scope to practice sustainable development when procuring food and catering services22.”
More details of a recent study on institutional food procurement in the Yorkshire region
of the United Kingdom are presented in Exhibit 5.11.
Exhibit 5.11: Farmers and Food Producers in the Yorkshire Region are Missing Out
on a Lucrative Local Market Worth up to £220m ($396 million) Per Year23
“Food and Drink in Yorkshire: Regional Supply Chains Mapping Study”, commissioned by Yorkshire
Forward and published by ADAS, shows that the public sector in the region spends over £200m on food,
but that only a small amount of this business goes to local growers or wholesalers. The report shows that by
encouraging tenders from local producers, schools, hospitals and other public sector bodies could reap real
environmental rewards for farmers, other food producers and the tax payer.
As well as reducing food miles and distribution costs, opening up markets to local producers could help cut
carbon dioxide emissions by up to 70% in the case of some regional Public Sector Procurers. Because 30%
of freight on our roads is associated with food transportation, such savings will also help the food industry
to meet the Government’s climate change targets”

5.5 Current and Potential Food Production, Processing and Distribution Capacity
The ability of Montana’s farmers, ranchers and food processors to sell food to public
institutions is limited by a reliance on commodity agriculture, and a distinct lack of a
processing and distribution infrastructure. Further, some foods such as lentils and squash,
22
“Unlocking Opportunities: Lifting the Lid on Public Sector Food Procurement” Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs, UK (2005).
23

Yorkshire Forward, December 15, 2005
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though nutrient dense, are not considered to be “children friendly,” so education would
need to accompany their incorporation into school menus.24 The undeveloped nature of
the value added businesses that are required to transform commodities into the food
products demanded by institutional and other buyers was described in Chapter Four.
Information presented in Exhibit 5.12 provides a summary assessment of where we are
now and where we could be in the future.
Exhibit 5.12 Summary of Current and Potential Food Processing Capacity
Where We Are Now (described
in detail in Chapter Four)
Commodity Agriculture
Dominates
- Cattle (49% of cash receipts)
- Quality food grade wheat (25% of
cash receipts)
- Other: Sugar Beet, Oilseed etc
-Limited processing capacity
- Most commodities are shipped out
of the state for processing
- Commodities are not sold to
institutions

Changes Required To Move Forward

Major refocus of entire agriculture sector
- Detailed analysis of best value added practices from
other regions
- Formulation and implementation of strategies for
developing processing infrastructure
- Focus on all opportunities, not just public
institutions
- See Exhibit 5.13

The Future

Value Added Food
Industry
For example, processed and
packaged sugar, vegetable oil
and numerous other products

However, despite these weaknesses, many Montana growers and processors are
successfully marketing to public institutions. A summary of where the food industry
could be in the future is provided on the right-hand side of Figure 5.13, while the changes
that may be necessary to instigate these changes are summarized in the center under the
red arrows. The information is categorized according to the five industry sectors that
interviews with buyers suggested can potentially serve institutional markets (as described
in Chapter Three). A summary of the exact types of food products that could be marketed
to institutions was provided in Chapters Three and Four25. Some, such as produce/fruit
and vegetables would require a relatively small change in production levels to supply all
institutions in the state.
The potential for enhancing the volume and value of Montana-produced food products
sold to public institutions is dependent upon changes at both the public institution and
supplier level. Most farmers may lack resources to invest in value added enterprises and
many are not risk-takers or entrepreneurs26. Many public institutions are constrained by

24

“My other dream is to get the students to eat rutabagas”.Ms Bacelli – Food Service Director Owego and Whitney Point School
Districts in Central New York. Source: New York Times (24th August 2005)
25
Interviews with institutional food buyers indicated that the main focus should not be on organic products.
26
There are exceptions such as Dean Folkvord at What Montana (who sells to institutions) and Bob Quinn who does not. In most other
states and regions a combination of farmers, farmer cooperatives, entrepreneurs, and economic development organizations and policy
makers have worked together to build a business infrastructure or provide a setting that encourages business development.
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A large variety of “other” processed product businesses are having
success in MT institutional and other wholesale and retail markets. For
example:
- vegetable oil
- salsa
- tortillas
- salad dressing
- confectionary
- cereal

Other

Small MT specialty cheese, yogurt, ice-cream and other dairy
products hold promise in institutional and other wholesale and
retail markets. (Large out-of-state owned companies dominate in
fluid milk.)

Dairy

Montana success story in breads using milled MT wheats.
Opportunities for MT bread wheat and flours to be used in MT
and out-of-state baked goods suppliers to MT institutions and
other markets.

Bakery

USDA- or, at least, state-inspected special cuts, ground beef
patties, pre-cooked meats.

Meat

In fresh ready-to-eat forms, and in preserved forms needing
only reheating.

Fruit and Vegetables

Opportunities in Specific Product Categories
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Encourage the development of an entrepreneurial business culture.
Develop venture and other business capital sources.
Food vendors need to be marketing focused/understand market requirements
and have:
- capital
- an experienced management team
- good market research and accurate business/marketing plans
Utilize existing service providers (MT Agriculture Innovation Center,
MCDC, etc), consultants, and network with successful businesses/mentors.
Analyze needed policy changes related to business/economic development,
capital, food sanitation/safety, procurement, etc.
Develop relationships with current prime vendor and smaller local
distributors.

Encourage networking and relationship-building between buyers and suppliers.

Educate buyers/suppliers on the health and other benefits of using Montana
grown/milled grains, and how to access this flour.
MT flour millers preserve identity of MT wheat flour.

Detailed analysis of feasibility of establishing new or larger, more efficient
slaughtering/processing plants, and of smaller, more local mobile plants. The
analysis should examine:
- costs and potential returns
- supply
- rendering of waste materials
- regulatory issues
Encourage appropriate meat businesses to make sales calls to appropriate
institutional buyers

Commodity-growers with irrigated land develop production capacity for
volumes of produce needed to be price-competitive in bulk wholesale markets.
Detailed analysis of feasibility of increasing processing capacity.
Private/public sector partnerships between existing businesses, institutions and
service providers could initiate change. For example:
- As a result of this study, UM, Mission Mountain Enterprise Center and the
Western Montana Growers Cooperative are investigating opportunities for
working together to increase processing capacity

Changes Required To Move Forward

Enhanced Value Added Food
Processing Industry
- Establishment of new food
processing businesses capable of
supplying institutions and other outlets
- Increased sales from existing value
added food suppliers

-Focus on catering events
- Sales of Montana-produced fluid milk to
institutions are at capacity

A Small Increase in the Sales of
Specialty Cheese and Dairy
Products

Greater Utilization of Flour Grown
in Montana by Bakeries Supplying
MT

For example:
- marinated, precooked strips
- fajita meat
- frozen cooked beef patties
- cooked sausages
- packaged, weighed and of a standard size
Diversification into other livestock meats
Feedlot expansion?

Convenient, Ready-to-Use Products

Diced, sliced, pre-cut, washed products
Packaged, standard size
Further processed products
e.g. hash brown patties, onion rings
Individual quick frozen (IQF) vegetable
meals

Convenient, Ready-to-Use Products

The Future

5.13: Supplying Public Institutions with Food Produced in Montana: Specific Product Opportunities and Requirements
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cost, infrastructure, time and resource limitations. Existing relationships need to be built
upon, and the buy-in of all the key players in the movement of food from the farm to the
fork is essential (as described in Chapter Two). Because of a relatively undeveloped
distribution infrastructure caused by a small population base and geographic factors,
working with distributors like Sysco and FSA is important. Greater transparency in the
origins of food through “country or state of origin” labeling requirements and increased
focus on marketing and customer needs could yield significant benefits. For example,
companies like Wheat Montana and Montola market the healthy attributes of their
products.
There is a general distrust by some food service managers and service providers of any
proposed changes to state procurement regulations. The greatest benefits will be derived
from a market-driven move, and the appearance of new market-focused food industry
entrepreneurs. Montana needs to support policies and a culture that will encourage the
emergence of new Montana food processing and distribution companies, which like
Wheat Montana; have the economies of scale and business capabilities to be successful in
institutional and other markets. However, this is a long-term project that will also require
changes in agricultural and business practices and policies, and as such will not be
achieved over night27. The recommended research and analysis into the potential costs
and returns of enhancing the meat and value added sectors should focus on all markets,
not just the public institutional sector28.
There are a number of changes that are not described in Figure 5.13 because they are
relevant to all food categories. The UM’s Farm to College program and less formal
initiatives at MSU have opened many doors and encouraged growers/processors to look
for new sales opportunities at other institutions and in food service and retail markets.
They have heightened awareness in the state of the availability of local or regional foods
and have encouraged other institutions and foodservice operators to actively seek
healthful, quality products from Montana’s vendors. The impact of such programs
should not be judged solely by sales to institutions or the resulting multiplier effects, but
the role they play in increasing capabilities and business acumen, and enabling
companies to sell to other much larger and potentially more attractive sectors such as
retail and food service. It is recommended that efforts are made to enhance the outreach
of these programs/initiatives and transfer them to additional public institutions. More
details of these recommendations are provided in the following sections.

27

“We talk about this as a 30 year project. We need to change an entire culture, and you know how long it has taken to change the
social view on smoking. This is more difficult. We are taking small steps, getting apples, carrots, pears, even broccoli into schools.”
Ms. Adamick – School Food Plus (New York City School District) Source: New York Times (24th August 2005)
28
Public institution food markets are a small part of Montana’s overall food system. Therefore, they should not be the only focus of
state efforts to increase the local and regional food supply base. Greater opportunities may exist in other market segments, which are
much larger and offer greater returns to growers and processors. Local growers and processors that supply fresh or healthy products
can however play a role significant in improving the overall nutrition of future generations. For example, by allowing public schools
to meet the goals of the SNP’s Wellness Initiative.
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5.6 Recommendations for the Future
There are many different models of institutional food procurement. They vary
significantly from institution to institution (for example K-12 school versus prisons) as
well as within individual institutional sectors (for example, Billings School District is
managed by Sodexho while Bozeman School District has a prime vendor contract with
FSA and operates a commercial kitchen that supplies other institutions). The drive and
commitment that individual purchasing managers, students/residents, suppliers and others
have to the concept of enhancing Montana-based food supply chains varies. However,
most realize that fresher, better tasting, environmentally friendly, Montana-produced food
can improve nutrition. They also understand they can strengthen the region’s economy
by keeping dollars circulating in the local community. The results of this study have
clearly illustrated that:


There is a genuine interest among some public institutions in purchasing more
food that has been produced in Montana.



Public institutions are a relatively small and cost-conscious market, but an
excellent stepping-stone for Montana suppliers seeking to enter other markets.



Montana’s food supply chain lacks capacity.



Infrastructure development and capacity-building are necessary to add value to
Montana’s food supply chain and provide customers with the types of products
they wish to buy.



Successful examples of best practice are already established and operating within
Montana.

The University of Montana and Montana State University have played an important
role in illustrating that local suppliers can provide food to public institutions and in
doing so, enhance Montana based-food supply chains. The local and regional impact
of producing food (rather than, or in addition to, commodities) cannot be
underestimated. It is important that new efforts are made to further develop Montanabased food supply chains and enable public institutions and Montana’s suppliers to
access new value added markets. To help facilitate the process it is recommended that
the following activities are undertaken:


Learn from other examples of best practice, but recognize the Montana differences.
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UM Farm to College: Steps to Success
Transplanting the Concept:
Four Steps to Creating
a Program in Your Community
• Build Support and Buy-In
• Set Goals
• Build Relationships
• Educate and Celebrate
Progress

As indicated earlier, success stories
and examples of best practice are
extensively documented; however they
need to be adapted to account for
Montana’s unique demographic and
geographic profile. The University of
Montana’s Farm to College Program
was developed as “a Montana model
for institutional local and regional
food purchasing.” Mark LoParco,
Director of Dining Services at UM, is
willing to share details of this model
with others. Lessons may also be
learned from MSU’s successes.



Develop new “test programs” and show they work.
Missoula schools have started to implement farm to school programs, while
public institutions in Bozeman, Dillon, Glendive, and Salish-Kootenai College
plan to soon. These could be expanded to other regions in the future.



Conduct Outreach & Education.
Many suppliers are not aware of the potential market opportunities that public
institutions provide. In addition, food procurement personnel often do not realize
the array of food products that are produced in Montana. Conferences and
vendor seminars that offer training for food service staff and growers, so they
understand opportunities and market requirements, are a necessary requirement.
The Grow Montana Coalition has begun a series of public meetings to present the
results of this and other studies to facilitate Montana communities and leaders
exploring opportunities and needs they see in the development of Montana's food
production and distribution infrastructure. These meetings will occur across the
state through the end of 2006.



Engage all supply chain participants, from farmers to distributors to buyers.
Farmers and ranchers, processors, public institutions, distributors, food service
management companies, and state and local public officials can all play a role in
enhancing Montana-based food supply chains. In other states and countries large
distributors and food service management companies such as Sysco and Sodexho
have played a major role in supporting local initiatives. They would contribute
greatly to enhancing the success of a Montana-based program.



Encourage producers to group together to market/distribute.
Most institutions do not have the logistical capabilities to purchase from a large
number of Montana-based growers/processors. Encouraging producers to form
producer-owned cooperatives will solve this problem as well as well enable them
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to share distribution costs. The Montana Cooperative Development Center,
Mission Mountain Market and the Montana Agriculture Innovation Center can
assist.


Target institutions that are genuinely interested.
It takes a great deal of institutional commitment and leadership to successfully
implement new programs that enhance Montana-based food supply chains.
Focusing on institutions that have a genuine desire to support Montana-based
food supply chains will provide a focus and increase the probability of success.



Target industry sectors that offer most potential.
Meat and produce are the sectors that institutional buyers suggest appear to offer
the most potential, although some parts of these sectors are relatively small.
Further analysis of the economic and market feasibility of further developing
these sectors needs to be conducted29. The development of value adding
initiatives in other sectors also needs to be carefully planned and accompanied by
feasibility studies and marketing plans.



Target producers/processors that have a genuine capacity to supply high quality food
at competitive rates and deliver a high level of service.
Institutions are not an appropriate target market for all Montana growers and
processors. Both buyers and suppliers need to be able to change and adapt
everyday practices to develop sustainable business relationships.



Initiate efforts to build Montana’s food processing infrastructure and value adding
activities.
The Mission Mountain Food Enterprise Center in Ronan and a planned new
incubator in Glendive are useful starting points. However, further research that
assesses why Montana is performing so poorly in the value added sector and
provides direction for the future is also necessary.



Build partnerships and create “buy-in”.
A large number of Montana organizations and programs are working to improve
consumers’ appreciation of locally produced foods and support Montana farmers
and food processors. Creating a plan with specific and measurable goals will
create a critical mass and stimulate the demand for food produced in Montana.
Examples of Montana-based initiatives are presented in Exhibit 5.14.

Exhibit 5.14: Examples of Montana Based Initiatives
Eat Right Coalition
Eat Right Montana, a statewide coalition of public health professionals that promotes healthy eating and
active lifestyles, has adopted the theme, “Eat Local, Play Local, Live Healthy” for its 2006 media
campaign. The organization provides monthly media packages to individuals around the state and
nationally.
29

For example, one medium sized onion producer could probably produce enough onions to serve all of Montana’s instiutions.
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Montana Dietetic Association
The Montana Dietetic Association, which is the professional organization for dietitians and nutritionists in
Montana, will be hosting a summit at its annual meeting in May focusing on sustainable agriculture and
how this relates to healthy nutrition habits
Montana State University
A diverse group of professionals at Montana State University have organized in recent months in order to
further the research and outreach activities related to supporting the local food system. This group is made
up of nutrition faculty, representatives of the CDC Obesity prevention grant project Nutrition and Physical
Activity (NAPA), MSU food service representatives, community members and representatives of the
Chef’s Collaborative.
University of Montana Farm to College Program Celebration
On May 4th 2006, the University of Montana will celebrate $1 million in local/regional food purchases.
The program will include an educational component (highlighting recent research and a panel discussion of
benefits and challenges of local food), vendor fair, local food system displays and demonstrations and an
evening celebration. The day will be an ideal opportunity for other public institutions and interested parties
to see how the Farm to College Program has evolved into the successful model it is today.
Montana Culinary Excellence Award
In June 2004, the Montana Department of Agriculture hosted a chef competition for the Culinary
Excellence Award. Chefs from around the state met in Big Sky, touting recipes featuring Montana products
in order to increase offerings of Montana products in restaurants statewide. The event featured Montana
Restaurant Connection, a showcase of Montana products for restaurant managers, chefs, brokers and
distributors. Products showcased included sauces, beer, mustards, soup mixes, beef, cereal, sausages,
honey, caviar, smoked fish, goat cheese, bison chili, granola, mushrooms, ketchup, huckleberries, wine,
pasties, canola oil, herbs and jams.
"The Montana Chef Competition encourages our state's chefs to incorporate more locally produced foods
into their menus, giving customers what they want. This, in turn, helps Montana's agricultural industry and
overall economy." (Ralph, Peck, ex-Director Montana Department of Agriculture). A renewal of the
competition is planned for this year.
Chefs Collaborative
Eric Stenberg is a member of Chefs Collaborative who is working on developing and maintaining farmerchef connections, thereby keeping food dollars in the local economy. Through grant funding obtained from
the Kellogg foundation Chefs Collaborative is looking to extend farm to cafeteria programs to schools and
universities in the Bozeman area. The Chefs Collaborative is a national network of more than 1,000
members of the food community who promote sustainable cuisine by celebrating the joys of local, seasonal,
and artisan cooking.
Alternative Energy Resources Organization (AERO)
This grassroots, nonprofit organization sponsors a statewide Buy Fresh, Buy Local campaign that assists
Montana food producers, retailers and communities with local food product and market development. It
also publishes the "Abundant Montana" directory to sustainably grown and processed Montana food. In
1996 AERO organized the state's first Montana food systems initiative that provided small grants and
facilitated a process for communities across the state to learn about and support community-based food
supply chains.
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Grow Montana
This broad based coalition works to enable Montana's food producers to meet more of the state's food
needs. It promotes economic development policies that support sustainable, Montana-owned food
production, processing, and distribution, and that improves all of Montana’s citizens' access to Montana
foods.

In summary, enhancing Montana-based food supply chains through the development of
farm to cafeteria programs can play a role in stimulating the development of Montana’s
agricultural and community-based business sectors. As such it can help farmers and
processors to reduce their reliance on commodity markets alone. It will enable public and
other institutions to provide their constituents with healthy, fresh food products, while
generating more money in the state’s economy.
Although public institutions purchase a very small percentage (less than 2%) of the food
consumed in Montana, some are already playing a key role in initiating farm to cafeteria
programs. Working with distributors such as FSA and Sysco is vital to success, as these
organizations can distribute throughout the state and understand the volume and quality
specifications that institutional and other buyers require. Selling to the public
institutional market is an extremely useful stepping-stone for food producers seeking to
enter the much larger food service and retail sectors; however is not a viable option for
every Montana food producer. Producers of niche value added food products may find
more opportunities in other less price-conscious markets where they may be able
command a premium price. Others may be able to utilize institutional markets to help
drive volumes to levels where economies of scale can be achieved to allow access to
additional wholesale or retail markets. They may also be able to use institutional markets
as a secondary market for hard-to-market products like low-value beef cuts, which can be
turned into hamburger. Initiatives aimed at developing public-private sector partnerships
or policies aimed at increasing institutional purchases of food grown and processed in
Montana can play a role in enhancing Montana-based food supply chains and the
development of increased value added capacity. However, they should not be developed
at the expense of initiatives aimed at assisting growers and processors to access much
larger and potentially more lucrative retail and food service markets.
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